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Abstract

Physical interaction in a dematerialized world
In this thesis, I define dematerialization as an ongoing process in which physical
products and information carriers disappear and become immaterial aggregates
that flow from one digital device to another. By dematerializing, these products and
information carriers become more flexible and available. Yet, I see pitfalls in the inevitable loss of physically meaningful action routines that accompanies dematerialization. For this reason, I want dematerialization to be a well-considered process,
guided by industrial design.
In today’s design research and design practice, I distinguish two perspectives on
dematerialization:
The first stand is a research perspective that aims to embody digital information with
physical artifacts. It relies on the physical world and our way of interacting in and
with it, and as such opposes the movement of dematerialization. My critique on the
first stand is that it mainly focuses on making our interaction with digital products
more natural, intuitive and direct, which I consider to be a pragmatic aspiration. I
believe that non-pragmatic, experiential qualities are equally important.
The second stand is the perspective of today’s generation of consumer electronics. It
embraces dematerialization, because of the flexibility and availability that it generates. Smart phones and tablet computers, both exponents of the second stand, are
designed to fulfill as many tasks as possible, anytime and anywhere. My critique on
the second stand concerns its preoccupation with efficiency and effectiveness, and its
tendency to neglect our bond with the physical.
I introduce the third stand as my own perspective on the guidance of dematerialization, and explore and develop it throughout this thesis, employing a Research
through Design method. The third stand is a perspective on the design of single-purpose digital products that centers around the border between the physical and the
digital world. As such, it aims at a better balance between them.
Now what is the uniqueness and the added value of the third stand? In order to
answer this question, I organized an experiment, in which I compared two digital
payment terminals: a commercial payment terminal, representing the second stand,
and a specifically developed experimental payment terminal, representing the third
stand. The results of the experiment lead to the following conclusions.
• The third stand differs from the second stand by building on the physical world,
and by choosing to restrain the process of dematerialization. However, unlike
the first stand, it does not primarily aim at pragmatic usability values like naturalness, intuitiveness and directness. Instead, it employs physical embodiment
in order to reach hedonic, experiential values. Instead of its richness, the third
stand celebrates the limitations of the physical world: its persistence, slowness
and vulnerability. It imposes these limitations on the digital world in order to
13
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temper the digital world’s malleability and unbridled possibilities. By doing this,
the third stand wants to make our interaction with digital products more profound, attentive and precious.
• Another unique characteristic of the third stand can be related to its aesthetics,
which reside, just like the third stand itself, on the border between the physical
and the digital world.
Finally, this thesis wants to be a methodological contribution to design research, and
more specifically, to Research through Design. Throughout a series of consecutive
design and reflection iterations, Research through Design is illustrated, particularized and enriched.

14
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Introduction

0.1

Two slices of life

Somewhere in 2009, I was driving my car in the surroundings of Leuven, the city
where I live. I noticed I ran out of fuel, and I decided to stop at the nearest petrol
station. I chose a fuel pump, parked my car next to it, and walked over to the central
payment terminal, a kind of electronic shrine at one side of the station. I took my
payment card, and as I slid it in the slot, I noticed that the machine in front of me
contained two digital terminals instead of one, arranged one next to the other. Both
terminals had their own display and keypad. After a moment of hesitance, I figured
that one terminal managed the choice of the pump and the whole refueling process,
while the other was reserved for the payment transaction. As the machine accepted
my payment card, the displays of both terminals were activated and seemed to give
me orders simultaneously. I got confused, found a cancel button, and pushed it. The
machine gave me back my card, and I started the whole operation again. This time,
I decided to first start the refueling interaction by choosing a pump, and only after
that, I would insert my payment card. And so I did. I started the routine with the
terminal on the left. At a certain moment, it asked me to insert my card, and I pushed OK, instead of immediately switching to the terminal on the right. This mistake
resulted in the terminal on the left getting stuck, and me, again, canceling the whole
routine. There I stood, unable to accomplish a seemingly simple task. I started to
think. All I needed to do was to take fuel from the pump, put it in my car’s tank,
and pay for it. Why did I have to operate two computers for that? What was the
connection between tapping a keyboard and filling my fuel tank, or handing money
to someone? Why was I standing ten meters away from both the fuel pump and my
car, looking at two different displays? In the meanwhile, two persons were queuing
up behind me. They both explicitly stared at me, as if to say: “If you can’t do it, then
at least let us go first, because we do not have time for this”. I decided to give it one
more try. As I again initiated the dialogue between the machine and me, it occurred
to me that I had just finished the design of a similar payment terminal which would
hit the market in about a year from that moment, and which would be placed in
a similar environment, putting people in the same, awkward position as I was in.
What had happened? As an industrial designer, wasn’t I the one who was responsible
for situations like this? Being a specialist in ease of use and all that stuff? How did I
cope with this responsibility? Was there something I was supposed to do, that I had
not been doing until then?
Anyhow, the next moment, I found myself capable of wrestling through the double
menu structure, and entering my PIN code on the payment terminal. Two minutes
later, I inserted the nozzle in my car’s inlet and waited anxiously. When I heard the
fuel flowing in my tank, I almost felt victorious.
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More than three decades before that moment, I sat in the back seat of my mother’s
car, a shiny red Renault 4. Like every Saturday, we went to the supermarket to go
shopping for the next week. It was a sunny morning, and things felt light and fresh.
My mother wore her fine leather gloves, like she often did when driving her car. I
just leaned back and enjoyed the movement and sound of the engine, the sight on
my mother’s black curls, and her eyes in the rearview mirror. When we arrived at
the supermarket, she pulled over at the petrol station, stopped the car next to the
two fuel pumps and shut down the engine. The next few moments, we just sat and
waited, enjoying the silence and quietness. Out of the little cabin in the gas station
came a man, dressed in a blue overall, and wearing a blue cap. His movements were
big, slow and steady, as he cleaned his hands with a piece of cloth that was hanging
from his pocket. My mother slid aside her car window, and the man leaned over,
gently greeting her and winking at me. “Super for 500 franks, please”, my mother
asked. She gave the man her car keys, and shut her window again. The man slowly
walked round the back of the car, and opened the fuel tank. Sitting there together, we
listened carefully to the damped sounds of the nozzle entering the car, and the fuel
flowing in.
The man finished his job and came back to my mother’s window, where she presented him a single blue bill. He passed the car keys and motioned her to wait another moment. His hand disappeared in the large pocket on his chest, and came out
holding a piece of candy, which he handed over to me, saying: “And this is for the
young man.” My mother wished him a good day and, as she drove her car back on
the street, I looked through the back window, and saw the man waiving his hand.

0.2 Interactive products

This thesis is about the design of interactive products. Interactive products are products that contain digital components: a processor, a memory, sensors, actuators
and control elements. Thanks to these digital components, interactive products can
compose their own output in function of a series of input parameters, captured by
themselves, or given to them by us, their users. This capability lends them a degree of
autonomy, and subsequently, they portray their own behavior (Saffer, 2010). Therefore, it is more accurate to say that the end user does not literally “use” an interactive
product, he “interacts” with it: the user and the product mutually exchange information. Examples of interactive products are today’s dishwashers, hi-fi installations,
washing machines, digital cameras, smart phones, tablets, digital thermometers,
GPS devices etc.. In everyday life, we call them digital products.
In the upcoming chapters, I don’t discuss the strictly technological properties of
these products, like processor speeds, memory capacities or screen resolutions. My
subject is our very interaction with them: the way we interact with them today, and
the way we should interact with them.
18
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0.3 Interaction design

Interaction design is often considered to be what Saffer calls the “technology-centered view on interaction design”(Saffer, 2010, p. 5): interaction designers take raw
pieces of software, programmed by computer scientists, and make them pleasurable
and easy-to-use. Usually, this comes down to interface design of software applications or websites.
However, in the context of this thesis, interaction design means industrial design that
is interaction driven. Interaction design is considered as the part of industrial design
that focuses on how we interact with interactive products. What makes interaction
design so specific as to give it its own name? Hallnäs and Redström (2000) state that
the unique characteristic of interaction design lies in the fact that it involves the time
dimension. Traditional industrial design considers products as mainly static entities,
designed to fulfill a certain task. It mainly “depends on the modelling of dimension
in space” (Jones, 1992, p.XXXII). Interaction design sees products as a constitutive
part of an interaction routine that develops over a certain time period. Within this
period of time, products can adapt their form and function, and as such portray
behavior in interaction (Ross, 2008). In this way, interaction design contains “composing-in-time” (Jones, 1992, p. XXXII). One might object that this is nothing special or new, since traditional industrial design has always been concerned with use
scenarios and contexts of use. That is true, but the difference lies in the emphasis: the
time dimension was never a dominant driver in the traditional design process. In
interaction design, it is.
Another characteristic of interaction design is its specific presence in the context of
interactive products. As described above, interactive products use digital or computational material (Hallnäs, 2011), that incorporates software programs. The behavior over time of these products is largely defined by these programs, or, in Hallnäs’s
words, the time dimension is inherently present in the very nature of interactive
products. Since interaction design deals with this time dimension, it forms a vital
component in the design of interactive products. In this dissertation, the term interaction design is used uniquely in the context of interactive products.

0.4 Research through Design
0.4.1 Definition

The research approach employed in this thesis is Research through Design (RtD),
also referred to as Constructive Design Research (Koskinen, Zimmerman, Binder,
Redström, & Wensveen, 2011). This approach provides an answer as to how design
skills and knowledge can be leveraged in a design research process, instead of in
real-world practice. Koskinen et al. (2011) distinguish three different types of RtD,
according to the context in which it takes place:
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•
•
•

Research through Design in the laboratory focuses on characteristic aspects of the
studied phenomenon, in order to investigate them in the controlled space of a
laboratory. The research process in this thesis is an example of RtD in the lab.
Research through Design in the field brings into account the wider context of its
subject, by studying it in its natural setting, i.e. in the real world. It is also referred to as “design ethnography” or “field work”.
Research through Design in the showroom builds on art, rather than on science.
Its results usually are presented in exhibitions and galleries, and are intended to
evoke reflection and debate.

0.4.2 Design research with an aspirational character

While a regular design process usually starts with the expression of a certain company need, an RtD process revolves around a research question (Frens, 2006). Zimmerman and Forlizzi (2008) distinguish two RtD approaches, based on two categories of research questions. The philosophical approach employs a research question
that originates from the researcher’s personal observations and reflections. The
grounded approach starts from an existing research question, known from literature
or fieldwork. In both approaches, this research question has an aspirational character (Gaver, 2012). It is a stance that seeks to “transform the world from its current
state to a preferred state” (Zimmerman, Forlizzi, & Evenson, 2007, p. 493).
This thesis starts from dematerialization, a well-known process in today’s world,
through which physical objects disappear and are replaced by digital information.
Although dematerialization is a widely discussed and described phenomenon, I articulate it in the context of this thesis according to my own observations. Therefore,
my RtD approach is philosophical. In Chapter 1, I express my doubts about the current pattern of dematerialization, and state that it should be guided by industrial
design, towards a preferred state. Consequently, I formulate my basic research question as follows:
• How can industrial design guide dematerialization?
As a way of reaching this preferred state, I propose a design perspective: the third
stand. The rest of this thesis describes my inquiry of the third stand.

0.4.3 A designer’s intuition

In the RtD approach, two phases can be distinguished (Frens, 2006). In a first phase,
the researcher iteratively performs the act of designing a product, service, environment or system (Zimmerman, Stolterman, & Forlizzi, 2010), which usually results in
a series of prototypes or design artifacts. In a second phase, the researcher reflects on
his actions and their results, in order to generate a formalized theory. The basic idea
behind this dual model is that a designer’s specific knowledge, or a designer’s intuition (Cross, 1999; Frayling, 1993; Polanyi, 1966), is implicitly present in his design
20
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skills, and can only be made explicit through the act of designing (Frens, 2006),
which occurs in the first phase. The insights, co-formed by this designer’s intuition,
are formulated in the second phase, and form the final outcome or the generated
knowledge of the RtD process.
The dual nature of the RtD process is clearly reflected throughout this thesis. Numerous prototypes are witnesses of the first phase, as they investigate what the potential future of the third stand might be. On the other hand, several chapters present
reflections and steps towards a theoretical generalization of the third stand as an
industrial design perspective.

0.4.4 On theoretical formalization

As for the theoretical outcome of Research through Design, there is discussion on
how this outcome should be formalized, and to what extent it is generalizable. The
crux lies in the contradiction between design and science. Design operates at the
level of the practical, and on how phenomena occur in a particular real-world situation. It is said to concern the “ultimate particular” (Wiberg & Stolterman, 2014,
p. 535). On the contrary, science operates at the level of the universal, and seeks to
develop generalized theories and patterns. Now, can design produce theories with
the same level of abstraction and generalization as science does? And if so, how
should that be brought in practice?
In this context, different research groups take different stances. I highlight two of
them, since they allow me to position my own stance.
Gaver (2012) states that RtD delivers theories that are suggestive and provisional
and should be viewed as an annotation of the realized designs and prototypes. He
expresses doubts about the tendency to consider RtD as a scientific methodology
that produces rigorous, testable theories. He wants RtD to continuously challenge
status quo thinking, instead of promoting it. In this context, he advances the annotated portfolio (Gaver, 2012) as a medium to communicate the results of a RtD process,
while respecting their provisional nature. The annotated portfolio basically contains
a series of generated design cases, which are the results of one or several RtD processes. Next to these design cases, the portfolio contains annotations, theoretical pronouncements under the form of text. The annotations are typically generated after the
design cases. Their aim is to find resemblances between the designed cases, and present them as different manifestations of one phenomenon. The different design cases
are organized and categorized by the annotations, in order to describe, diversify and
particularize this phenomenon. Bowers (2012, p. 76) explains the annotation as “a
logic of limited rationality” that links the different cases and uncovers their common
characteristics.
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On the other hand, Zimmerman et al. (2010) state that Research through Design can
and should lead to a level of formalized theory, and as such develop into an established research approach. In order to reach this goal, they propose some action points.
I name a few of them.
• RtD should start from an initially declared intention to study a certain phenomenon with the goal of building knowledge and theory. This intention contains
the description of the current and the preferred state, and a conscious positioning of the research domain within the field of existing research programs and
frameworks. This is a major difference with Gaver’s concept of the annotated
portfolio, where theory is merely a by-product and an afterthought, not a driver
of the research endeavor.
• The evolution of the RtD process should be meticulously documented and described. The different steps of the process should be argued in order to present a
rationale along them. Additionally, the reason to build certain prototypes and
the knowledge gained from them should be made transparent. Also here, Zimmerman et al. choose a different path than Gaver. For Zimmerman, the RtD
process is an evolution, with a predefined goal, a beginning and an end. The
evolution itself is not predefined, but emerges along the different design cases,
that define its different steps. For Gaver, the design cases do not follow one another, but stand next to each other and are considered as a diversification of one
phenomenon.
• Criteria and measures have to be developed for evaluating the RtD process.
When does an RtD process offer a high quality outcome?
I find myself more inclined towards the rationale of Zimmerman. My RtD process
explicitly starts from a current state, and aims at a preferred state. This intention is,
from the beginning, translated in research questions. The presented design projects
in this thesis do not form an annotated portfolio. They are part of an evolutionary
process, and each one of them determines the next one. In the same line, the theoretical framework is set up in Chapter 1, and becomes richer as the RtD process continues. In Chapter 10, I present a reflection on my work as an RtD endeavor.

0.5 The structure of this thesis
Chapter 1: Dematerialization

In this chapter, I coin the term dematerialization, and define it in the context of this
thesis. Dematerialization occurs when products disappear from the physical world,
to become an immaterial information aggregate in the digital world. It offers substantial benefits, but it also comes with pitfalls. In order to capitalize on its benefits, and avoid the pitfalls, I propose the guidance of dematerialization by industrial
design. The design perspective that offers this guidance, is the subject of this thesis.
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It is inspired by two interaction frameworks: the data-centered view on tangible interaction on one side, and rich interaction on the other side. Both frameworks strive
towards more matter and physical interaction, instead of less, and seem opposite to
the movement of dematerialization. I name the design perspective the third stand,
and position it next to two existing perspectives: the first stand, valuing the properties of the physical world, and the second stand, celebrating the efficiency and effectiveness of the digital world. At the end of Chapter 1, I present my first research
questions.

Chapter 2: The third stand

Through three different design projects, the third stand is explored. The first two
projects introduce the concept of temporary re-materialization, indicating that an
information aggregate can adopt a temporary shape with appropriate physical affordances. Additionally, the link between the third stand and rich interaction is established.
In a third design project, an alarm clock, the strong specific character of the third
stand is revealed.
I end Chapter 2 with an extensive definition of the third stand as a design perspective that centers around the border between the physical and the digital world.

Chapter 3: Deepening the third stand

In this chapter, I impose a third stand perspective on interaction with the multi-touch display, and as such, deepen my understanding of the third stand.
First, I establish a connection between dematerialization and the multi-touch display, by stating that the latter has dematerialized the physical control element. This
has resulted in the general acceptance of an impoverished, standardized and computer-like interaction style, characterized by finger gestures on a display. Today’s products that employ this interaction style, are second stand products.
Next, in two design projects, a third stand approach was applied on products that
employ the multi-touch display. Both design projects show that it is possible to combine multi-touch interaction on a display with rich interaction.
I conclude this chapter by briefly touching on the value system that the third stand
might offer, and by refining my research question.

Chapter 4: Materializing the third stand

In this chapter, I describe the process of designing and building an experimental
payment terminal from the perspective of the third stand. My goal with this terminal
was to compare it in an experiment with Worldline’s XENTA Contactless Reader, a
commercial payment terminal that follows the second stand.
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Three different terminal concepts were explored from a third stand perspective.
Their strengths were combined in one concept, which was developed further, physically and digitally. Finally, mechanical and digital technology were literally brought
together as the terminal reached the state of a working prototype.

Chapter 5: Conception of the experiment

In this chapter, I describe the rationale behind the experiment in which I compared two payment terminals, representing respectively the second and third stand.
This rationale is based on the user experience theory, as it is defined by Hassenzahl.
I present the independent variable of the experiment, which consists of two payment terminals: the Experimental Payment Terminal (EPT) from Chapter 4, and the
Commercial Payment Terminal (CPT), which is the XENTA Contactless Reader.
The experiment contains three different experiments, each of them following a similar pattern, and using the same questionnaires. From these questionnaires, I derive
eleven dependent variables, and formulate a hypothesis for each one of these variables.

Chapter 6: Experiments

In this chapter, I present the results of the three experiments, each containing a quantitative and a qualitative part. I close this chapter with a small exploratory analysis.

Chapter 7: Discussion

The main part of this chapter is a discussion on the results of the experiment, presented in Chapter 6. In general, The Experimental Payment Terminal (EPT) is the more
pleasurable, stimulating terminal while the Commercial Payment Terminal (CPT) is
the faster and more efficient device. In this context, I put in perspective the concept
of familiarity which is widely acclaimed to make our interaction with digital products and systems more direct, natural and intuitive.
Additionally, the experiment revealed that the EPT offers the user a feeling of “being
in control” of his finances. It also generates the tangible experience of “handing over
something” and “feeling the money flow”. I argue that these assets are results of the
third stand design approach, and that, due to the third stand, the EPT makes the
digital payment process less abstract and the customer more aware of his payment
behavior.
Finally I discuss the EPT as a value-driven payment terminal, that reflects a specific
ethical foundation.

Chapter 8: The aesthetics of the third stand

In this chapter, the pleasurable, stimulating side of the EPT is explained as the result
of aesthetics of interaction. I coin these aesthetics the aesthetics of the third stand,
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and describe them in detail. I start with an overview of several perspectives on aesthetics of interaction, and position the aesthetics of the third stand among them.
Next, I pinpoint the aesthetics of the third stand by indicating them on the EPT, and
I discuss their characteristics. I coin the persistent and the ephemeral as two possible
manifestations of digital processes in the physical world. The aesthetics of the third
stand reside in the coupling between persistent and ephemeral events, and may create magic and surprise, but also commotion and alienation.
Finally, I explore how one can design for the aesthetics of the third stand, by presenting two design projects. Both projects illustrate how, in a third stand design process,
the persistent and the ephemeral compose one another through different iterations.

Chapter 9: The enriching limitations of the physical world

This chapter provides a rationale for the feeling of “being in control” and the experience of tangibility that are offered by the EPT. Both the first and the third stand
celebrate the physical. I argue that the first stand adopts this approach for pragmatic
reasons, while the third stand aims at experience values. But what are these values
exactly?
In order to provide an answer to this question, I formulate the third stand’s view on
the physical world, and illustrate with three examples that it celebrates its limitations, instead of its richness. This view gives rise to a specific value system, containing
values like attentiveness, consciousness and preciousness. I conclude this chapter
with an in-depth discussion on this value system and its specific character.

Chapter 10: Conclusions

In this chapter, the formulated theories are coupled back to the initial research questions. Next, the contribution of the third stand to design practice and design research is discussed. Third, a short discussion on Research through Design and on the
methodological contribution of this thesis is presented. Finally, recommendations
for further research are given.
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Dematerialization

This chapter finds its basis in a previous publication (Van Campenhout, Frens, Overbeeke, Standaert, & Peremans, 2013). I extensively reworked the material from this
publication, in order to fit the insights that emerged from later work.
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1.0 In this chapter

As a starting point, I adopt the term dematerialization, and define its meaning in
the context of this thesis. Dematerialization occurs when products disappear from
the physical world, to become an immaterial information aggregate in the digital
world. I argue that the benefits of the dematerialization process lie in the omnipresence, availability and flexibility of digital entities. Its pitfalls however, are related to a
decrease in physical richness and an interaction that is primarily based on cognition
instead of action. In order to capitalize on its benefits, and avoid its pitfalls, I propose
that the dematerialization process should be well considered and guided by industrial design. The design perspective that offers this guidance, is the subject of this
thesis.
Next, I discuss some industrial design examples of the past decades that, in their
own way, sought to channel dematerialization.
After that, I present two interaction frameworks that offer inspiration to formulate
this design perspective: the data-centered view on tangible interaction and rich interaction. Both strive towards more matter and physical interaction, instead of less, and
seem opposite to the movement of dematerialization.
Finally, I distinguish two existing perspectives on dematerialization: the first stand,
valuing the properties of the physical world, and the second stand, celebrating the
efficiency and effectiveness of the digital world. I name the new design perspective
the third stand, and position it next to the two others. I conclude this chapter by presenting my first research questions.

1.1 Dematerialization
1.1.1 Introduction

The word dematerialization can mean many things: miniaturization of products, servicizing, reducing material use by recycling, the shift from matter to information
(van der Voet, van Oers, & Nikolic, 2003; Thackara, 2006). In the context of this thesis, I use the term dematerialization in order to denote a specific phenomenon, which
I describe here. As the microprocessor has found its way into our life, the use of computation in products is widespread. This process causes a lot of products to miniaturize, and seems to completely absorb others, which tend to disappear or dematerialize (Belk, 2013; Negroponte, 1995). Dematerialization occurs when a physical object
disappears or becomes an on-screen manifestation, i.e. an icon or text on a display.
This is the case with information carriers: music CDs, money (coins and bills) and
books. These carriers disappear and release their digital content, which flows freely
through networks and devices. On the other hand, digital products like pocket calculators and cameras, disappear as well and become on-screen applications on smart
phones and tablets.
I illustrate these examples a bit more:
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•

The music album has dematerialized. Traditional album carriers, CDs and
records, have disappeared. The music itself only exists as files that are stored on
digital music players and computers (Magaudda, 2011).
• Money is dematerializing. Cash money (coins and paper money) is disappearing and being replaced by electronic payment transactions. We move to a society where the payment artifact itself has lost its physical shape and value, and is
represented virtually by a number (Soman, 2003).
• Books, magazines and newspapers are dematerializing. The advent of the personal computer in the early eighties started the dematerialization of typed words
(Ebert, 2011). Today, more and more print content is released from material
substrates to be replaced by text on screen, and to move lightly across networks
and devices. Soffer and Eshet-Alkalai (2009) illustrate how the transition from
static literal culture to fluid textual perception deeply influences human beings.
• Photographs are dematerializing. They are being decoupled from their material
carriers, film and print paper, and are viewed on a screen. Siddiqui and Turley
(2006) observe dematerialized pictures and greeting cards, and consider them as
part of our growing collection of “virtual possessions”.
• Digital products, like pocket calculators, GPS systems, digital cameras, digital
agendas and cell phones dematerialize and become applications on smart phones and tablets (Ebert, 2011; Jacob et al., 2008).
Together with these carriers and digital products, a whole range of accompanying
products is disappearing as well. In the case of the music album, that goes for the
CD-box and booklet with artwork, as well as for all sorts of storage products: racks,
shelves and cases. In the case of money, we will witness the vanishing of money containers like wallets, purses, safe-deposits, piggy banks and cash registers.
Although many of these dematerialization processes are going on today, the notion
of dematerialization is not new.
• John David Ebert (2011, pp. 116-125) argues that the first Graphical User Interface (GUI), as explored by Xerox PARC in the seventies, was already a form of
dematerialization. He says that “images became simulacra of things”, denoting
the encoding of physical objects (files, folders, the waste bin) in the form of
icons.
• In the same line, Dourish (2001, p. 44) claims that the computer revolution has
always focused on “the triumph of the virtual over the physical”, and sought to
separate content from physical form.
• Musical instruments have adopted dematerialized forms for over two decades.
The integration of digital technology in musical instrument design has led to
“laptop music” (Armstrong, 2006, p. 13) and the laptop aesthetic (Jaeger, 2003),
referring to music being made and performed with a standard PC or laptop.
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1.1.2 Two worlds and their differences

In order to give an accurate definition of the previously described phenomenon of
dematerialization, I must obtain a more profound understanding of it. Ishii and Ullmer (1997, p. 234) provide us with the basic concepts for a better articulation of
dematerialization. They say “we live between two realms: our physical environment
and cyberspace”. The physical environment refers to the habitat in which we, humans,
live (Gibson, 1979). Cyberspace (Gibson, 1984) is the intangible world of bits and
bytes, which, in the context of this study, I call the digital world. Both worlds are said
to be “parallel but disjoint” (Ishii & Ullmer, 1997, p. 234). They are parallel because
we interact with them simultaneously. We interact with the digital world through
mediation, i.e. by interaction in and with the physical environment. However, they
are disjoint, since they have opposite characteristics.
The physical environment contains substances, as Gibson (1979) states: humans, animals, objects and liquids. In the context of this study, we will mainly consider the
substances that are important to us: humans and objects. The digital world merely
contains data or information. Objects in the physical environment differ from information in the digital world in different ways. Objects are tangible, mainly static and
mainly persistent, whereas information is intangible, dynamic and transient (Figure
1.1). I illustrate this with some examples, and with similar arguments from a related research topic: the ongoing discourse on computational technology as design
material (Vallgårda, 2014; Vallgårda & Sokoler, 2010). In order to keep things simple, henceforth I use the term physical world to indicate Gibson’s and Ishii’s physical
environment.

Figure 1.1 | The physical world versus the digital world.

1.1.2.1 Tangible versus intangible

An artifact in the physical world is tangible. Let us take a simple wooden chair. It
is available to our senses. It can be directly touched, sat on, lifted and manipulated. It has all the richness of the physical world: texture, temperature, mass, inertia
etc. Moreover, its physical shape is meaningful. It guides our interaction with it by
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offering affordances (Gibson, 1979; Norman, 1988). The horizontal surface of the
chair affords sitting on, while its vertical surface affords leaning against. In doing so,
the chair appeals to our perceptual-motor skills (Djajadiningrat, Wensveen, Frens, &
Overbeeke, 2004).
Information in the digital world is intangible. In itself, digital information has no
“shape”. This means that digital processes, i.e. displacements of electrical charges, although physical in nature (Vallgårda & Sokoler, 2010), are not suitable for human
perception. They can only be perceived and manipulated indirectly through mediation, for example by displaying them on a screen, and through interaction with controls. In the current generation of digital products, this mediation is operationalized
in a rather unilateral way. Today’s digital products employ a standardized interaction,
through a mouse, keypad or multi-touch device, in combination with an on-screen
environment. This on-screen environment typically contains visual representations
of physical entities (for example, the desktop metaphor). These visual representations suppose interpretation and reflection by the user, and this way, today’s digital
products largely appeal to our cognitive skills (Djajadiningrat et al., 2004; Follmer,
Leithinger, Olwal, Hogge, & Ishii, 2013; Jacob et al., 2008; Leithinger, Follmer, Olwal,
& Ishii, 2015).
The idea of mediation is articulated in a striking way by Vallgårda and Sokoler
(2010). They argue that computational technology, i.e. the above mentioned digital
processes, is a design material, which, in itself, is not available for our sensory and
motoric apparatus. If we want to make usable products with this material, we have
to combine it with yet another material, whose form actually is perceivable and tangible for us. The combination of both materials or constituents is referred to as the
computational composite.

1.1.2.2 Static versus dynamic

The chair is static. Its physical configuration will remain largely the same over time, it
will not suddenly become a bicycle. The chair was designed to fulfill one task: having
humans sit on it. In that way, a chair is directly and easily comprehensible to us.
Digital information is dynamic. Different kinds of information can rapidly be presented in different ways. The above mentioned display can adopt a myriad of functions. It can simply communicate data, like the hour schedule of a train, but it can
also show a movie, or visually guide a computer game. Due to the dynamic nature of
digital information, the display can change its identity over time.
Hallnäs, Melin, and Redström (2002) state that an important property of computational technology is what they call temporal gestalt. Through the execution of
programs, computational technology is characterized by the continuous creation
of temporal structures. It is said to take temporal gestalt as a central element in its
expressiveness.
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1.1.2.3 Persistent versus transient

The chair is persistent, it will not suddenly vanish. Gibson (1979) states that the
physical environment is mainly rigid, mainly motionless and mainly changeless. If
you want the chair to vanish, you have to put it out of sight, or destroy it, for instance
by burning it.
I already discussed the dynamic character of digital information. Another property,
which has a similar flavor, is its transience. On the previously mentioned display,
digital information can vanish without leaving traces, and reappear out of the blue.
Hallnäs et al. (2002) touch on this particular topic with their concept of continuity.
Computers and digital products have a distinct on/off nature, and thus a discontinuous appearance, while physical objects generally have a more continuous presence. They give the example of a television set which, when activated, is vivid and
colorful. The moment after that, when powered off, it is silent and dark.
A consequence of the transience of the digital, is the “endless replicability” of digital
information (Belk, 2013, p. 480). An information aggregate can be multiplied and
simultaneously appear on two or more different displays, in distant places.

1.1.2.4 Reflection

These contradictions clearly illustrate the opposite characteristics of the physical and
the digital world. They also show that both worlds indeed are disjoint and not easily
reconcilable. There appears to be a tension field between them.

1.1.3 Definition of dematerialization

Dematerialization, as I define it in this thesis, occurs when an artifact from the
physical world is incorporated in the digital world. The artifact dissolves and its content is detached (Dourish, 2001) and added to the digital world (Figure 1.2). The
latter extends, at the expense of the physical world. This means that this particular
artifact will lose its characteristics of the physical, and adopt characteristics of the
digital world.
Why is dematerialization happening? By dematerializing, the artifact breaks loose
from its physical limitations and becomes intangible, dynamic and transient. Its
manipulation demands less physical effort. Its content reaches limitless availability
(Dourish, 2001), flexibility and omnipresence. Thanks to dematerialization, I can
take my whole music collection with me when I go for a run outside. I don’t have to
carry around a certain amount of coins and bills. When I’ve got a payment card or
a smart phone, I have immediate access to my whole financial fortune, anytime and
anywhere. Thanks to dematerialization, we can optimally exploit to a full extent the
flexibility of the digital world.
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Yet, I also see some pitfalls. The dematerialized music album has lost its tangible,
dedicated and persistent nature. The interaction with an MP3-player is limited to
button pushing (be it on a touch screen or a physical control) and feedback through
a display, and can be considered physically poor, compared to the rich action
sequences that were used in, for example, the vinyl era. Until now, dematerialization
has caused the departure of physical objects, and has increased the cognitive character of our interaction with the devices that surround us. This interaction reaches a
higher level of abstraction. We, industrial designers at the University of Antwerp and
Eindhoven University of Technology, stress that humans are not merely cognitive,
but also action-driven, emotional and social beings. We want to design digital products with respect for all skills of people: perceptual-motor, emotional, cognitive and
social skills (Frens, 2006; Hummels & Lévy, 2013).

Figure 1.2 | An artifact dematerializes when it moves from the physical to the digital

world.

1.1.4 Manifesto

Although I, being an industrial designer, value the benefits that dematerialization
brings us, I regret its pitfalls. Because of these pitfalls, I believe that dematerialization should not proliferate as freely as it does now. It should be guided by industrial design. An approach should be created to design products that capitalize on
the benefits of dematerialization and do away with its pitfalls. I hereby touch upon
the very core of this thesis, in which dematerialization as a concept is opened up for
industrial design, i.e. I try to define what industrial design can mean as a pathfinder
for dematerialization, and what dematerialization can mean as a driver for industrial
design.
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1.2 Designing the digital: an overview

For decades, industrial designers have shown a tendency to somehow give form to
the digital world. In this section, I give a chronological overview of several commercial and experimental products who, implicitly or explicitly, tried to deal with the
challenges posed by electronics and digital technology. Although this overview is
not exhaustive, it shows that each of these products has its own particular way to get
a grip on the digital. The fragmented character of this overview reveals the need for
an explicit, formal design approach that channels dematerialization. Defining such
an approach is the aim of this thesis.

1.2.1 The bag radio

In 1982, Daniel Weil designed the bag radio: a plastic transparent bag in which the
radio’s electronic components were arranged and displayed (Figure 1.3, left). With
the bag radio, Daniel Weil questioned the idea of boxing up electronic devices and
restricting their visual language (Julier, 1993). Instead of hiding electronic components, he explicitly showed them, and gave them a physical presence and meaning.
The bag radio had its own, unique form language, which did not merely refer to the
world of electronics, but was composed by it. It used physical electronic components
and their materiality as a formgiving medium, turning them into a kind of electronic
jewelry (Dormer, 1993).

Figure 1.3 | Left: the bag radio by Daniel Weil. Picture courtesy of Pentagram Design,

www.pentagram.com. Right: the book computer by David Gresham. Picture courtesy of
Design Issues (Krohn & McCoy, 1989).
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1.2.2 The book computer

In the early eighties, David Gresham designed the book computer (Figure 1.3, right).
The idea was to design a PC that acknowledged its physical surroundings, which at
that time was an office environment containing books, manuals and piles of paper
(Krohn & McCoy, 1989). Each component of the book computer (power supply,
mainboard, disk drive ...) got its own, rectangular housing. Once stacked together
and plugged into each other, these different modules looked like a stack of books on
a shelf, and blended in the “natural” office environment. Gresham’s book computer
used the physical world as a visual metaphor to lend meaning to digital devices. The
book computer looks like a stack of books, but does not behave like one. Its interaction is the interaction of a traditional PC.

1.2.3 The phonebook

A different form of using a product’s context as a foundation for its design can be
seen in the phonebook answering machine (Figure 1.4) by Lisa Krohn with Tucker
Viemeister (Krohn & McCoy, 1989). While Gresham’s book computer employs its
physical surroundings as a visual reference, Krohn’s answering machine uses the idea
of a personal agenda not merely as an icon of recognition, but also as a guide for
interaction. The phonebook is equipped with several “pages” which can be turned.
Each page turn brings the phonebook in another mode: basic phone, address book
and answering mode. In each mode, only the required interface elements are offered.
I consider this product as an early precedent to Frens’s rich interaction (Frens, 2006),
which is discussed in section 1.3.2.2.

Figure 1.4 | The Phonebook by Lisa Krohn. Pictures courtesy of Krohn design, www.

krohndesign.com
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1.2.4 The marble answering machine

In 1992, Durrell Bishop designed the Marble Answering Machine (Figure 1.5) as
an exercise at the Royal College of Art in London (Dourish, 2001). It is a telephone
answering machine that is operated by manipulating marbles that represent messages. Every time a caller leaves a message, a marble rolls out of the machine and
sits, together with previous marbles/messages on a track on the front part of the
machine. When the user picks up one of the marbles and places it in a depression
above the marble track, the message is played. The user can put the marble back
in the machine (delete the message), or he can place the marble back on the track
(store the message). The concept also contains some peripheral devices, each equipped with a receptor area for the marbles: plates to sort the marbles, cards with names
of persons to which marbles can be attached, a mobile phone for calling back the original caller and a monitor to view messages. By materializing a non-material entity
like a voice message, Bishop contributed to the development of tangible interaction,
a research domain discussed in section 1.3.1.

7608 146
3

Figure 1.5 | The Marble Answering Machine by Durrell Bishop. Picture courtesy of Dur-

rell Bishop.
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1.2.5 LiMe table

LiMe table (Stathis, de Bruijn, & Macedo, 2002) was designed at Philips Design, as
part of the Living Memory research project, and aimed at investigating information
interfaces for people living in the same neighbourhood. It is an interactive coffee
table in the local coffee corner, involving a horizontal touch screen in a wooden table
surface, and a ceramic container on this surface (Figure 1.6). The screen continuously displays communal content, such as announcements of a lost pet or a second
hand sale. One or more persons can sit around the table and identify themselves by
inserting a personal coin in the central container. The digital content that is associated with this coin, is then displayed under the form of on-screen icons, which
can be manipulated by touching them. Particularly interesting is the transition from
physical object to on-screen icon, and the fact that the display with its graphical user
interface is designed to be used by different people simultaneously, instead of one
person at a time. This latter concept, the man-machine “dialogue” (Dourish, 2001, p.
10), remains until today central to our notion of interacting with the computer.

Figure 1.6 | LiMe table by Philips Design Eindhoven (Stathis, de Bruijn, & Macedo,

2002). Picture courtesy of Philips Design Eindhoven.

Figure 1.7 | Nebula by Philips Design Eindhoven (Kyffin & Gardien, 2009). Pictures

courtesy of Philips Design Eindhoven.
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1.2.6 Nebula

Nebula (Kyffin & Gardien, 2009) is another project of Philips Design. Nebula is situated in the bedroom, and involves image projection on the ceiling, active and conductive bed linens, and a camera (Figure 1.7, left). The idea is that the user selects
a certain theme before he goes to sleep. Different themes, for example clouds or
poems, are associated with physical pebbles, of which the user chooses one and
drops it in a textile pocket by the bed (Figure 1.7, right). When he goes to sleep,
images and texts within the chosen theme are projected on the ceiling above the bed.
These images react on bodily movements that the user makes while asleep or while
interacting with his partner. Interesting in this project is, again, the materialization
of digital content in physical artifacts (pebbles), the embedding of a digital system
into the everyday physical environment, and the interaction with the digital through
large bodily movements.

1.2.7 The Connbox

The Connbox or Connection Box was a research project, executed in 2011 by BERG
and Google Creative Lab (http://berglondon.com/blog/2013/02/26/connbox/). The
project intended to study human presence through a device by developing a digital
always-on videophone for domestic use. The people at BERG clearly approached the
device as a domestic product, thereby avoiding to adopt a typical PC-like interface.
This resulted in a plain simple, but beautiful device with physical controls, a push
button, a rotary dial and a slider handle, that seem to dematerialize in front of the
user’s eyes and take on a virtual, on-screen shape (Figure 1.8). The Connbox is a
device that comes very close to what I call, later on in this chapter, the third stand. It
also brings about a specific form of aesthetics, which I discuss in Chapter 8.

Figure 1.8 | The Connbox by BERG and Google Creative Lab. Picture courtesy of BERG,

http://berglondon.com/blog/2013/02/26/connbox/
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1.3 Inspirational interaction frameworks

In order to formulate a design perspective that guides dematerialization, I found
inspiration in two different interaction frameworks, which I discuss in this section.

1.3.1 Tangible interaction
1.3.1.1 Introduction

Tangible interaction as a research domain resides at the cross-section of several
disciplines: Human Computer Interaction (HCI), architecture, industrial design,
engineering and the arts (Holmquist, Schmidt, & Ulllmer, 2004; Hornecker & Buur,
2006). Each of these disciplines formulates its own viewpoint on tangible interaction, and contributes to a growing understanding of it. In this section, I highlight
one of these viewpoints, which is generally referred to as the data-centered view on
tangible interaction (Djajadiningrat et al., 2004). Having roots in HCI and engineering (Hummels & Van Dijk, 2015), the researchers from this movement were the
first to coin tangible interaction in the late nineties, and to establish its basic concepts (Ishii & Ullmer, 1997). I think they reveal the tangible interaction principles in
their most concentrated and pure form, as their aim is to embody digital data with
physical objects.

1.3.1.2 Physical embodiment of digital data

For decades the Personal Computer (PC) has been the most important device for
people to interact with digital data. The way we interact with the PC is determined
by its peripherals: the mouse, the keyboard and the screen with the Graphical User
Interface (GUI). Our interaction with the PC can be described as a standardized
one: we complete a lot of different tasks by executing the same actions. It is said that
the PC has homogenized the physical performance of these different tasks (Klemmer, Hartmann, & Takayama, 2006). Ishii and Ullmer (1997) propose a radically
different approach to interaction with digital data: they strive for an interaction in
a non-digital, physical way by giving digital data material form (Hornecker & Buur,
2006), or, in other words, by embodying digital information with physical objects.
These objects are called tangibles (Ullmer, Ishii, & Jacob, 2005), and make digital
data literally graspable and manipulable (Fishkin, 2004; Holmquist, Redström, &
Ljungstrand, 1999). The idea is that they act as representations of digital data, and at
the same time give us handles to manipulate these data. In that way, they unite input
and output more closely than does the traditional PC. For example, a tangible can
represent a digital image, a series of text files, or a software application. When I have
different tangibles, representing different files, I can order these files by physically
dividing into groups or piling up the different tangibles that represent them. When
I want to share a file with someone else, I don’t attach this file to an e-mail, but literally hand its embodying tangible over to this person. This approach is referred to as
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data-centered, since it starts from the digital data themselves. It was further developed and refined in later years, and until today, it has remained vivid and relevant in
both design research (Ishii, 2008; Ishii, Lakatos, Bonanni, & Labrune, 2012), and in
design practice. Examples of commercial applications that stem from tangible interaction, are Activision’s Skylanders (www.skylanders.com), Disney Infinity (https://
infinity.disney.com) and Lego Dimensions (http://www.lego.com/en-us/dimensions?ignorereferer=true).
Archetypical examples of tangible interaction systems are the MediaBlocks system
(Ullmer, Ishii, & Glas, 1998) and Urp (Underkoffler & Ishii, 1999). I provide a short
description of both systems.
The MediaBlocks (Figure 1.9) are small wooden blocks with which a digital file can
be associated. The file can then be accessed, manipulated and stored through a variety of different means. When a text document is associated with a MediaBlock, it
can be printed by simply inserting the MediaBlock in a slot attached to the printer,
instead of by navigating through a series of on-screen menus. When a MediaBlock
embodies an image file, the image can be viewed by inserting the block in a slot
next to a screen. The MediaBlocks aim at replacing traditional menu navigation by
meaningful physical actions.

Figure 1.9 | MediaBlocks (Ullmer, Ishii, & Glass, 1998). Pictures courtesy of Tangible

Media Group, MIT Media Lab.

Urp (Figure 1.10) is an installation that allows architects and urban planners to
explore possible urban layouts in an intuitive, direct way. It basically consists of a
horizontal surface or table, on which objects can be placed: scale models of buildings
and representations of streets. Above the table a custom-built device, the so-called
I/O Bulb, is mounted. This I/O Bulb basically is a projector–camera combination that
registers the objects and their movements on the table, and at the same time projects
images on them. When the user grabs a building model and places it somewhere on
the table, this action is captured by the camera, and a digital “shadow” is projected
next to the model. When the model is moved, the shadow moves accordingly and
simultaneously. The system allows manipulation of various other parameters, such
as glare, physical distance between different models and airflow, all in the same way:
by simply placing and manipulating physical objects on a table.
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Figure 1.10 | URP (Underkoffler & Ishii, 1999). Picture courtesy of Tangible Media

Group, MIT Media Lab.

1.3.1.3 Familiarity

Tangible interaction starts from the premise that, when digital information is embodied in physical objects, our interaction with it somehow becomes better. Why? Central in the tangible interaction perspective is the idea of “familiarity” (Dourish, 2001,
p. 99). We, humans, are familiar with the physical world that surrounds us, with its
animals, plants and objects, and with the other people that inhabit it. We are familiar
with it in the sense that we have highly developed skills for interaction in and with
this world. The idea now is to exploit this familiarity in our interaction with digital products and systems, in order to lend it the same “naturalness” (Dourish, 2001,
p. 206) and intuitiveness that characterize our interaction with the physical world
(Hornecker & Dünser, 2009). A classic argument for tangible interaction is that traditional digital products (like the PC) often tend to stand in the way of successfully
completing the task they were designed for (Waller & Johnston, 2009). Their interface, typically a keyboard, a mouse and a screen or a multi-touch display, causes us
to move away from acting in the world, in order to reflect on a proposed representational model of this world, the virtual model on the Graphical User Interface (GUI).
Only after this reflection, we can continue our acting. Tangible interaction avoids
this detour, and lets the user act directly in the physical world.
As the tangible interaction movement gained momentum, the idea of tangibility
as the gate towards directness, intuitiveness and naturalness grew stronger. A few
examples from the tangible interaction literature demonstrate this.
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•

Jacob et al. (2008) state that the goal of Reality Based Interaction (an umbrella
term for tangible interaction, augmented reality, ubiquitous computing, …) is
to reduce the “gulf of execution” (p. 201), or the disparity that exists in a digital
product between the goal you want to achieve, and the way you have to achieve
it. Therefore, any digital interface should be “as reality based as possible”, and
only trade off the “level of reality” against other qualities like versatility, accessibility and practicality (Jacob et al., 2008, p. 205). Jacob et al. clearly choose the
physical world over the digital one, because of its obvious qualities.
• Ishii (2008) further defines the idea of direct manipulation with Tangible User
Interfaces (TUIs). He argues that the unification of representation and control
in the TUI is a prerequisite for direct manipulation. The underlying rationale
is to better take advantage of our dexterity and skills for manipulating physical
objects.
• A similar reasoning can be found in Radical Atoms (Ishii et al., 2012). Ishii et
al. depict a vision where “all digital information has physical manifestation, so
we can directly interact with it” (p. 38). The reason to re-materialize, is, again, a
more direct interaction. This direct interaction is considered so beneficial, that it
needs to be applied as much as possible. In fact, all digital information needs to
be materialized, therefore, a new physical matter needs to be invented.
Why do we need tangible interaction? The answer is clear: when digital products are
embodied in and by the physical world, our interaction with them becomes more
direct, natural and intuitive. Their physical shape, with its affordances, offers us a
“heightened legibility and seamlessness of interaction” (Ishii & Ullmer, 1997, p. 235).

1.3.1.4 Discussion

Obviously, tangible interaction deals with the previously described tension field between the two worlds, and therefore, it captured my interest. Moreover, compared
with today’s generation of digital products, the experimental prototypes in the tan-

Figure 1.11 | Tangible interaction as an opposite process of dematerialization.
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gible interaction area seem to strive towards more matter and physical interaction,
instead of less. In that way, tangible interaction moves in a direction that is opposite
to the direction of dematerialization (Figure 1.11).

1.3.2 Rich interaction

The people from the DQI group (Design Quality in Interaction), at the TU/e Department of Industrial Design, were inspired by the tangible interaction movement, and,
from their interest in phenomenology (Dreyfus, 2002) and the Gibsonian perception
movement (Gibson, 1979), they formulated their own version of interaction with
digital products and systems (Overbeeke, Djajadiningrat, Wensveen, & Frens, 2001).
This has led to the conception of rich interaction (Frens, 2006). In the following, I
discuss rich interaction, after touching upon the framework from which it descends.

1.3.2.1 A perceptual-motor-centered view on tangible interaction

Another perspective on tangible interaction is offered by Djajadiningrat et al. (2004).
These researchers have a background in industrial design, and do not want to focus
on the digital data themselves, but rather on what can be done with them. How do
people interact with these data? What should be their actions and movements in
the physical world? Instead of starting from digital data and how to embody them,
Djajadiningrat et al. start from the human body, and how the physical world opens
up to it as a whole of perceptions and action possibilities. They find inspiration in
Gibson’s ecological psychology (1979), where the physical environment is described
as a source of meaning, that lets us know how to behave and interact in and with it.
Gibson articulates this meaning in his concept of affordances. He originally describes
affordances as perceived action possibilities that emerge in our interaction with the
physical environment. Djajadiningrat et al. (2004, p. 295) seek to apply affordances
in industrial design, and initially consider them as “invitors of action”, linking physical form to usability. However, they gradually move to another concept, stating that
physical formgiving should not only invite actions, it should also communicate what
the results of these actions will be, and how the product will fulfill its task. A product
should communicate what they call feedforward.
This perspective is referred to as a perceptual-motor-centered view (Djajadiningrat
et al., 2004) or an expressive-movement-centered view (Hornecker & Buur, 2006) on
tangible interaction. Its ambition and sheer potential can be felt in a cardboard study
of a conceptual videodeck (Figure 1.12). The controls of this videodeck are designed in such a way that their shape and movement tell the user what function they
trigger. They do not present feedforward through text, printed or on a display. They
themselves are feedforward, just by the way they are shaped, and by the actions they
afford. The idea that the physical shape of a product provides information-for-use, is
elaborated further when Djajadiningrat, Matthews, and Stienstra (2007) introduce
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the concept of 4D display. A digital product typically employs different functional
modes (active mode, sleep mode, processing mode). By designing this product so
that it can adopt different physical shapes, each of these shapes can be coupled to a
specific mode. This way, the digital product’s shape says something about the state
the processor is in at that particular moment. The product does not need a traditional display, Its whole 3D shape is a display, one that changes over time, and thus
incorporates the fourth dimension. A contemporary example of this concept is a
tablet computer with an intelligent cover protecting its display. When one opens the
cover and reveals the display, the physical shape of the tablet changes, and the tablet
is activated. When one closes the cover, the tablet goes to sleep mode.
Next to pragmatic, instrumental values like the conveyance of information-for-use
and feedforward, Djajadiningrat et al. (2007) emphasize aesthetics of interaction and
thus make a move towards a less pragmatic rationale of embodiment. The richness
of the physical world does not merely lead to more natural and intuitive interaction
routines, but also to far less goal-directed and more emotional values like beauty,
pleasure and engagement (Øritsland & Buur, 2000; Wensveen, Overbeeke, & Djajadiningrat, 2002). With numerous examples, Djajadiningrat et al. (2007) illustrate

Figure 1.12 | A conceptual videodeck (Djajadiningrat et al., 2004). Picture courtesy of

Tom Djajadiningrat.
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how bodily and product movements can be meaningful, expressive and beautiful. I
go further on the subject of interaction aesthetics in Chapter 8.

1.3.2.2 Rich interaction

In 2006, Joep Frens (2006) takes this perceptual-motor-centered view further, and
operationalizes it in a design approach, which he coins rich interaction. Rich interaction is a full fletched industrial design approach, specifying on the design of interactive products (i.e. digital products). Frens says that interactive products have three
properties: form, function and interaction. Rich interaction seeks to simultaneously
and evenly develop these three properties, without neglecting any of them. This way,
rich interaction opposes itself to traditional industrial design thinking, which only
puts forward form and function as main design drivers (Heskett, 1980). In practice,
this implies that, for an interactive product, its interaction can and should be designed, in dialogue with the design of its form and function. The fascinating core of rich
interaction is that interaction is allowed to constitute form and function, instead of
being a mere consequence of them. This can result in interactive products with a disarming simplicity and elegance in appearance and use. Frens’s rich actions camera
(Figure 1.13), in my opinion, is such a product. Its physical shape is defined by its

Figure 1.13 | The rich actions camera (Frens, 2006). Picture courtesy of Joep Frens.
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function and by its interaction, resulting in a remarkably fluent interaction flow. At
the same time, the user gets the sensation that the very shape of the camera offers
action possibilities and makes the user “feel” what to do, as opposed to commercial
cameras that delegate all this to text and icons on standard buttons.
Just like Djajadiningrat, Frens seeks to connect his framework with less instrumental,
more emotional values, as he strives for what he calls “aesthetic interaction” (Frens,
2006, pp. 179-180). Although his rich actions camera offers us a clear and generous
illustration of what aesthetic interaction can be, the very core of its aesthetic appeal
is never made explicit throughout Frens’s dissertation. For me it is obvious that the
camera presents beauty within its orchestration of functionality and interaction, not
as an extra, glued-on quality. The implicit and modest, yet sheer visceral character of
this beauty might make it difficult to grasp and articulate, for its creator, as well as
for those who experience it. I will further discuss this particular form of beauty in
Chapter 8.

1.3.2.3 Standing on shoulders

Djajadiningrat’s videodeck and Frens’s camera form the very basis for this thesis,
which follows and builds on rich interaction, and takes dematerialization as a starting point. I aim my own framework to be another step in this particular series of
explorative reflections on industrial design.

1.4 Definition of three stands

I distinguish three different approaches or stands towards dematerialization: two
existing ones, and the one I put forward.

1.4.1 The first stand

The first stand towards dematerialization is the formerly discussed data-centered
view on tangible interaction. It exploits the physical world and its rich action-potentials, affordances and specific action routines, and relies on our familiarity with
this physical world in order to make our interaction with digital data more direct,
natural and intuitive. I want to emphasize that the first stand was not defined as a
reaction to dematerialization, but rather as another way to interact with computing
systems. However, it does advocate a movement towards more physicality, and in
that sense counterbalances the movement of dematerialization.
Because the first stand highly values the richness of the physical world, it tends to
make digital information as physical as possible, in order to maximize the naturalness of our interaction with it. In the rationale of Reality-based Interaction (Jacob
et al., 2008), a framework that includes tangible interaction, designers of digital products are advised to tradeoff between the physical and the digital, where they should
only give up reality (i.e. the physical) if the digital offers desired qualities, which can
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otherwise not be obtained. I think this approach is one-sided, and does not fully
recognize the possibilities of the digital.
I demonstrate my point with an example. In “Token-Based Access to Digital Information”, Holmquist et al. (1999) elaborate the concept of the token, a specific type
of tangible, as a physical embodiment of digital information. They state that the
token-based system will rapidly break through into the mainstream. As an illustration for a possible application, a music device with token-based access is described.
I interpreted and visualized this music device myself (Figure 1.14). The actual music
information is not stored on a music carrier, a CD or a DVD, but is associated with
a token by means of a reference tag. The top picture on Figure 1.14 shows a token,
embodying a music album. The token has the size of a large coin. It is placed on a
music player, which recognizes its tag, and plays the associated music album, stored on an internal hard disk. The interaction with the music system involves a multi-touch display (Figure 1.14, bottom). Please note that this system was proposed
by Holmquist et al. in 1999, before Apple’s iTunes and the rise of the MP3 player. I
visualized it in the context of my research.

Figure 1.14 | Top: The token is

placed on the music player.
Bottom: The music player in
action.
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Figure 1.15 | Music albums, embodied by tokens.

This token-based music device separates the music album from its carrier and brings
up several advantages with respect to the record or CD, such as extended durability
(less risk of scratching) and protection of the music through encription of unique
IDs. The size and shape of the tokens offers design freedom, since they can be a lot
smaller than CDs. Moreover, they can physically express their content. In my interpretation of the music system, the shape of a token represents what the token embodies (Figure 1.15).
Holmquist’s music device physically embodies digital information into graspable
objects. It offers digitized music albums that are highly manipulable and tangible,
and appeal to our perceptual-motor skills. To me, it is a valuable application of the
first stand, and a visionary view on the development of digital music. Nevertheless,
it never really broke through. Music albums were not only separated from their carriers. Along with this separation, the carriers disappeared. Today, music albums are
not embodied by any artifact whatsoever. Apparently, dematerialized music albums
appeal to us in a way that Holmquist did not foresee.
With the knowledge that I have today, I can say that Holmquist overlooked the
values of the digital world: its flexibility and availability. With Holmquist’s system,
I can carry 10 music albums in my pocket, compared to 10 000 with an MP3 player
or smart phone. Holmquist’s music device and today’s MP3 player or smart phone
demonstrate the inherent contradiction that goes along with the embodiment of
digital information. The more a digital system or device wants to exploit its inherent
flexible (digital) nature, the further away it moves from full tangibility and the physical world.

1.4.2 The second stand

This is the approach of the current generation of digital products, and takes the digital world as its starting point. Dematerialization is fully embraced and seen as a way
of making things more efficient and effective, mainly because of the digital world’s
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flexibility and availability. In Chapter 3, I argue that today’s smart phones and tablet
computers are exponents of dematerialization and the second stand.
The pitfall of the second stand is that the interaction with second stand products is
standardized, “computeresque” (Djajadiningrat et al., 2004, p. 294) and largely aimed
at the cognitive (Klemmer et al., 2006). In fact, today’s generation of digital products
all share the same interface. Microwave ovens, digital cameras, hifi installations,
washing machines, smart phones and MP3-players are operated through a keypad
and/or a display (Djajadiningrat et al., 2007; Djajadiningrat et al., 2004).

1.4.3 The third stand

I think that both the first and the second stand are limited. Dematerialization offers
such huge benefits, that we should not limit its progression, as the first stand tends
to do. On the other hand, I feel that dematerialization should not proliferate freely
as it does now in the second stand. Industrial design should guide it by adopting a
perspective that I define as the third stand. The third stand originated as a reaction
on dematerialization, and builds further on rich interaction. It finds its place next to
the first and the second stand and combines the richness and meaningfulness of the
physical with the flexibility of the digital. I advocate a conscious guidance of dematerialization and a design of products that capitalize on the benefits of both the physical and the digital world, while avoiding their respective pitfalls.
In the following chapters, I will explore and illustrate the third stand through a series
of design projects.

1.5 First research questions

The discussion in this chapter leads to my first research question:
• How can industrial design guide dematerialization?
In this chapter, I brought up the third stand as the perspective that industrial design
should adopt in order to guide dematerialization. I started to define the third stand,
and I continue to do so in the next chapters. Therefore I rephrase my research question:
• What are the characteristics of the third stand?
These characteristics are examined in the following three chapters. In Chapter 2,
the third stand is explored and, at the end of the chapter, defined. In Chapter 3, my
understanding of the third stand is deepened. In Chapter 4, the design method of
the third stand is made explicit.
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This chapter is based on two earlier publications (Van Campenhout et al., 2013; Van
Campenhout, Frens, Hummels, Standaert, & Peremans, 2016). The material from these
publications was reworked, in order to fit more recent insights.
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2.0 In this chapter

In this chapter, the third stand is explored in three design projects. The first two projects, an audio installation and a digital payment terminal, present a similar physical structure, divided in different modules. Through this set of modules flow digital
information aggregates, music albums or money amounts, guided by user actions on
physical control elements.
The third stand is articulated by introducing the concept of temporary re-materialization, indicating that an information aggregate can adopt a temporary shape with
appropriate physical affordances. Additionally, I establish the link between the third
stand and rich interaction.
In a third design project, an alarm clock, the strong specific character of the third
stand is revealed.
I end this chapter with an extensive definition of the third stand as a design perspective that focuses on the border between the physical and the digital world.

2.1 Audio installation

2.1.1 Description of the design project

Inspired by Holmquist’s idea (Holmquist et al., 1999) of a token-based music system, I decided to design a home audio device myself. My starting point however,
was different. I started from the premise that all music albums had dematerialized.

Figure 2.1 | Visual of my audio installation: the player and its two speakers
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My device does not involve music carriers or music album-referencing tokens, but
directly processes MP3 files, or in general, digitized music files. Its function is limited to enjoying music in the form of sound files, which are stored on an internal hard
disk. The hard disk can be attached to a computer, in order to alternate its content.
Each information unit contains the information that stands on one traditional music
album. My music device is the equivalent of the former CD-player and a rack of
CDs, and contains no tuner.
Figure 2.1 shows what it looks like. The device consists of the player itself, and two
speakers. The player can be hung at the wall, or placed upon a cupboard, in a nearly
horizontal position. In the latter case, it is slightly angled, referring to a turntable
(Figure 2.1). The player is subdivided into three square boxes.
In the following steps, we go through the process of enjoying music through this
device.

2.1.2 Description of the interaction routine

Activating the player and browsing through the music albums
The player is activated by pulling out the drawer in the middle box (Figure 2.2).
The display of the middle box is activated, and out of the drawer rolls a selection
list upwards (Figure 2.3, left). This list contains all albums of the user’s collection,
ordered alphabetically. The user scrolls through the list by turning the scroll wheel

Figure 2.2 | Activating the player

Figure 2.3 | Left: The middle box is activated. Right: Scrolling through the album list.
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(Figure 2.3, right). The list moves up and down, and each time, the middle album is
highlighted.
The display is an electronic paper display, it is not backlit and monochrome. It follows the overall sober form language of the device, and expresses the nature of the
search task, which is mainly cerebral.
Looking at the album’s artwork and lyrics
When the user has found the album of his choice, he pushes the rectangular button
at the right of the middle box (Figure 2.4), which is a part of the border surrounding it. By pushing this button, the border is broken, and the box seems “open”. The
button slides in and aligns with the glass plates of the middle and right boxes. One
surface is created and forms a path through which information can flow (Figure 2.4).
The highlighted album thus flows under the user’s fingers to the right box. Its display
is activated, and a large, colorful image of the album is generated (Figure 2.5, left).
This display is a full color LCD with backlight. Its sudden activation causes an explosion of color and shape, which contrasts heavily with the display in the middle box
and the overall styling of the device. I intend this to be experienced as a “reward” for
the album quest.
The user can walk through the album’s artwork by pulling or pushing the toggle
switch on the right of the right box (Figure 2.5, right). Pulling the switch causes the
next page to pop up, pushing it lets the user navigate to the previous page. When the
user decides he wants to have a look at another album, he just lets a new album flow
in the right container, where it will take the place of the former one. When the user
wants to deactivate the right box, he pulls the slider at its bottom (Figure 2.6, left).

Figure 2.4 | Pushing the rectangular button at the right of the middle box.
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Figure 2.5 | Left: The right box is activated. Right: Walking through the album’s artwork.

Figure 2.6 | Deactivating the right box.

The slider moves down, and, because of its wedged shape, opens the border which
surrounds the right box. The information “flows” through this opening out of the
device, and the display is deactivated (Figure 2.6, right).
This way, the user can take a look at his album collection, or have a discussion about
it with a friend.
Listening to music
Next, the user wants to listen to the album he just looked at. He pushes the rectangular button at the left of the middle box (Figure 2.7). An effect analogous to the
previously described one takes place. The music album flows under the user’s fingers
to the left box, the display of which is activated and shows the track list of the chosen album (Figure 2.8, left). The large aluminium disk starts to spin, and the music
is heard through the speakers. By turning the scroll wheel next to the display, the
user can go to the track of his choice (Figure 2.8, right). When he wants to pause the
music, he manually stops the aluminum disk (Figure 2.9, left). To proceed playing
music, the user swings the disk (Figure 2.9, right). The movement is picked up by a
sensor and the disk starts spinning again as the music starts playing. When the user
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Figure 2.7 | Pushing the rectangular button at the left of the middle box.

Figure 2.8 | Left: The left box is activated. Right: Selecting a music track.

Figure 2.9 | Stopping (left) and spinning (right) the disk for pausing and resuming the music.

Figure 2.10 | Deactivating the left box.
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Figure 2.11 | Detaching the right box.

wants to deactivate the left box and stop the playing of the music, he pulls the slider
at its bottom, as described previously (Figure 2.10, left). The display is deactivated,
the disk stops spinning, and the music “leaves” the box through the created opening
(Figure 2.10, right).
When the user is enjoying the music, he can detach the right box from the device
(Figure 2.11). Since this box is wirelessly connected with the rest of the device, the
user can have a seat and enjoy the artwork and the lyrics while he listens.

Figure 2.12 | Speaker with volume turned down.
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Figure 2.13 | Left: Turning up the volume. Right: The volume is at maximum.

Figure 2.14 | Left: Adjusting the high tones. Right: Adjusting the bass tones.

Sound controls
To turn up the volume, the user goes to the device where the sound is produced, the
speaker. One of the speakers is provided with controls (Figure 2.12). The user takes
one of the wings of the speaker and moves it outwards (Figure 2.13, left). The other
wing moves symmetrically, since both wings are mechanically connected. Opening
the wings, turns up the sound volume. The wider the opening angle, the “larger” the
speaker becomes, and the louder the sound (Figure 2.13, right). When the wings
open, new control elements are revealed: control of bass tones and high tones. Both
controls are naturally mapped to the speaker that they control (bass speaker versus
high frequency speaker). Sliding up a control brings the sound of that speaker in the
foreground, sliding it down pushes it to the background (Figure 2.14). When the
wings are closed, no sound is heard, and the controls are hidden (Figure 2.12).
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2.1.3 Description of the design approach

My audio system comprises two main components, respectively representing the
physical and the digital world. I describe them here. I further discuss this design
approach in section 2.3.

2.1.3.1 Physical component

When I was designing the audio system, I defined four main product functionalities. I gave each functionality its own physical territory, so as to become four product modules: the three square boxes in the player, and a speaker. Figure 2.15 shows
them. I sum them up:
• a module to navigate and select music albums: the player’s middle box
• a module to look at the album’s artwork: the player’s right box
• a module to listen to the album’s music: the player’s left box
• a module to alter the sound: the speaker
Each product functionality contains different controllable functions. For example
“music listening” contains play, pause and stop functions, a track-navigation function, an activation function and a de-activation function. Within each module reside
all controllable functions of the module-specific functionality. Although it surfaced
as an effect of my focus on dematerialization, the clustering of functions as a design
principle is not new. It is coined by Norman (1988), and called modularization.
Further, I designed the functions of each module not merely as standard controls,
but I externalized them in an expressive way, taking into account the principles of
rich interaction (Frens, 2006). This set of modules forms the first component of the
device. It represents the physical world, with its rich characteristics. The four modules are:
• Tangible. The module’s functions are embodied in a rich way.
• Static. Each module is dedicated to its own functionality.
• Persistent. The modules are always physically present, even when they are not
activated.

Figure 2.15 | The module-based architecture of my audio installation.
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2.1.3.2 Digital component

The device’s second component represents the digital world. It is ensured by the
digital information that flows through this preset structure of modules. This digital
information (the dematerialized music album) flows from one module to another.
Once in a module, the information materializes into an appropriate build. It transforms into a form that suits the functions that are module-specific. Within a module,
the information becomes tangible and approachable, and thus a nearly physical component itself. This component has degrees of freedom. It is able to move, within the
predefined limits of the module-based field. I gave the dematerialized information
back some of its former action-potential (Djajadiningrat et al., 2004). In the module
on the right side of the player, the information is literally materialized on a temporary carrier, which makes it graspable. This module can be taken of the device, and
becomes a portable, stand-alone object (Figure 2.11). It “becomes” the album’s cover
and booklet. The information is:
• Intangible. The information in itself is intangible. It becomes only temporarily
tangible, in a module.
• Dynamic. The information aggregates that flow through my system differ in
content, but share the same nature. They are the different music albums.
• Transient. The information enters and leaves each module, without leaving a
trace.

2.2 Digital payment terminal

In the world of money and payment, dematerialization occurs in a striking way.
Cash money disappears, and instead, payment is performed by inserting a payment
card in a terminal and entering a PIN-code. These payment terminals can be seen in
shops, supermarkets, train and bus stations. Due to the evolution of NFC technology
(Near Field Communication, http://www.nfc-forum.org), payment cards will, in
turn, dematerialize and be integrated in our smart phones. We will then pay contactless, by waving our smart phone through an invisible electromagnetic field generated
by an NFC antenna. Payment has shifted from a specific, meaningful action routine
between two persons exchanging cash money, to an abstract gesture of one person in
front of a device that has minimal “physical presence” (Verbeek, 2005, p. 209-210).
On the other hand, we are liberated from bulky wallets and the need to carry enough
cash in our pockets. We have access to the whole of our possessions, anytime and
anywhere.

2.2.1 Description of the design project

My goal was to design a payment terminal, that made the payment interaction more
tangible. I took as starting point NFC-technology: the payment was to be executed
contactless with a smart phone. Figure 2.16 shows the result. The terminal stands on
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the shop counter, and has two opposite sides: the vendor side, and the customer side.
It consists of 2 main components: a static component, the housing, and a dynamic
component, the drawer. The drawer can move with respect to the housing, when
pushed by either the vendor or the customer, and provides the terminal with two
distinct physical states. When in vendor mode, the drawer offers a keypad to the
vendor. In customer mode, it offers the NFC symbol to the customer. This symbol
indicates the center of the electromagnetic field. I will now demonstrate the process
of a payment transaction.

Figure 2.16 | My concept for a digital payment terminal.

2.2.2 Description of the interaction routine

Input and display of the payment amount
The vendor and the customer take their places on either side of the payment terminal. At the beginning of the transaction, the terminal is in vendor mode. The vendor
manually enters the payment amount on the keypad (Figure 2.17, left). The amount
is shown on the vendor display. Next, he pushes the drawer towards the customer
(Figure 2.17, right). The customer display is activated: an image slides on it, along
with the movement of the drawer (figure 2.17, right). It is the payment amount,
which is revealed to the customer (Figure 2.18). The terminal is now in customer
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mode. The drawer sticks out at the customer side and shows the NFC symbol, which
indicates the zone where the smart phone is to be positioned.

Figure 2.17 | Left: The vendor enters the payment amount. Right: The vendor pushes the drawer
towards the customer.

Figure 2.18 | The payment amount is revealed to the customer.
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Payment transaction (Figures 2.19, 2.20)
The customer prepares his smart phone, and holds it over the NFC symbol. Alternatively, he can lay his smart phone on the drawer, which sticks out of the housing
(Figure 2.19, left). Once the smart phone is detected by the NFC antenna, the money
transaction is executed. The smart phone’s display and the customer display of the
terminal show a visual “flow”: a red liquid seems to flow from the smart phone in the
terminal (Figure 2.19, right). When the liquid stops flowing (Figure 2.20, left), the
transaction is completed, and the customer can take away his smart phone (Figure
2.20, right).

Figure 2.19 | Left: The customer lays his smart phone on the drawer. Right: A red liquid flows
from the smart phone in the terminal.

Figure 2.20 | Left: The liquid stops flowing. Right: The customer takes away his smart phone.

Payment confirmation
To confirm the payment, the customer pushes back the drawer towards the vendor.
Again, the image on the customer display slides along with the movement of the
drawer (Figure 2.21). The terminal is again in vendor mode (Figure 2.22, left). The
vendor display is filled with the red color. The customer display shows a wrap up
message (Figure 2.22, right).
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Figure 2.21 | To confirm the payment, the customer pushes the drawer back towards the vendor.

Figure 2.22 | Left: The drawer is pushed back. Right: The terminal after the transaction, seen
from the vendor’s viewpoint.

			

2.2.3 Description of the design approach

The payment terminal again consists of two main components, one component
representing the physical and one representing the digital world. I describe them
here, and I discuss my design approach in section 2.3.

2.2.3.1 Physical component

In the design of my payment terminal, I followed the design approach of my audio
system. In the payment transaction, I distinguished two main functionalities:
• The functionality belonging to the vendor: input of the payment amount, communication of the payment amount to the customer.
• The functionality belonging to the customer: preparation and execution of the
payment transaction, confirmation of this transaction.
Again, I gave both product functionalities their own physical territory. They are
embodied by the two main modules of the payment terminal: the vendor module
and the customer module. To enhance the realism of the design, I added the smart
phone as a personal payment device. It forms a third module which embodies a part
of the customer’s functionality (Figure 2.23). The two main modules of the terminal
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induce the presence of two persons during the transaction, and give them a physical position. They create an environment in which the action is to take place, and
divide it in two zones. The different function controls are clustered in each module.
The movement of the drawer reveals both modules one at a time. It orchestrates the
actions of both the vendor and the customer and turns these actions into a choreography (Klooster & Overbeeke, 2005). This fixed set of modules again forms the
structure through which the information can flow. It is the physical component of
the device, and it is tangible, static and persistent.

Figure 2.23 | The module-based architecture of my payment terminal.

2.2.3.2 Digital component

The second component is formed by the information that flows freely from one
module to another and materializes each time it enters a module. The money is
represented on the displays by the red liquid. The movement of the drawer controls
the flow of the information through the terminal and is meaningful in itself. It is a
metaphor for the communication of the payment amount to the customer and the
transaction of the money to the vendor and visually orients both data flows. The sliding of the image on the customer display reinforces this effect. The flowing money
is intangible (or rather temporarily tangible), dynamic and transient.
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2.3 Discussion: getting a grip on the third stand

Both concepts, the audio installation and the payment terminal show a similar conceptual architecture: their hardware is split up in a number of modules, through
which digital information flows. I consider this module-based structure more as a
particular manifestation of third stand thinking, than as a vital characteristic or prerequisite for it. However, some phenomena that came up in both projects undeniably
are characteristic for the third stand. I describe them here.

2.3.1 Temporary re-materialization of digital information

A phenomenon that surfaced in both design projects, is the temporary dematerialization of physical objects, or the temporary re-materialization of digital information.
Dematerialized music albums and money temporarily become more physical, within
the context of a module, where they appear, and are manipulated through the handling of specific controls. I consider the idea of temporary de- and re-materialization
an important characteristic of the third stand.
Within both concepts, the idea of temporary dematerialization has led to a specific
application of displays. In today’s digital products, displays are used to guide and
clarify the interaction process by feedforward (“Please enter your PIN code”) and
feedback (“Transaction completed”). Traditionally, displays are carriers of information. In both concepts, the displays form an active part of the spatial concept of the
product and the flow of the information. The displays act as temporary storage places for dematerialized objects. Music albums and amounts of money move from one
display to the other, as a consequence of the movements of the user. In both concepts, displays are, next to carriers of information, carriers of matter. The current
generation of displays, with their color and resolution capabilities, are perfectly suited for moving images and animations. The audio system and the payment terminal
value these capabilities, and exploit them as functional elements within the interaction pattern. User actions and the display’s reactions are linked by timing, flow and
rhythm (Hummels, Overbeeke, & Klooster, 2007).

2.3.2 Rooted in rich interaction
2.3.2.1 MURPS and MR APs

Frens (2006), who coined rich interaction, discovered two characteristics that kept
resurfacing in his design projects, and that are related to Djajadiningrat’s (Djajadiningrat et al., 2007) concept of 4D display (see section 1.3.2.1): mode-of-use reflected in physical state (MURPS) and mode-relevant action-possibilities (MR APs).
Both principles build on the idea that the dynamic nature and the volatility of the
digital world can partially be captured by products that physically change their shape.
MURPS are the different physical shape changes that reflect the different states of
the product’s processor. The MR APs principle naturally emerges as a consequence
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of MURPS. Every physical shape has the unique property that it can offer its own
action possibilities to the user, by physically presenting certain control elements,
and hiding others. Thus, mode-relevant action-possibilities are action possibilities
that are only offered when they are relevant for a particular mode-of-use. The idea
behind MURPS and MR APs is that these different physical shapes appeal directly to
our body, instead of a textual message or an icon on a display which mainly appeals
to our brain.
My audio system and my payment terminal obviously make use of both principles.
The user activates the audio system by pulling the drawer in the middle box (Figure
2.2). When the drawer is open, the system is activated (Figure 2.3). This physical
shape becomes meaningful since the album list seems to roll out of the drawer. There
is a clear link between the graphics of the middle box’s display, and the shape of the
drawer. The opened and closed state of the drawer reflects the audio system being
activated or not, and thus is an example of the MURPS principle. Once the album list
has rolled out of the drawer, new action possibilities become possible: the user can
“push” an album in one of the two side boxes by pushing one of the two rectangular
buttons. This is an application on the MR APs principle, or, to be precise, a variation
on it. The MR APs principle was originally defined as offering new physical action
possibilities. The two rectangular buttons were already physically present before the
album list left the drawer, so, strictly speaking, they do not offer new action possibilities. However, they only become meaningful after the album list has appeared on the
middle box’s display, because only then, their position and shape bears a functional
connotation.
The wings of the speaker in my audio system control sound volume (Figure 2.13).
Their shape literally grows when the user turns up the volume, which is an application of MURPS. When both wings are open and the volume is up, new controls are
revealed: controls of bass tones and high tones (Figure 2.14), again an application of
the MR APs principle.
The payment terminal clearly adopts different shapes, embodying different user
modes: vendor mode and customer mode, both illustrations of MURPS. In vendor
mode, the drawer offers the keyboard to the vendor (Figure 2.17, left). When the
vendor pushes the drawer towards the customer, the keyboard is hidden. Now, the
terminal is in customer mode and the antenna and the NFC-field are revealed to the
customer (Figure 2.18). The drawer forms a tray on which the customer can place
his smart phone. When the customer has completed the payment transaction, he
pushes the drawer, now containing the money, back to the vendor (Figure 2.21). The
NFC-field is no longer available to him (Figure 2.22). The alternately revealing and
covering of different control elements is an application of MR APs.
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2.3.2.2 De- and re-materialization as an instigator to aesthetic experience

Norman (2004, p. 17) states that “attractive things work better”. For example, users
may engage and persist in interaction because products tempt them, raise curiosity
or are intriguing (Djajadiningrat et al., 2007). Wensveen, Djajadiningrat, and Overbeeke (2004, p. 179) state that “electronic products instill moments of magic and surprise that seem to surpass the laws of nature and physical causation.” I believe that
both concepts, the audio system and the payment terminal, cause such moments
of magic and surprise. More specifically, the moment where the dematerialized
information enters the module and materializes into a tangible build, is a captivating moment. It is a moment of metamorphosis, a striking event in the interaction
flow. This moment of metamorphosis can be compared to an old trick that is used in
children’s theater. Figure 2.24 shows a fragment of a particular theater performance:
a witch on a broom is seen on stage (Figure 2.24, left). She pretends to take off on
her broom and disappears behind the scenes. The stage darkens and a puppet theater
lightens up where we see a little witch puppet flying in a nightly sky (Figure 2.24,
right). The witch “has become” this puppet. I will further discuss the aesthetic experience that stems from the third stand in Chapter 8.

Figure 2.24 | A scene from a children’s theater performance: the witch becomes a puppet.
Picture courtesy of Theater O!, www.lotje.net/lotje_theater.html
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2.4 Alarm clock

2.4.1 Description of the design project

I designed a concept for an alarm clock. Figure 2.25 visualizes the result. The design
consists of two modules: an outer part, the time module, which displays the time,
and a part that resides in the time module, the alarm module (Figure 2.25). Since I
intended the concept to be mobile, both modules are battery-powered.

Figure 2.25 | Left: Visualization of my alarm clock. Right: The alarm clock with the alarm not
activated.

2.4.2 Description of the interaction routine

At the beginning of the sequence, the alarm module rests inside the time module.
Together, both modules form a closed shape (Figure 2.25, right). Only the display of
the time module is visible, which displays the time. No alarm time is set.
Setting the alarm
To set the alarm, the user slides the alarm module out of the time module (Figure
2.26, left). The alarm module comes with two toggle buttons, a display and a speaker
(Figure 2.25, left). The speaker holes are positioned around the display. The display
shows the alarm time. At this moment the time is set at 0:00h (Figure 2.26, right).
The user sets the alarm time by toggling the 2 buttons. These buttons are naturally
mapped to the displayed time. The left button controls the hours (Figure 2.27, left),
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the right button controls the minutes (Figure 2.27, right). Each toggle button has
an upper and a lower activation zone (this is not shown on the figures). Pushing
the upper zone causes the according number to increase, and vice versa. The user
sets the alarm time at 7:00h and slides the alarm module back in the time module
(Figure 2.28, left), but in a reverse way. A new shape is formed by the 2 components
(Figure 2.28, right). This shape is larger and more obtrusive than the former one, and
shows two displays: the hour display and the alarm display. The speaker holes in the
alarm module are uncovered, and its toggle buttons are hidden, since these buttons
are not needed at this point. The alarm is now activated.

Figure 2.26 | Left: Sliding out the alarm module. Right: The alarm time set at 0.00h.

Figure 2.27 | Setting the alarm time. Left: Setting the hours. Right: Setting the minutes.
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Figure 2.28 | Left: Sliding the alarm module back in the time module. Right: The alarm is activated.

Snoozing and deactivating the alarm
When the time module displays the same time as the alarm module above it, both
displays color red and the alarm module rings the alarm. The user can snooze the
sound by pushing on top of the alarm module (Figure 2.29). When the user wants to
permanently stop the alarm from ringing, he takes the alarm module out of the time
module (Figure 2.30, left), and lays it next to it (Figure 2.30, right), or turns it around
and slides it in again (Figure 2.25, right).

Figure 2.29 | Snoozing the alarm.
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Figure 2.30 | Left: Taking out the alarm module. Right: The alarm module next to the time
module.

2.4.3 Description of the design approach

Buxton (2001, p. 14) claims that there is more merit in the design of single-purpose
products than in the “one-size-fits-all approach” of the personal computer. The reason for this is specialization (Dourish, 2001; Norman, 1999). If a product is dedicated to a specific task, its user interface can be designed around this task and its
design can reflect a physical commitment to it. Djajadiningrat and other researchers
(Djajadiningrat & Kyffin, 2007; Djajadiningrat et al., 2004) interpret this physical
commitment as a susceptibility for the physical world and rich interaction. Instead
of single-purpose, they speak of strong specific products. Also Ishii (2008), and with
him the first stand, states that a tangible user interface, in order to successfully leverage our familiarity with the physical world, benefits from being tailored to a specific
application.
I designed my alarm clock, within the spirit of Djajadiningrat’s strong specificity.
Its single-purpose character forms the blueprint for the very nature of its interaction concept, and, in this way, opens the gate to the physical world and rich interaction. Its form and its interaction are integrally designed around its function in a rich,
physical way. Let me elaborate.
I rethought the concept of the traditional digital alarm clock by, this time permanently, materializing the alarm into a physical entity, splitting the clock in two separate physical elements: the clock and the alarm. This way, you can activate the alarm
by “loading” the clock with it, and you can deactivate the alarm by taking it out of
the clock. These actions are meaningful to us, since they draw upon principles that
exist in the physical world: adding an object to another object and making it visible,
and taking it away again or hiding it.
In summary, I state that the third stand is the most successful in the area of single-purpose devices, or strong specific products.
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2.5 A definition of the third stand

The third stand is an industrial design approach that starts from dematerialization,
advocates a move towards re-materialization and more physical interaction, and
seeks value in the design of strong specific products. In this section, I highlight its
main characteristics.

2.5.1 A focus on the border between the physical and the digital

The first stand focuses on the physical world, and, as argued in 1.4.1, seeks to make
digital information as physical as possible, in order to exploit our familiarity with the
physical, and make interaction with the digital more natural and intuitive.
The third stand rather focuses on the border between the physical and the digital
world, and urges the designer to continuously make judgements and decisions on
where in the product this border is to be situated, and which product components
are to be temporarily or permanently de- and re-materialized. I illustrate this with an
example. In the design of an audio installation for the home, from the perspective of
the third stand, I distinguish four design directions, based on their degree of dematerialization. They are the four concepts in Figure 2.31.
• Concept 1 feels very physical. Digital music files are stored on a physical carrier,
the CD. This CD can be physically manipulated, handed over, stored and exposed, and thus is a part of the daily physical environment. At the same time the
CD is somewhat bulky, since its dimensions are driven by the amount of information that resides on it.
• Concept 2 allows for dematerialization a bit more. It is Holmquist’s music device
that I described and illustrated in Chapter 1. The physical tokens do not literally
carry the music anymore. They are a mere reference to digital music files. Therefore their physical size can be reduced, and they are easier to carry around.
• In concept 3, dematerialization is even more present. It is my own audio system,
that I described in 2.1. The digital music files are not associated with a separate
physical object. They are on-screen objects that temporarily materialize, and can
be pushed back and forth by manipulating dedicated physical controls.
• Concept 4 feels very digital. It is the current smart phone or MP3 player. Dematerialization is fully embraced, as its main interface element is a multi-touch display with generic controls and a standardized interaction. I will focus on the
multi-touch display in Chapter 4.
As the reader knows by now, I went with concept 3, since I believe it offers the best
opportunity to reconcile the benefits of the physical with those of the digital world.
This decision is driven by the product’s context, and the role of the product in the
life of its owner. It is not purely an answer on how we can interact with digital music
files. If the starting point was an integrated audio system in a car, different concepts
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might emerge, since the border between the digital and the physical would be repositioned.
In this context, I want to note that the third stand is a generative perspective, rather
than a descriptive one. It is not a set of criteria on which a comprehensive taxonomy
of interactive products can be based.

Figure 2.31 | Four design directions for an audio installation.

The idea of balancing the physical and the digital is not new. Jetter, Geyer, Schwarz, and Reiterer (2012) propose Blended Interaction, a framework for the design
of interactive spaces. Their design approach does not prefer the physical over the
digital, but treats both worlds equally. Blended interaction takes into account our
experience with the physical world, but also with digital technology and knowledge
that is not rooted in the physical world. For example, people have firmly internalized
multi-touch interactions - touch, slide and pinch gestures – so as to expect each digital screen to be touch-sensitive. Jetter et al. (2012) claim that designers should make
use of this knowledge, just like they should leverage our familiarity with the physical world. This way, Jetter et al. propose a nuanced balance of the physical and the
digital. Their framework is elaborated further by Hurtienne and Israel (2013), who
present so-called PIBA-DIBA lists (Physical Is Better At – Digital Is Better At) that
sum up the strengths and weaknesses of both the physical and the digital, in order to
assist the designer in creating and evaluating a blended interaction system. In Chapter 9, I come back on the framework of blended interaction.

2.5.2 The application field of the third stand

I did not consider the alarm clock as having a history of dematerialization, like the
audio system or the payment terminal. Still, the idea of materializing the alarm in
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a separate, physical module grew from the third stand perspective. This made me
realize that a literal dematerialization process in a product is not a prerequisite for
the third stand to be successful. De- and re-materialization form the way of thinking
that is the third stand, instead of limiting its application field.
Then the question rises up: what are the boundaries of the third stand’s application
field? As discussed in 2.4.3, the third stand flourishes in the area of single-purpose
products. It seems obvious that some single-purpose products are more eligible for
a third stand approach than others. As I explore the third stand further in this thesis, the reader will become more familiar with it and hopefully develop a sense for
its application. Ultimately, it will be up to the personality and the intuition of each
designer to judge if his project would benefit from a third stand approach.

2.5.3 Present in nuances

The third stand, being an industrial design approach, does not fit in a strict definition or a decisive set of design rules or guidelines. Its nuances and particularities are
difficult to grasp in a detached, analytical reflection. I found these nuances very hard
to capture in words, but, to my great pleasure, they had the tendency to cheerfully
reveal themselves in the design projects I conducted. My aim in presenting these
projects, is that the reader, by taking note of them, develops a sensitivity to the nuances they behold, and thus gets a grip on the framework that hides behind them. In
that sense, the design projects in this thesis serve the purpose of not only exploring
the third stand, but also communicating it to other people. They are research vehicles, as well as carriers of knowledge. In the rest of this thesis, I present more design
projects, in order to further particularize the third stand and its characteristics. In
Chapters 8 and 9, I formalize these characteristics in two frameworks.
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This chapter is based on an earlier publication (Van Campenhout et al., 2016).
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3.0 In this chapter

In this chapter, I impose a third stand perspective on interaction with the multi-touch display, and as such, deepen my understanding of the third stand.
First, I establish a connection between dematerialization and the multi-touch display, by stating that the latter has dematerialized the physical control element. This
caused the absorption of function-specific digital products by smart phones and
tablet computers, and results in the general acceptance of a standardized and computer-like interaction style. Today’s products that employ the multi-touch display,
are second stand products.
Next, in two design projects, a third stand approach is applied to some of these
second stand products. A first design project, the Pay-Key, shows that it is possible
to combine multi-touch interaction on a display with rich interaction. This idea is
further explored in a second design project, the e-book, which seeks for a better
integration of both interaction styles.
I continue by making a start with the conception of the value system that the third
stand offers. This value system does not adhere to efficiency and effectiveness, but
rather to the wider concept of user experience.
I conclude this chapter by refining my research question.

3.1 Dematerialization and the multi-touch display
3.1.1 Interaction with the multi-touch display

The multi-touch display (Jacob et al., 2008) is a touch sensitive screen that allows for
discrete and continuous actions with one, two or more fingers. It reacts to tapping or
sliding with one finger, or to simple gestures made with more fingers (Buxton, 2007;
Westerman, 1999). The interaction that comes with it, distinguishes itself from the
interaction with a traditional desktop PC, mainly by the closer integration of input
and output. In the traditional desktop computer, input devices, the keyboard and
the mouse, and output devices, typically a display, are physically separate entities. In
smart phones and tablets, where the user directly touches and manipulates graphical
elements on a display, this dichotomy has disappeared. Input and output are highly
integrated, and direct manipulation (Dourish, 2001; Fitzmaurice, Ishii, & Buxton,
1995; Shneiderman, 1983) is operationalized more intensely than in the traditional
desktop computer setting. This way, interaction with the multi-touch display is more
natural than interaction with the typical input devices of the desktop computer.

3.1.2 The dematerialization of the control element

If I look at the multi-touch display, I consider it as strongly influenced by a dematerialization process. The multi-touch display has the characteristic that it generates an
infinite amount of control elements: push buttons, levers, sliders and dials are all virtually represented on the display and directly manipulated (Jacob et al., 2008). The
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multi-touch display has dematerialized the physical control element. This dematerialized control element breaks loose from its physical limitations and adopts properties
of the digital world:
• it becomes intangible, or rather, less tangible. You can touch it, but you can’t feel
it. It does not offer the rich inherent feedback that our body knows from interaction in the physical environment (Wensveen et al., 2004). There is no graspable
shape, texture, specific temperature, friction, …
• It becomes transient. It loses its persistence (Gibson, 1979; Ishii, 2008) and can
vanish and reappear at will.
• it becomes dynamic (Hallnäs et al., 2002; Vallgårda & Sokoler, 2010): the multi-touch display offers infinite functionality. It can become a push button, as well
as a rotary dial, a slider.
This dematerialization process offers the benefit of flexibility. A product that is equipped with a multi-touch display becomes very versatile. Smart phones and tablets can
adopt myriads of identities. A smart phone is not merely a mobile phone, it is an
MP3 player, an internet browser, a GPS system, an agenda, a camera, a remote control etc.. The same goes for the tablet. The pitfall of this process is the physical impoverishment that accompanies it. Specific interaction routines with dedicated artifacts
(e.g. the exchange of cash money) are replaced by standard gestures on abstract,
symbolic representations of control elements behind a glass plate. This representation is a cognitive construct that demands interpretation, thus reflection from the
person who interacts with it. Interaction with the multi-touch display consequently
leads to a reduction of action and an increase in cognition (Djajadiningrat et al.,
2004; Follmer et al., 2013; Jacob et al., 2008; Leithinger et al., 2015).
The dematerialization of the control element causes yet another wave of dematerialization. Single-purpose digital products like digital cameras, cell phones, alarm clocks
and remote controls tend to disappear, read dematerialize, as they are replaced by
applications on smart phones and tablets (Ebert, 2011). Smart phones and tablets
are multi-purpose devices that contribute to the current wave of dematerialization,
themselves being an exponent of it. They represent the second stand.

3.1.3 The multi-touch computing paradigm

This pattern, where different products are replaced by one generic product, sounds
peculiarly familiar. We already witnessed it with the rise of the Personal Computer. It is referred to as the desktop computing paradigm (Fallman, 2010). One of the
most striking effects that the desktop computing paradigm brought about was “the
extent to which the physical performance of work has homogenized” (Klemmer et
al., 2006, p. 140). In the pre-digital age, tasks like drawing, clay sculpting, reading
and text editing demanded actions that were physically unique and therefore typical
and demonstrative. Once these tasks could be accomplished with a personal compu80
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ter, their characteristic actions made place for one versatile, standardized interaction
with a display, a mouse and a keyboard.
Today, witnessing the dominance of smart phones and tablets, I think that history is
repeating itself. The multi-touch display indeed liberates us from the desktop computing paradigm, or, at least, forms an alternative for it. It provides a computer interface
that is more tangible than the widespread WIMP (Windows, Icons, Menus, Pointers)
interface (Jacob et al., 2008). However, because of its flexibility, the multi-touch display tends to generate multi-purpose products and makes single-purpose products
disappear. This is where my criticism converges: in smart phones and tablets, mainly
the generic character of the multi-touch display is emphasized and exploited (Figure
3.1). This way, specific meaningful interaction is expelled. The desktop computing
paradigm is simply replaced with a variation on it, the multi-touch computing paradigm. I want to stress that I have nothing against the multi-touch display as such.
I just think smart phones and tablets approach it one-sidedly. Smart phones and
tablets are generic structures, which, similar to the personal computer, were designed to accommodate a broad range of software applications (Djajadiningrat et al.,
2004; Frens, 2006). When one looks through the varnish of tangibility, the smart
phone and the tablet are traditional computers with an interface that is as standardized as the interface of a desktop PC. I think the multi-touch display can and should
be approached differently.

Figure 3.1 | Smart phones and tablets as the result of a dematerialization process.

3.1.4 Conclusion

Mark Weiser (1991, p. 94) stated that “the most profound technologies weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life until they are indistinguishable from it”. In order
for computers to be a meaningful part of our life, he wanted them to “vanish into
the background”, so we would be “freed to use them without thinking”. Looking at
smart phones and tablets, I do not think computers are disappearing into the background, or in their physical environment. On the contrary, witnessing the dematerialization of several single-purpose products and their transformation to applications
on a multi-touch display, I see that the physical environment is disappearing into the
computer. I argued that smart phones and tablets, as exponents of dematerialization,
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propagate a standardized, depleted interaction style that relies on cognition rather
than on action. From this view, the alleged intuitiveness of smart phones and tablets
is not as profound as it seems. The following questions rise: Is it possible to apply
the third stand on the multi-touch display? Could I enhance the standardized multi-touch interaction that comes with it, with richer and more meaningful actions?
And could this throw a new light on the multi-touch computing paradigm and its
current representatives? In order to answer these questions, I present two design
projects, in which the multi-touch display is approached differently.

3.2 The Pay-Key concept

3.2.1 Description of the design project

We conducted a six week design course with sixty students from the 3rd year
bachelor in our university (Van Campenhout, Frens, Hummels, Standaert, & Peremans, 2012). The design brief was to explore the interaction with dematerialized,
digital money, and apply the third stand on it, focusing on the question: How does
one manipulate money that is not physically present? To start, the students had to
design a meaningful payment interaction, in real life, by acting it out. Later on, they
translated this interaction in a set of products. At the end of the course, we got a
wealth of concepts, which were presented through low-fi cardboard models. Figure
3.2 shows some of them.

Figure 3.2 | Two digital payment interaction concepts, both based on the traditional

handshake as the confirmation of a payment transaction.

One project, the “Pay-Key Concept”, designed by Gertjan Brienen and Collin van
Hest, particularly captured my interest, because it succeeds in combining two interaction styles: multi-touch interaction on a display and rich interaction. It is a digital
payment system for use in a lounge bar, which comprises a payment terminal, and
the “Pay-Key”, a smart phone with a payment application. Figure 3.3 shows the cardboard model of the concept. I give a description of the interaction that comes with it.
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Figure 3.3 | The Pay-Key concept, with the Pay-Key on the left, and the payment termi-

nal on the right.

3.2.2 Description of the interaction routine

Communication of the payment amount to the customer
The interaction takes place in a trendy bar. After spending a nice evening, the customer walks over to the bar counter in order to pay. The payment terminal is a rectangular box, standing upright on the bar counter, which separates the customer from
the bar tender (Figure 3.4, left). Both approach the terminal on opposite sides. The
bar tender tilts the payment terminal over to the customer (Figure 3.4, right). On top
of the terminal is a display, which is activated by the tilting movement, and a round
hole. At the end of this movement, the payment terminal literally leans over towards
the customer, while displaying the payment amount to him (Figure 3.5, left). The
payment terminal is now in reception mode.

Figure 3.4 | Left: The payment terminal in passive mode. Right: Tilting the terminal

towards the customer.
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Figure 3.5 | Left: The payment terminal in reception mode. Right: The Pay-Key in smart

phone mode.

Preparation of the customer’s Pay-Key
The customer takes his Pay-Key. In Figure 3.5, right, the Pay-Key is in smart phone
mode, and acts as a common smart phone with two multi-touch displays. It consists
of two square elements (displays) and a metal shaft. One element is fixed on the
shaft, and the other can rotate and slide on it. The customer rotates the latter element
(Figure 3.6) and slides it over the shaft next to the first element (Figure 3.7, left). The
displays change accordingly. The Pay-Key is physically transformed into a “key”, with
both displays oriented to opposite sides and displaying a green color (Figure 3.7,
right). It is now in payment mode.

Figure 3.6 | Rotating the lower element of the Pay-Key.
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Figure 3.7 | Left: Sliding the lower element of the Pay-Key. The displays of the Pay-Key

change accodingly. Right: The Pay-Key in payment mode.

Payment transaction
The customer inserts his Pay-Key in the hole on top of the payment terminal (Figure
3.8, left). By pushing his pay-key towards the bar tender, he tilts the terminal back
to its original upright position (Figure 3.8, right). Once this position is reached, the
green color visually flows from the Pay-Key into the terminal by means of an array of
green LEDs in the latter (Figure 3.9). This clearly is a visualization of the transaction
of money from the customer towards the bar tender. The customer pulls his Pay-Key
out of the terminal (Figure 3.10), which displays a confirmation message.

Figure 3.8 | Left: Inserting the Pay-Key in the payment terminal. Right: Tilting the ter-

minal back to its vertical position.
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Figure 3.9 | The green colour flows from the Pay-Key into the terminal.

Figure 3.10 | After the transaction, the Pay-Key is taken out of the terminal.
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3.2.3 Description of the design approach

I first want to explain how the Pay-Key concept fits in the third stand framework.
Then I will discuss why it captured my interest.
The Pay-Key concept is related to the concept of dematerialization in two respects:
it makes use of an interface that, as I discussed before, dematerialized the physical
control element, and it manages dematerialized money. It applies the third stand in
the following ways:
First, the Pay-Key adopts the idea of strong specificity, as discussed in Chapter 2. It
starts from a generic product, a smart phone, and transforms it into a strong specific
one, a payment device, hereby opening the gate to rich interaction.
Second, the Pay-Key and the terminal temporarily re-materialize the physical control element. The Pay-Key’s newly adopted shape and its displays offer new action-possibilities: the key clearly fits in the hole of the tilted payment terminal (Figure
3.8, left). After insertion, both products together form an expressive control element.
The Pay-key acts as a handle to tilt the payment terminal towards the vendor, while
the tilting mechanism is provided by the terminal (Figure 3.8, right). Once the product set is tilted in vertical position, gravity “acts on” the green liquid and causes it to
flow (Figure 3.9).
Third, the Pay-Key concept temporarily re-materializes physical money. Once the
Pay-Key is inserted in the terminal, both products form the spatial stage for the
interaction to take place. The dematerialized money is symbolized by the green
liquid in the Pay-Key, and literally flows from the Pay-Key into the terminal. This
change in location is activated by meaningful, physical movements: the insertion of
the Pay-key in the terminal, and the tilting of the terminal. The result is a series of
movements, physical ones and on-screen ones, with each a direction, a measurable
distance and a pace. These movements harmonize together in a choreography that is
meaningful and expressive (Klooster & Overbeeke, 2005).
Why did the Pay-Key stand out and struck me? Because it combines multi-touch
interaction on a display with rich interaction. When in smart phone mode, the PayKey is a common multi-touch device (Figure 3.5). However, the user can change its
physical shape, and transform it into a strong specific payment device (Figures 3.6,
3.7). The physical affordances and shape changes of the Pay-Key and the terminal,
and the action-possibilities that result from these shape changes are clearly inspired
by the rich interaction framework. The limitation of the Pay-Key concept is that both
interaction styles are applied in different product functions, thereby replacing each
other: multi-touch interaction is exclusively applied in smart phone mode, while
rich interaction takes over in payment mode. This combination of multi-touch interaction and rich interaction feels rather sequential, and therefore not fully integrated.
However, for me, it showed that it is possible and promising to apply the third stand
on the multi-touch display. This way, the Pay-Key concept caused a pivotal moment
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in my thinking about the third stand. I decided to further drive the integration of the
multi-touch display and rich interaction in another design project.

3.3 E-book

3.3.1 Description of the design project

I designed a device to read digital books, and paid specific attention to fit the multi-touch display in a rich interaction pattern. The e-book is presented in Figure 3.11.
I illustrate it by walking through an interaction sequence.

Figure 3.11 | Visual of my e-book.

3.3.2 Description of the interaction routine

Activating the e-book
When the e-book is deactivated, it resides in a hard sleeve (Figure 3.12, left). The
user activates the device by sliding it out of the sleeve (Figure 3.12, right). The e-book
comes with a large multi-touch display, which lights up when uncovered. A list of
books is shown.
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Figure 3.12 | Left: The e-book in its sleeve. Right: The e-book is activated by sliding it out

of its sleeve.

The device in selection mode
The user scrolls through the list, and picks the book of his choice, by applying wellknown gestural movements (Figure 3.13, left). The e-book then displays the chosen
book (Figure 3.13, right).

Figure 3.13 | Left: Scrolling through the book list, and picking the book of choice. Right:

The chosen book is shown.

The device in reading mode
The device consists of two rectangular plates, which are stacked on each other and
connected with a hinge through the middle of the plates. When the user decides he
wants to read the chosen book, he rotates the back plate of the device 90 degrees
clockwise (Figure 3.14, left). The overall form of the device changes from rectangular
to cross shaped. The user holds it as in Figure 3.14, right. The front plate is in portrait
position and displays a page of the book. The back plate is in landscape position,
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and contains two strips with green LED arrays. The height of the green bars indicate
where the displayed page is situated in the book. The green bar on the left of the displayed page indicates the relative amount of pages that precedes it. The green bar on
the right indicates the relative amount that follows it. In figure 3.14, right, the page
is situated at about one sixth of the total amount of pages. The page shown in figure
3.15 is situated at nine tenth of this total amount, so nearly at the end of the book.

Figure 3.14 | Left: Rotating the back plate to go to reading mode. Right: The device is in

reading mode, at one sixth of the total amount of pages.

Figure 3.15 | The device in reading mode, at nine tenth of the total amount of pages.
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Moving from page to page
When the user wants to see the next page, he pushes the side of the back plate with
his right hand (Figure 3.16, left). This side is a spring loaded slider, and moves to the
left. The displayed page moves accordingly to the left and makes place for the next
page (Figure 3.16, right). When the user wants to see the former page, he performs
the opposite action: he pushes the page to the right with his left hand (Figure 3.17).
This way the user navigates from page to page. The green bars on both sides of the
display change height accordingly. When the device is in reading mode, it offers a
tangible, tactile interaction, as there is no multi-touch functionality present.

Figure 3.16 | Going to the next page, by “pushing the pages” to the left.

Figure 3.17 | Going to the former page, by “pushing the pages” to the right.

The device in browsing mode
To browse quickly through the e-book, the user pushes both sliders at once towards
the display (Figure 3.18). When they both reach their stop, they are magnetically
held in place, and “disappear”, i.e. their action possibility disappears. The two green
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LED-bars deactivate and seem to jump onto the screen. They now explicitly display
their connection graphically at the bottom of the display. At the same time, some
menu buttons appear on top of the display. The device is again in multi-touch mode.
The user can touch a position on the green scale, and the device will navigate to the
page that corresponds with it. Or he can move the green scale back and forth, to
quickly browse through the e-book (Figure 3.19, left). The user reaches extra functionality like character size or placing a bookmark by touching one of the menu buttons (Figure 3.19, right). When he wants to go back to reading mode, he touches the
text page itself (Figure 3.20, left). The green bars jump back on the two sliders, which
are released and move outwards (Figure 3.20, right). The device is again in reading
mode.

Figure 3.18 | Pushing both sliders towards the display to go to browsing mode. The green

LED bars “jump” ont he display.

Figure 3.19 | Left: Browsing through the e-book. Right: Touching the menu buttons at the

top of the display.
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Figure 3.20 | Left: Touching the text to go back to reading mode. Right: the two sliders

are released and move outwards. The green LED bars “jump” on the sliders.

3.3.3 Description of the design approach

Just like the Pay-Key concept, my e-book copes with two forms of dematerialization:
the dematerialization of physical control elements, and dematerialized books. It does
this by building on the third stand, again in three ways.
First, it is a function-specific concept, and offers a specific, rich interaction routine.
Second, the e-book temporarily re-materializes the physical control element. Its
interaction is a balanced integration of multi-touch actions on a display, and rich
actions on physical controls. When in selection or browsing mode, the display acts as
a multi-touch display, and the two sliders are unreachable, since they are either rotated under the display (selection mode, figure 3.13), or pushed in and held in place
electromagnetically (browsing mode, figure 3.19). When in reading mode (Figure
3.15, 3.16, 3.17), the sliders are relevant and reachable. The multi-touch functionality
is turned off in this mode. The user can only touch the pages by touching the sliders.
Third, the e-book temporarily re-materializes physical book pages. Once in reading
mode (Figure 3.15, 3.16, 3.17), three components are laid out in front of the user:
the display and the two green LED strips. All three represent the pages of the book.
These dematerialized pages slide back and forth from the green LED strips on to
the display, in a horizontal flow. The on-screen movements are activated by physical
movements, the manipulation of both sliders. The result is, again, a harmony of virtual and physical movements, which aims at temporarily re-materializing the pages.
What did I learn from this project? While in the Pay-Key Concept, the multi-touch
display and rich interaction are only superficially combined, the e-book shows that
both can be integrated in a more profound way. I explain this here. I based the design
on the following reflection. In the act of reading a physical book, one can distinguish
two mental states:
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•

the state where the reader finds himself immersed in the world behind the printed book pages
• the state where the reader comes back in the here and now to digest his mental
adventures
In the first state, his physical actions are limited to page-turning, a bodily, tactile
action for which little mental effort is needed. The book itself has disappeared, and is
ready-to-hand (van Dijk, 2013): the reader acts “through” the book to reside in another world. In the second state, the user executes actions like counting pages, looking
up names of characters in previous chapters, reading about the author on the back
page, etc.. Through these actions, the book reappears again and becomes present-athand (van Dijk, 2013): the user acts “on” the book, and is aware of it as an object of
his activity. I took the distinction between both states as the basis for the design. My
e-book dedicates an interaction style to each state:
The e-book in ready-to-hand state offers rich interaction
When the user is involved in the act of reading a book (reading mode) with his
e-book device, he moves the book pages back and forth through an almost unaware
physical manipulation of both sliders (Figure 3.16, 3.17). The physical movement of
the sliders seems naturally coupled with the virtual movement of the pages (Wensveen et al., 2004), and offers continuous and tactile, thus bodily, feedback to the user.
The engagement of the user with the device is one of skillful coping (Dreyfus, 2002).
Multi-touch is deliberately deactivated in this mode, so the user is not exposed to
involuntarily moving a page or activating another function, while immersed in the
realm of the story. I believe the e-book’s reading mode approaches the act of reading
a physical book.
The e-book in present-at-hand state offers multi-touch interaction
When the user is in selection (Figure 3.13) or browsing mode (Figure 3.19), he
deliberately steps out of the book’s fictional world, and is back in the present. Multi-touch actions are offered in these modes, since they can handle a wider range of
possibilities and demand more attention, and thus cognitive effort. Figure 3.21 summarizes the different interaction styles.
Since reading a book involves a repeated switch between both mental states, I believe
that both interaction styles will alternate each other frequently and naturally, and
will be experienced as one integrated interaction. Dourish (2001, p. 139) speaks of
“variable coupling”. He claims that “a continual process of engagement, separation
and reengagement” is crucial for an effective use of each tool or product. By building
on the concept of variable coupling, my e-book, more than the Pay-Key Concept,
integrates both interaction styles up to a mature level.
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Figure 3.21 | An overview of the different modes in my e-book.

3.4 Discussion: the third stand offering a new set of
values

My e-book applies the third stand, and integrates multi-touch interaction on a display and rich interaction. The idea is that the benefit of this approach lies in the
resulting interaction, which should offer a more fruitful balance between the digital and the physical. But there is a significant cost: the multi-touch display becomes strong specific, and loses its versatility. Then what exactly are these benefits, and
how must I frame them? Or else: Why do we need to re-materialize? I formulate the
beginning of an answer in the following discussion.
As discussed in 3.1.2, due to dematerialization, the multi-touch display became
almost infinitely flexible. Today’s smart phones and tablets are incredibly versatile,
as they can be used for a lot of different tasks, thus celebrating values like efficiency
and effectiveness. Then why would someone read a text on my e-book, especially
when you know that, in terms of physical effort, it places a higher burden on the user
than a commercial e-reader does, since the latter involves less physical handling? I
believe people might appreciate my e-book because it offers other values than effectiveness or efficiency (Hassenzahl, Diefenbach, & Göritz, 2010; Ross & Wensveen,
2010). I designed this e-book because I felt that the slow, static nature of a physical
book is somewhat at odds with the dynamic character and flexibility of the multi-touch display, as it is used in today’s e-reader. In other words, today’s e-reader is
a single-purpose product, but not a strong specific one. By reflecting on the act of
reading a physical book, and on its meaning for us in our personal life, I came to the
distinction of the two different mental states, which lead to two different interaction
styles, discussed in section 3.3.3. In other words, I designed the reading interaction,
before I started to design the hardware. I let this interaction drive the design process,
and ended up with a concept that offers a composite, differentiated interaction pattern (Djajadiningrat et al., 2004), as compared to interaction with a tablet computer.
I think this composite interaction style feels more fit to the human body, which is
capable of an enormous amount of different, meaningful actions (Buxton, 1986; Djajadiningrat et al., 2007). Moreover, I think this composite interaction style offers a
different reading experience. The continuous switching between acting through and
acting on the e-book, resonates with the recurring periods of immersion that one
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experiences when reading a physical book. I go deeper into this value system in
Chapter 9.
To conclude, in the context of my e-book, re-materialization and the third stand provided me with handles to create a specific reading interaction that might be more
diverse and fit to the user, than the standardized multi-touch interaction with the
current e-reader or tablet computer. The third stand might offer other values than
pragmatic ones.

3.5 Refinement of research questions

Chapter 2 ended with a definition of the third stand. The third stand strives towards
re-materialization and meaningful, physical interaction, and aims at single-purpose
products. It is an industrial design perspective that emerged as a reaction on dematerialization, and that focuses on the border between the physical and the digital.
In Chapter 3, I compared the third stand with the second stand, and discovered a
glimpse of the reason why we would need a third stand. The e-book suggests that
this reason comprises other values than efficiency and effectiveness.
I want to further explore why we need to guide dematerialization with the third
stand. Therefore, I formulate my refined research question:
• What is the added value of the third stand?
In Chapter 4, I design a payment terminal from a third stand perspective, and develop it further up to the stage of a working prototype. In Chapters 5, 6 and 7, I set up
an experiment in which I compare this payment terminal with a commercial (second
stand) payment terminal.
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4.0 In this chapter

In this chapter, I describe the process of designing and building an experimental
payment terminal from the perspective of the third stand. My goal with this terminal was to compare it in an experiment with the XENTA Contactless Reader from
Worldline, a commercial payment terminal that follows the second stand.
Three different terminal concepts were explored, from a third stand perspective. I
reflected on them, and combined their strengths in one concept, with which I continued the design process. In parallel, I developed the digital side of the terminal,
by generating animated on-screen movements. In a next iteration, these on-screen
movements further composed the terminal’s physical and digital aspects. Finally,
mechanical and digital technology were literally brought together as the terminal
reached the state of a working prototype.

4.1 The XENTA Contactless Reader

In Chapters 5, 6, and 7, I describe an experiment, in which I compared the experimental payment terminal from this chapter with an existing and successful product,
designed from a second stand perspective: the XENTA Contactless Reader from
Worldline (www.worldline.com) (Figure 4.1).
In my job as industrial designer at Achilles Design (www.achillesdesign.com), I have
been involved in the development of the contactless reader module for the XENTA
terminal (the colored component in Figure 4.1, right). This experience, together with
the fact that digital payment terminals are clear examples of a second stand approach
towards dematerialization, motivated the choice for digital payment as the context
for my experiment.

Figure 4.1 | Left: The XENTA Contactless Reader. Right: Contactless reader module for the
XENTA terminal.
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4.2 Three terminal designs

4.2.1 Starting point: contactless payment

I took off by designing a range of concepts for a payment terminal. The background
for these concepts is formed by a popular development: contactless payment with
a smart phone (Chen, 2008). The technological driver of this development is NFC
technology (Near Field Communication, www.nfc-forum.org), which makes it possible to make a contactless connection between a payment terminal and a personal
payment device, in this case a smart phone (Figure 4.2). The promise of this development lies in the fact that the user is almost liberated from any physical activity.
All he has to do is hold his smart phone or payment card in front of a defined zone
on the payment terminal in order to identify himself, and complete the payment
transaction. This leads to a faster, more efficient payment transaction, and thus to
shorter queues in shopping malls. I chose this particular background as the starting point for my design process, since it clearly embodies the second stand’s strive
towards efficiency through dematerialization, and also because I am familiar with it
as a design professional.

Figure 4.2 | Contactless payment with a smart phone, based on NFC technology.

When designing the concepts for the payment terminals, my aim was to, from a third
stand perspective, give more meaning to the payment interaction by making the
dematerialized money more tangible and approachable. The design process mainly
comprised sketching and cardboard modeling activities. In the following, I describe
the three concepts that I consider the most salient (Figure 4.3). I already mentioned
one of them in Chapter 2. For each concept, I give a short description of its form,
function and interaction, and in the discussion, I focus on its strengths.
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Figure 4.3 | Three conceptual payment terminals.

Figure 4.4 | Visual of Concept 1.
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4.2.2 Concept 1

4.2.2.1 Description

Figure 4.4 shows the concept. The terminal stands on the shop counter, and has two
opposite sides: the vendor side, and the customer side. Both sides have a numerical
keypad, and, additionally, the customer side has a zone with an NFC symbol. The
terminal consists of two main components: a static component, the housing, and a
dynamic component, its display. This display can rotate with respect to the housing,
when pushed by either the vendor or the customer, and provides the terminal with
two distinct physical states. When in vendor mode, the display is oriented towards
the vendor. In customer mode, it is oriented towards the customer. I now demonstrate the process of a payment transaction.
Input and display of the payment amount
The vendor and the customer take their places on either side of the payment terminal. At the beginning of the transaction, the display is oriented towards the vendor. The vendor enters the payment amount on the keypad (Figure 4.5, left). This
amount is shown on the display. Now the vendor manually tilts the display towards
the customer (Figure 4.5, right). The image on the display flips 180° as the display
moves. Now the payment amount is shown to the customer. The terminal is in customer mode.

Figure 4.5 | Left: The vendor enters the payment amount. Right: The vendor tilts the display
towards the customer.

Payment transaction
The customer prepares his smart phone, and lays it on the NFC symbol. The smart
phone displays a red liquid, representing the customer’s money. Once the smart
phone is detected by the NFC-field, the customer enters his PIN code on the customer keypad (Figure 4.6, left). When the PIN code is accepted, the money transaction
is executed. The red liquid flows from the smart phone in the terminal (Figure 4.6,
right). When the amount is transferred, the liquid stops flowing.
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Figure 4.6 | Left: The customer enters his PIN code. right: The money flows from the smart
phone in the terminal.

Payment confirmation
To confirm the payment, the customer pushes the display arm back towards the vendor (Figure 4.7). After the confirmation, the user fetches his smart phone.

Figure 4.7 | The customer pushes the display back towards the vendor.
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4.2.2.2 Discussion

The most promising aspect of this terminal lies in the fact that vendor and customer
use the same display. The handing over of the display from one actor to the other can
be seen as a friendly gesture that divides the interaction routine in different parts. In
each part, the display points towards the actor that needs to undertake an action. In
both vendor and customer mode, the display is positioned under an opposite angle.
These ergonomic angles define the rotation point of the display arm, and form
the basis of the concept’s design. From a third stand point of view, the alternating
position of the display is the materialization of the alternating participation of both
actors in a mutual interaction.

Figure 4.8 | Visual
of Concept 2.
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The customer keypad as well as the PIN protection, the two side walls, are very
dominant in the overall shape and interaction of Concept 1. A current technological
evolution, biometric recognition, might make the PIN code redundant in the near
future. Already today, there are payment systems on the market which identify the
customer by means of fingerprint identification. As such, the customer keypad and
the PIN protection walls might vanish. Since I felt these features inhibited further
interaction possibilities, I decided to omit them in the two following concepts.

4.2.3 Concept 2

4.2.3.1 Description

Figure 4.8 shows the concept. Again, the terminal stands on the shop counter, and
has two opposite sides: a vendor side and a customer side. The vendor side has a
numerical keypad and a display, and the customer side basically shows a large tray
with a display and an NFC symbol. A large rectangular push button is aligned with
the top of the tray.
Input and display of the payment amount
The vendor manually enters the payment amount on the keypad (Figure 4.9, left).
This payment amount is shown on the vendor display, as well as on the customer
display.

Figure 4.9 | Left: The vendor enters the payment amount. Right: The customer lays his smart
phone in the tray.

Payment transaction
The customer lays his smart phone on the NFC symbol in the tray (Figure 4.9, right).
Under the weight of the smart phone, the tray tilts downward, and the outer shape of
the terminal is somewhat interrupted (Figure 4.10, left). Once the tray is tilted, the
money, represented by the red liquid, starts to flow from the smart phone towards
the customer display (Figure 4.10, left). After the flowing has stopped, the customer
display shows a message: “Ready for transfer” (Figure 4.10, right).
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Figure 4.10 | The flow of the red liquid from the smart phone to the terminal.

Payment confirmation
To confirm the payment, the customer pushes the large button next to the drawer
(Figure 4.11, left). This button acts as a barrier between the customer and the vendor
side. Once it is pushed down, it is again aligned with the tray, and forms one surface with the vendor display. The red liquid now flows towards the vendor display.
The customer picks up his smart phone after the payment confirmation (Figure 4.11,
right).

Figure 4.11 | Left: The customer pushes the confirmation button. Right: After the payment
transaction, the customer fetches his smart phone.

4.2.3.2 Discussion

In the interaction routine, the payment confirmation button becomes apparent
as a dam that prevents the liquid from flowing. The user confirms the transaction
by pushing down this button. The dam “disappears”, and the money flow towards
the vendor display starts. The idea of a conventional push button combined with a
meaningful shape change (its upward and downward movement), is the strong asset
of this concept. It builds further on my audio installation (Chapter 2), and its two
rectangular buttons at both sides of the middle module. The money is considered a
“material” component of the payment terminal, flowing from one place to the other,
over a measurable distance, and with a measurable speed. It is temporarily re-materialized.
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4.2.4 Concept 3

4.2.4.1 Description

Figure 4.12 shows Concept 3. For the description, I refer to Chapter 2, section 2.2.2.

Figure 4.12 | Concept 3.

4.2.4.2 Discussion

The strongest element of this terminal lies in the dramatic shape change that is caused by the movement of the drawer. This movement causes the literal appearance
and disappearance of the vendor keypad and the customer’s NFC zone, and is a clear
example of Frens’s MR APs principle (Frens, 2006), where a physical shape change is
employed to offer new action possibilities to the user. Moreover, this shape change
was designed to cause a sense of “imbalance”, which would induce a specific customer action: when the terminal is in customer mode, the drawer is drawn out of its
housing, and affords to be pushed back in by the customer. This action of pushing
the drawer back in and bringing the payment terminal back “in balance”, at the same
time embodies the confirmation of the payment transaction. This idea of “materializing the abstract concept of balance” stems from the third stand.
A fascinating element in this terminal is the circular customer display that seems to
slide along with the movement of the drawer. The coupling between physical and
on-screen movements feels natural, since both movements happen simultaneously
and share the same direction and dynamics. At the same time, the user realizes it is
augmented, since the movements on the display are expressively present in all their
digital glory (Wensveen et al., 2004). During the creation of the three terminals, and
especially this one, I got intrigued by the tension that seemed to emerge on the border between the physical and the digital. At this point, I decided I had to hold on to
this fascination, and explore it further in the next stage of the design process.
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4.3 Converging to one terminal
4.3.1 Contextual choices

The XENTA Contacless Reader offers digital payment by holding a payment card
in front of an NFC antenna, eliminating the need for physical contact between the
payment card and the terminal. For the experimental payment terminal, I did not
choose a card as payment medium, because of its generic character and, in my opinion, poor design (a payment card can typically be inserted in a slot in four different
ways, and only one way is correct). Instead, I decided to design a payment token,
with a unique shape.
The XENTA Contactless Reader offers a payment interaction that is not very secure,
since no PIN entry is required. This way of payment is only used for small payment
amounts. I chose for a similar security level in the experimental payment terminal.

4.3.2 Key characteristics of the three terminal designs

From the three terminal concepts, I collected the aspects that reflected the third
stand the most, in order to integrate them in one final solution. In practice, this
meant that I reconciled the following characteristics of the three terminals:
• Terminal 1: The idea of one tilting display for both actors, as a metronome indicating the rhythm of the transaction.
• Terminal 2: The idea of the confirmation button as a dam that prevents the
money from flowing, and, once pushed in, allows it to flow.
• Terminal 3: The dramatic and expressive shape change that distinguishes vendor
mode from customer mode, and that implies the idea of balance.

4.3.3 Merging into one terminal
4.3.3.1 Description

Starting from these key characteristics, I ran through another design iteration, in
which I mainly sketched and made cardboard models. The result is a payment terminal that is integrated in the shop counter, and that consists of three modules (Figure
4.13):
• the vendor module, with a numerical keypad. This module is inclined towards
the vendor.
• the customer module, with a circular display, a push button and a circular cradle
for the customer’s token. This module is inclined towards the customer.
• the “traveler”, with a circular display. The traveler has a hinging point beneath
the countertop surface, so that it makes a pendulum-like movement in between
the two former modules. At both ends of this movement, the traveler aligns with
either one of them.
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Figure 4.13 | The resulting terminal.

Input and display of the payment amount
When the terminal is in rest, the traveler sits at the vendor side, and forms a visually coherent shape with the vendor module (Figure 4.14, top left). The traveler display is inclined towards the vendor. Both displays show a plain white color. Vendor
and customer take place on both sides of the shop counter, behind their respective
module. The vendor manually enters the payment amount on his keypad (Figure
4.14, top right). The display of the traveler shows this amount. The vendor grabs
the traveler with his hand and moves it over towards the customer. As the traveler
moves, the payment amount on its display rotates 180° (Figure 4.15, top left). After
the movement, the traveler now resides against the customer module, and forms a
unified shape with it. The payment amount is now oriented towards the customer
(Figure 4.15, top right).
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Figure 4.14 | Left: The payment terminal in rest. Right: The vendor enters the payment amount.

Figure 4.15 | The vendor moves the traveler towards the customer. The text on the traveler display rotates accordingly.

Payment transaction and confirmation
The customer fetches his token, and places it in the cradle of the customer module.
The display of the customer module shows a red liquid, representing the money on
the customer’s bank account, and a number, indication this amount (Figure 4.16, top
left). The customer now sees two circular displays in front of him, one on top of the
other. The lower one shows his own money, and the upper one displays how much he
has to pay. Both displays are separated by a push button. The customer pushes this
button (Figure 4.16, top right). It moves down and aligns with the two displays. At
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Figure 4.16 | Left: The customer’s token is placed on the terminal. Right: The customer pushes
the confirmation button.

Figure 4.17 | Left: The traveler moves back towards the vendor. Right: The traveler has arrived.

the same time, the red liquid flows from one display in the other, under the customer’s fingers. When the liquid stops flowing, the customer releases the push button.
The amount of red liquid in the customer display has decreased, as is the number
that is displayed. An amount of red liquid now resides in the traveler display, which
shows a “Thank you” message. After that the traveler automatically moves back
towards the vendor (Figure 4.17, top left), and displays that the transaction is completed (Figure 4.17, top right). The customer takes back his token (Figure 4.18, top).
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Figure 4.18 | After the payment transaction, the customer fetches his token.

4.3.3.2 Reflection

At this point, an ergonomic problem arose. When the customer pushes the button
to let his money flow in the traveler’s display, his hand covers the customer display,
hereby preventing the carefully designed money flow from being perceived by the
customer (Figure 4.19). It is a general design rule that push buttons should be placed
beneath displays, and not above them. This was an issue that needed to be solved.
At the same time, I noticed that my attention seemed to shift from the design of
the hardware, which had always been my main occupation as a design professional,
towards the design of the on-screen graphics. I decided to, before continuing with
the hardware, take a step further in the on-screen design.
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Figure 4.19 | Pushing the confirmation button
hinders the view on the customer display.

4.4 Prototyping on-screen movements
4.4.1 Assignment

One of my students at that time, Jochen Vleugels, accepted the challenge to design
an interactive on-screen simulation of the described interaction routine of the payment terminal. This routine was to be ran through on a PC, with a standard mouse.
Jochen’s solution was an interactive animation with a top view on the three modules with their respective controls, and three tokens. Through manipulation of the
mouse, one could enter a payment amount on the vendor keypad, drag the traveler
towards the customer module, drag a token on this module and push the button.
Every mouse action was followed by an on-screen animation with an appropriate
soundtrack.

4.4.2 Results

I illustrate this project by showing screen shots of the animation in the above described interaction routine (Figures 4.14 until 4.18). The screen shots are in the bottom parts of the figures. A video of the interactive animation can be found on www.
lukasvancampenhout.com, under “Design Research”. The video is called “Interactive
Animation”.
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4.4.3 Lessons learned

The interactive animation led to the following insights:
• The rotation of the payment amount, resulting from the movement of the traveler, was very promising, as was the money flow from one display into the other.
Both fascinations arose when physical movements harmonize with on-screen
movements.
• Although the action of pushing the button down to let the money flow from one
display to the other was appealing, I thought it was a bit plain as well, and could
be improved. This insight, combined with the ergonomic problem of the customer covering his display with his own hand (Figure 4.19), made me decide to
reconsider the hardware of the payment terminal.
• The idea of customization emerged. Jochen operationalized this idea by generating different tokens with different, personalized colors (Red, green and blue
in the interactive flash animation). When the token was put in the cradle, the
on-screen environment adopted the token’s color, and on-screen, a personalized
text appeared.

4.5 Redesign of the hardware concept
4.5.1 Description

To sense where the push button fell short, I considered my payment terminal from
the perspective of Wensveen’s Interaction Frogger Framework (Wensveen et al.,
2004). I concluded that the coupling between the pushing of the button and the flowing of the liquid was a rather metaphorical one. According to the framework, it
was only coupled on two aspects: time and location. This made me realize that this
button was intrinsically nothing more than a formally well integrated push button. I
aimed at making the coupling more “natural” by integrating more aspects. I omitted
the push button, adopted the idea of a syringe, and applied it on the terminal, while
redesigning the customer module. A student of mine, Sam Swartenbroekx, materialized the idea in a new cardboard model. The left image in Figure 4.20 shows the old
model, while the right image shows the new one. The new customer module comes
with a drawer, similar to the drawer of Concept 3, described in 4.2.4. This drawer can
be pushed in, and is spring loaded, so it always comes back to its outward position.
It houses the cradle for the token. When the customer has placed his token in the
cradle, he sees both circular displays, one above the other. He now pushes the drawer
towards the traveler (Figure 4.21, left). Along with the direction of the drawer movement, the red liquid is “pushed” in the traveler display (Figure 4.21, right). I considered this solution more promising, since it extended the action–reaction loop of the
payment confirmation with the aspects of “direction” and “dynamics””, and therefore
would feel more natural.
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Figure 4.20 | Left: The old model, with push button. Right: The new model, with drawer.

Figure 4.21 | Left: The customer pushes the drawer towards the vendor. Right: The red liquid is
pushed in the treaveler display.
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4.5.2 Reflection

At this point, I took a step back and reflected on my design actions. I became aware of
the fact that I had redesigned the hardware, starting from a vision on the on-screen
graphics. In other words, I let the on-screen graphics compose the hardware of the
payment terminal, instead of vice versa. This was a pivotal moment in my thinking.
In a strong-specific product, the digital can actually compose the physical. In my
design profession, it had always been the opposite: first I designed the hardware, with
a display and a keypad, and after that, the software guys would allocate functions to
the buttons and design the on-screen graphics. From my professional perspective, it
seems very logical that all second stand products use the same standardized interaction and become computer-like. The third stand had actually pulled me out of my
comfort zone and urged me to allow the digital to determine the physical. I decided
to retain and cherish this thought, and elaborate it further on in the project.

4.6 Building of a functional prototype

At this point I joined forces with Sam Swartenbroekx, a 2nd year master student.
He participated in realizing the terminal. This realization comprised design work in
CAD, designing and configuring the electronics, designing the on-screen graphics
and building the physical model.

Figure 4.22 | CAD models of different prototype components.
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4.6.1 Design in CAD

During the CAD modeling sessions, the design matured further and technical details
were added. Starting from the on-screen animations, the size and resolution of the
displays were chosen, and the final position and stroke of the slider was defined. All
components, mechanical and electronic ones, were modeled in detail (Figure 4.22).
The three modules would be mounted on a “shop counter”, which would stand in
between the vendor and the customer (Figure 4.23). This piece of furniture would
provide the spatial layout of the three modules, as well as the housing of the electronics and the PC, and was carefully modeled to do so.

Figure 4.23 | CAD model of the terminal, mounted on the shop counter.

4.6.2 Electronic development, programming and on-screen
graphics
The electronic components consisted of:
• Two 3.5” VGA LCD color displays
• Rotation sensor
• Slider sensor
• Electro magnet
• Phidgets RFID reader and passive RFID tag
• Two speakers
• Numeric keypad
• PC, with Arduino, Phidgets and Flash
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Configuration and programming of the electronics was done in Arduino, for both
sensors and the electromagnet, and in Phidgets for the RFID Reader. The two displays, the speakers and the numeric keypad were directly controlled by the computer
(a common desktop model). The software managing the whole interaction process,
as well as the on screen graphics, was Adobe Flash. The animation of the money
explosion was done in Adobe After Effects. The conceptual architecture of these different software and hardware components is shown in Figure 4.24.

Figure 4.24 | Conceptual architecture of the functional prototype.
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4.6.3 Building the model

We built the model with 3D printed components, wood, electronic parts, a desktop
PC and standard fasteners. The printed components were made in ABS with the
Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) method. To guarantee a gracious and adjustable
movement of the traveler, we mounted the traveler arm on a hydraulic door closer.
Figures 4.25 and 4.26 (left) show the final model. Figure 4.26 (right) shows the three
tokens.

Figure 4.25 | Left: The final prototype. Right: The integration of the desktop PC.

Figure 4.26 | Left: The internals of the final prototype. The hydraulic door closer is the metal
part, mounted on the bottom of the housing. Right: The three tokens.
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4.7 Presentation of the final prototype

The final prototype comes with three tokens (Figure 4.26, right). Each token has a
bottom in a different color (red, blue and green). This color is reflected on the displays when the token is associated with the terminal. The payment terminal is integrated in a rectangular wooden case, which acts as shop counter. The three modules
are mounted on top of it (Figure 4.27, left). I now describe the interaction routine of
the prototype. A video of this routine can be found on www.lukasvancampenhout.
com, under “Design Research”. The video is called “Experimental Payment Terminal”.
When not active, the traveler rests against the vendor module, and both form one
visual unit with a similar shape as the customer module. Both entities, the vendor
module and the traveler versus the customer module, are positioned opposite to
each other. The whole setting is symmetrical and well balanced (Figure 4.27, left).

Figure 4.27 | Left: The terminal in rest. Right: The vendor enters the payment amount.

Input and display of the payment amount
The vendor manually enters the payment amount on his keypad (Figure 4.27,
right). The traveler display shows this payment amount. The vendor mentions it to
the customer and moves the traveler with his hand towards the customer module
(Figure 4.28, left). While moving, the payment amount turns around, to become
readable for the customer. Once the traveler has arrived at the customer module,
it stays there (Figure 4.28, right). The customer module now seems to have become
larger, while the vendor module has shrunk. The visual balance that was established
in start mode, is clearly broken.
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Figure 4.28 | Left: The vendor moves the traveler towards the customer. Right: The traveler residing next to the customer module.

Payment transaction and confirmation
The customer fetches his token (The green token is used, Figure 4.29, left), and places it in the cradle of the customer module (Figure 4.29, right). Out of the token, a
green liquid seems to rise on the customer display, representing the money on the
customer’s bank account, and a number, indicating this amount. The customer now
sees two circular displays in front of him, one on top of the other. The lower one
shows his own money, and the upper one displays the payment amount.

Figure 4.29 | The customer places his token on the terminal.

To execute the payment transaction, the customer pushes the slider with the token in
the direction of the vendor (Figure 4.30, left). The slider slides in, ‘magically’ appears
on the customer display, and moves the green liquid forward, into the traveler display with the payment amount. Once the liquid reaches this display, it is injected in
it (Figure 4.30, right). At the same time, the terminal generates a bell-like sound.
The green liquid completely fills up the traveler display, which shows a “Thank You!”
message (Figure 4.31, left). After that, the traveler automatically moves back to its
original place, at the vendor module (Figure 4.31, right). The money literally moves
towards the vendor.
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Figure 4.30 | Left: The customer pushes the slider towards the vendor. Right: The green liquid is
injected in the traveler display.

Figure 4.31 | Left: The liquid fills up the traveler display. Right: The traveler moves back towards
the vendor module.

When the traveler reaches the vendor module, its physical movement stops, and is
taken over on its display: the green liquid moves “in” the vendor module (Figure
4.32, left). At the end of the transaction, the two similar shapes are restored, and so
is the visual balance of the whole setting. The traveler display shows a “Payment successful!” message, while the customer display shows a lower liquid level, and a new
account status (Figure 4.32, right). The customer takes back his token, and the liquid
seems to flow away, in the customer module (Figure 4.33).

Figure 4.32 | Left: The liquid moves “in” the vendor module. Right: The customer display shows
a lower liquid level.
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Figure 4.33 | The customer takes back his token.
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5.0 In this chapter

In this chapter, I describe the rationale behind the experiment in which I compared
two payment terminals, representing respectively the second and third stand.
I start with an overview of the user experience theory, as it is defined by Hassenzahl.
This theory forwards three concepts: need fulfillment, affect and product evaluation,
which form the basis for the experiment’s quantitative part.
Next, I present the independent variable of the experiment, which consists of two
payment terminals: the Experimental Payment Terminal (EPT) from Chapter 4, and
the Commercial Payment Terminal (CPT), which is Worldline’s XENTA Contactless
Reader.
The experiment actually consists of three experiments, an online experiment, a
physical and a vendor experiment. Each of them follows a similar pattern, and uses
the same questionnaires. All three experiments comprise a quantitative and a qualitative part.
I discuss the composition of the questionnaires for the quantitative part of the experiment, and derive eleven dependent variables. Finally, I formulate an hypothesis for
each of these variables.

5.1 Goal of the experiment

I ended Chapter 3 by formulating the following research question:
• What is the added value of the third stand?
In order to define this added value, describe it in detail, and reveal its nature, I set
up an experiment. As discussed at the end of Chapter 3, I feel this added value is not
strictly about efficiency or effectiveness, but must rather be related to a wider sense
of experience. People will be “pleased” by a third stand product, without necessarily
considering it more efficient or effective than the second stand one.
In order to get a grip on the conception of the experiment, I built upon the theory of
Marc Hassenzahl, who formulated a definition of user experience. I start with a short
overview of Hassenzahl’s work, and explain how it fits my experiment.

5.2 Theory of user experience
5.2.1 Beauty versus goodness

“What is beautiful, is good” is a stereotype in social psychology (Hassenzahl, 2004),
according to which beautiful individuals are believed to be better human beings. In
the field of interactive products, over the last decade, a different, somewhat more
complex relation was established between beauty and goodness. I lay out the key
words and definitions of this theory, since I use them in my experiment.
An interactive product has features (Hassenzahl, 2003), like shape, color, interaction
style and functionality. These features are perceived by the user, and combined with
his expectations and standards. This way, the user grants a series of attributes to this
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product. An attribute can be: elegant, handy, surprising, challenging, useful. Attributes are partly personal constructs, and therefore partly subjective: a product that
is surprising to a particular user, can be boring to another, more experienced user.
Hassenzahl (2003) distinguishes two groups of product attributes: pragmatic and
hedonic attributes.
• Pragmatic attributes concern the utility and usability of a product. They are
instrumental, i.e. they refer to a judgment of the product’s ability to fulfill a behavioral, or do-goal. Typical pragmatic attributes of an interactive product can be:
helpful, efficient, fast, easy-to-use.
• Hedonic attributes (Diefenbach, Kolb, & Hassenzahl, 2014) emphasize the realization of the user’s psychological well-being. They are related to what Hassenzahl calls be-goals, and refer to a judgment of “the product’s potential to support
pleasure in use and ownership” (Hassenzahl et al., 2010, p. 357), i.e. to be admired, to be stimulated. Hedonic attributes are divided into two categories (Hassenzahl, Burmester, & Koller, 2003): stimulation and identification. A product
is stimulating when its novel, sparkling character surprises and triggers the user,
for example, a smart phone enchants its owner with its sensitive and responsive
touch screen and refined graphics. A product that has high identification quality
is a product that reflects its values on its owner, for example, a sharply cut suit
says something about the man who wears it.
A bundle of hedonic and pragmatic attributes form the product’s character. Using a
product with a certain character, in a certain context, leads to consequences (Hassenzahl, 2004): emotions, evaluations and behavior. Typical examples of evaluative
values are beauty, goodness and pleasantness. While the product’s attributes are considered substantive and low-level, i.e. inherently sticking to the product itself, evaluative values are considered to be verdictive, high-level constructs, determined by
the product’s attributes, and the user’s personality. A sports car can look masculine
and able (attributes), and can still be judged as ugly (evaluative construct). In an
exhaustive study, Hassenzahl (2004) reveals that, for an MP3-player skin, its perceived beauty is not strongly related to its perceived usability, in other words, what is
judged to be more beautiful is not necessarily perceived as more usable. More specifically, Hassenzahl indicates that beauty mainly depends on hedonic attributes, while
goodness depends on a combination of pragmatic and hedonic attributes. Moreover,
beauty seems to remain stable over time, while goodness is affected by experience.
Within this context, Hassenzahl et al. (2003) present the AttrakDiff 2 questionnaire,
which forwards the following parameters:
• Pragmatic Quality (PQ) refers to pragmatic attributes
• Hedonic Quality (HQ) refers to hedonic attributes
• General Product Evaluation (GPE) refers to evaluative values
In my experiment, I use a customized version of AttrakDiff 2.
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Need

Description

Autonomy / independence

Feeling like you are the cause of your own actions rather than feeling
that external forces or pressure are the cause of your action

Competence / effectance

Feeling that you are very capable and effective in your actions rather
than feeling incompetent or ineffective

Relatedness / belongingness

Feeling that you have regular intimate contact with people who care
about you rather than feeling lonely and uncared of

Influence / popularity

Feeling that you are liked, respected, and have influence over others
rather than feeling like a person whose advice or opinion nobody is
interested in

Pleasure / stimulation

Feeling that you get plenty of enjoyment and pleasure rather than feeling
bored and understimulated by life

Security / control

Feeling safe and in control of your life rather than feeling uncertain and
threatened by your circumstances

Physical / bodily thriving

Feeling that your body is healthy and well-taken care of rather than
feeling out of shape and unhealthy

Self-actualizing / meaning

Feeling that you are developing your best potentials and making life
meaningful rather than feeling stagnant and that life does not have much
meaning

Self-esteem / selfrespect

Feeling that you are a worthy person who is as good as anyone else rather than feeling like a ‘‘loser”

Money / luxury

Feeling that you have plenty of money to buy most of what you want
rather than feeling like a poor person who has no nice possessions

Figure 5.1 | The ten universal needs, accorcing to Sheldon et al. (2001).

5.2.2 Affect and need fulfillment

Sheldon, Elliot, Kim, and Kasser (2001) defined ten universal psychological needs,
and explored their relationship with positive affect (experienced emotions), in the
context of satisfying events. The ten needs are listed and explained in Figure 5.1,
copied from Sheldon et al. (2001). They found that the degree of fulfillment of one
or more needs was positively related to the intensity of positive experience. In other
words, need fulfillment leads to positive experience (Hassenzahl, 2010; Partala &
Kallinen, 2012). Moreover, the ten needs can be distinguished as independent from
each other, as they cause different positive experiences. Therefore, a classification of
experiences becomes possible. Sheldon et al. (2001) also developed a questionnaire
that assesses the degree of fulfillment of each need, using thirty statements (three
statements for each need). It forms the basis for the questionnaire I use in my experiment.
A widely used method to evaluate affect is the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule
(PANAS) (Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988). It uses ten psychometric scales to assess
positive and negative emotions. Hassenzahl (2010) built on Sheldon’s theory, and
related it to positive experiences with interactive products. He showed that interactive products that fulfill one or more needs, generate positive emotions. Moreover,
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he explored the link between need fulfillment, positive affect and the above-mentioned product attributes, pragmatic and hedonic quality. He found that hedonic
quality was stronger related to need fulfillment and positive affect than pragmatic
quality. Therefore, pragmatic quality is considered as an instrumental necessity of
a product, but not as a source of pleasure in itself. In other words, a product that is
not effective and efficient is a bad product. A product that is effective and efficient, is
not necessarily considered as a good product. To be evaluated as good, the product
has to fulfill one or more needs, and create a positive experience. It can do this, if it
embodies hedonic quality.

5.2.3 Designing for user experience

Products that possess hedonic attributes, cause a positive user experience by fulfilling a psychological need. The logical next step in design is to create products that
specifically aim at need fulfillment in order to offer the user a pleasurable experience. This means that designers pick a need on forehand, which will be addressed
by the future product. Hassenzahl et al. (2013) introduce this concept as experience
design, and thus establish a link between user experience and the daily practice of the
industrial designer.
To leave no doubt, I did not design my payment terminal to fulfill a specific need.
I rather did it the other way round. I developed the third stand through a range of
conceptual designs, and materialized it in a payment terminal. In the experiment,
I used the user experience framework to discover the benefits of the Experimental
Payment Terminal and the third stand on one hand, and the benefits of the XENTA
Contactless Reader, and thus the second stand, on the other hand.

5.2.4 A theoretical basis for the experiment

The quantitative part of the experiment was based on the three theoretical pillars
presented in this section: need fulfillment, affect, and product evaluation. It followed
the schedule of an existing experiment, described in Hassenzahl et al. (2010). Each
pillar is represented by a questionnaire, as discussed in 5.6.

5.3 Independent variable

The independent variable in the experiment was the payment terminal. This variable
was represented by two experimental conditions:
• The Experimental Payment Terminal, developed in Chapter 4. This terminal
represents the third stand. Henceforth, I call it the EPT.
• Worldline’s XENTA Contactless Reader, or the Commercial Payment Terminal,
discussed in Chapter 4. This terminal represents the second stand. Henceforth, I
call it the CPT.
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I now give a short description of the CPT’s functioning and interaction routine, and
then motivate my choice for it. After that, I shortly describe the experimental setup
of both terminals.

5.3.1 The XENTA interaction routine

A video of the XENTA interaction routine can be found on www.lukasvancampenhout.com, under “Design Research”. The video is called “Commercial Payment
Terminal”.
Input and display of the payment amount
The XENTA platform has many configurations, but in my experiment, it comprises
two physically separated modules: a customer module and a vendor module (Figure
5.2, left). The vendor manually enters the payment amount on the keypad of the vendor module (Figure 5.2, middle). This amount appears on his display, as well as on
the display of the customer module (Figure 5.2, right).

Figure 5.2 | Left: The two XENTA modules. Middle: The vendor enters the payment amount.
Right: The customer module displays the payment amount.

Payment transaction
The customer takes his payment card, and holds it close to the NFC sign (Figure 5.3,
left). A beeping sound is heard, and the display of the customer module shows the
messages “Payment accepted” and “Thank you for shopping” (Figure 5.3, right).
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Figure 5.3 | Left: The customer holds his payment card next to the NFC module. Right: The
customer display shows a “Thank you” message.

5.3.2 Motivation

As an exponent of contactless payment, the XENTA Contactless Reader very well
represents the second stand. It fully embraces the possibilities of digital technology,
but at the expense of physical richness. This can be observed in different aspects of
the terminal.
• Both hardware modules are separate (Figure 5.2), which means they can freely
be placed in different configurations. This makes the XENTA platform very
flexible. It can be used in a supermarket as well as in a small retail store. The flip
side of this concept is that it does not imply a specific spatial layout or stage in
which both actors, vendor and customer, act. The vendor is not required to face
the customer or even pay attention to him. This results in a sterile, impersonal
payment interaction.
• The physical interaction that the terminal affords, is deliberately reduced to the
absolute minimum: when the terminal displays the payment amount the user
only has to hold his payment card close to the NFC sign. He hears a beep, and
the payment transaction is completed. The device gives only cognitive (textual)
clues on how much the user paid, and to whom he gave the money. The decrease
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in physicality of the payment interaction is compensated by a higher degree of
abstraction and cognition.
• The payment interaction can be considered as a generic, standardized interaction, with little meaningful qualities that express the idea of payment. I could
apply the same action (waving a card) to open a door, or log on into a secure
computer network. This payment interaction is swift and efficient, but I think it
does not offer a rich and satisfying payment experience.
I want to add that, at the time of the experiment, the XENTA terminal was well
known as a payment terminal in which you insert a payment card and enter a PIN
code. However, the contactless payment module was not yet known (Figure 4.1,
Chapter 4). Therefore, both terminals, the EPT and the CPT, offered a payment routine that was new and unknown for the participants.

5.3.3 Experimental setup

In order to have the participants experience a physical payment interaction on the
CPT and the EPT, I built two wooden shop counters of identical size and shape, and
I integrated a payment terminal in each of them. Both shop counters were installed
opposite to one another in the Usability Lab of Product Development, Faculty of
Design Sciences, at the University of Antwerp (Figure 5.4). I decided that the product for sale at these shop counters was a bottle of wine, because of its iconic, universal identity and shape.

Figure 5.4 | The experimental setup at the University of Antwerp.
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5.4 Three experiments

I organized three experiments, all of them following a similar pattern, and making
use of the same questionnaires. Their practical setup however differed. I sum them
up in chronological order:
• An online experiment that offered an imagined experience (50 participants).
Both purchase and payment interactions were presented with two movies.
• A physical experiment with a real experience (25 participants). The participants
entered the simulated shops, and pretended to buy a bottle of wine.
• A vendor experiment with an imagined experience (25 participants). Both
purchase and payment interactions were presented with two movies. The participants were vendors and shop owners.
I organized the online experiment in order to test the experimental setup, the questionnaires and their internal consistency. Its large number of participants made it very
suitable as a basis for the evaluation of the qualitative data, in all three experiments.
I added the vendor experiment out of curiosity. I wanted to know how vendors and
shop owners would react on the EPT.
I considered the physical experiment as the most important one, since it approached
most closely a real purchase and payment interaction. In the next chapter, I focus
primarily on the physical experiment, and I discuss the results of the two other experiments in comparison with those of the physical experiment.

5.5 Quantitative versus qualitative

Each experiment contained two parts: a quantitative and a qualitative part.

5.5.1 Quantitative experiment

The quantitative part compared the CPT and the EPT. The participants were asked to
complete, for each payment terminal, three questionnaires, based on the three theoretical pillars, discussed in section 5.2:
• A customized version of the Needs questionnaire for need fulfillment
• The PANAS questionnaire for affect
• A customized version of the AttrakDiff 2 questionnaire for product evaluation
Each questionnaire contained a series of Likert scales.
I discuss the composition of these three questionnaires in section 5.6.
I assumed the EPT would score higher on most dependent variables (see also section
5.6), therefore the experiment is considered as one-tailed. As the same people participated in both conditions, the experiment had a related design.

5.5.2 Qualitative experiment

The qualitative part comprised one questionnaire, in which the participants answered a series of open and closed questions. The idea was that the answers would
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provide insight in the participants’ reasoning behind the quantitative data. Together
with Dr. Achiel Standaert, my co-promotor at the University of Antwerp, I composed nine questions, covering both terminals at once. Two questions were closed,
i.e. the participants had two possible answers: the CPT or the EPT. The other seven
questions were open, since they required answers that were developed by the participants. This questionnaire can be found in Appendix 5.

5.6 Questionnaires and dependent variables

For the quantitative part of the experiments, I used three questionnaires.

5.6.1 Needs items: rationale for a customized composition

The original set of needs, as defined by Sheldon, is shown in Figure 5.1. Hassenzahl
et al. (2010) placed these needs in the context of interactive technology, and excluded three of them that he considered less relevant in this context. These needs were:
• Luxury
• Physical thriving
• Self-esteem
In Sheldon’s study (Sheldon et al., 2001), luxury and physical thriving turned out to
have a marginal effect on positive affect. Sheldon understood self-esteem rather as
an outcome of need-fulfillment than as a need in itself. Hassenzahl retained seven
needs that he considered salient for interactive technology: autonomy, competence,
relatedness, meaning, stimulation, security and popularity.
I followed Hassenzahl with respect to luxury and physical thriving. But I decided
to include self-esteem. The EPT is a device that aims for a more profound experience than a mere swift and efficient payment transaction. It clearly demands more
time and attention from the user than the CPT. My reasoning was that the customer,
using the EPT, would feel treated as a person, instead of a number, which would respond to his need of self-esteem.
I judged meaning as irrelevant for my experiment, and excluded it. I found it to be
too heavy and profound for the relatively swift and practical action that digital payment is. I clearly did not design the payment terminal to instill a sense of “deeper
purpose” into the customer’s mind.
In the same vein, I judged popularity as irrelevant, and excluded it. A payment interaction is seen in the first place as a private affair, that one does not share with multiple others for socializing or entertaining purposes.
Ultimately, I retained six needs from Sheldon’s original list, and decided to test
them in my experiment: autonomy, competence, relatedness, stimulation, security
and self-esteem. Sheldon’s needs questionnaire captures each need with three items,
which are assessed by the participants on a five-point scale, ranging from not at all
to extremely.
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In a first step, I adapted some of the items, in order to fit a payment situation. The
interpreted items are listed next to the original ones in Appendix 1. For competence,
security, stimulation and self-esteem, my interpretation stayed close to the original
meaning. However, for relatedness and autonomy, the original meaning was somewhat shifted. Sheldon et al. (2001) describe autonomy as “Feeling like you are the
cause of your own actions rather than feeling that external forces or pressures are the
cause of your actions.” I interpreted it as “being in control” of ones finances, and of
the payment transaction. Sheldon’s original description of relatedness is “feeling that
you have regular intimate contact with people who care about you rather than feeling lonely and uncared for.” I contextualized relatedness as “being treated personally
and respectfully by the vendor”.
In a second step, I translated the adapted items from English to Dutch. In Appendix
2, this translation can be found.

5.6.2 PANAS

In order to assess affect, I used the Positive Affect Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS,
Watson et al., 1988). PANAS consists of ten positive (interested, excited, strong, enthusiastic, proud, alert, inspired, determined, attentive and active) and ten negative
emotions (distressed, upset, guilty, scared, hostile, irritable, ashamed, nervous, jittery
and afraid). The participants indicated how much they experienced each emotion on
a five-point scale, ranging from not at all to extremely. I used an approved translation
of PANAS (Engelen, De Peuter, Victoir, Van Diest, & Van den Bergh, 2006). The
questionnaire can be found in Appendix 3.

5.6.3 AttrakDiff: rationale for a customized composition

From the six needs items and the PANAS scale, I could derive which payment experience is the more positive one, and establish a causal connection with the fulfillment
of one or more particular needs. In order to further analyze this affective experience
and establish the related product attributes, I added a derived version of the AttrakDiff 2 questionnaire to my experiment (Hassenzahl et al., 2010).
The AttrakDiff 2 (Hassenzahl et al., 2003) questionnaire uses three sets of seven
bipolar word pairs, on seven-point scales. To reduce the total amount of questions
in the experiment, I used the abridged version of AttrakDiff 2, as it was defined by
Hassenzahl and Monk (2010). This abridged version uses four word pairs to measure
Pragmatic Quality or PQ (confusing – structured, impractical – practical, unpredictable – predictable, complicated – simple), four word pairs to measure Hedonic
Quality or HQ (dull – captivating, tacky – stylish, cheap – premium, unimaginative – creative), and two word pairs to measure General Product Evaluation or GPE
(good – bad, beautiful – ugly). It makes no distinction between Hedonic Quality
Identification and Hedonic Quality Stimulation. I judged this to be not problema136
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tic for my experiment, since the results of the needs questionnaire would give me
a more refined understanding of the perceived Hedonic Quality. In order to have
four word pairs for each variable (HQ, PQ and GPE), I decided to enrich General
Product Evaluation with two more word pairs. I chose the following items from the
Attractiveness scale of the long form of the AttrakDiff (Diefenbach & Hassenzahl,
2010): pleasant – unpleasant, motivating – discouraging. The four GPE word pairs
do not form a previously validated scale, but conceptually, it makes sense to unite
them. The idea was to proceed with them and check their internal consistency in the
first part of the experiment.
The original AttrakDiff 2 is in German and English. The translation in Dutch was
largely based on the translation done by Frens in his doctoral dissertation (Frens,
2006), except for some words that needed a Flemish translation, and the two Attractiveness items, which I translated myself. The final questionnaire is found in Appendix 4.

5.6.4 Eleven dependent variables

The three questionnaires of the quantitative analysis (Needs items – PANAS – AttrakDiff) resulted in eleven dependent variables (Greene & D’Oliveira, 2005). Each of
these variables is measured by three or more items. The variables are listed up here:
• Positive Affect (10 items)
• Negative Affect (10 items)
• Autonomy (3 items)
• Competence (3 items)
• Relatedness (3 items)
• Stimulation (3 items)
• Security (3 items)
• Self-esteem (3 items)
• Pragmatic Quality (4 items)
• Hedonic Quality (4 items)
• General Product Evaluation (4 items)

5.7 Hypotheses

In general, I believed that the EPT would generate a higher Positive Affect and a
lower Negative Affect than the CPT. This is due to a higher fulfillment of the following needs:
• Autonomy: the participants will feel more “in control” during the payment
interaction with the EPT, than with the CPT. The EPT will give them the feeling
that they pay when and how they want, while the CPT is aimed at automation.
• Competence: the EPT will, more than the CPT, evoke a feeling of pride and
satisfaction, after the completion of an important and serious task.
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Relatedness: the EPT will, more than the CPT, generate a feeling of relatedness
between the customer and the vendor.
• Stimulation: the EPT surprises and enlightens the customer with its sparkling,
novel interface and its seamless integration of the digital and the physical. The
CPT was not designed for that aim.
• Security: the user will feel more safe with the EPT than with the CPT. The reason
to believe this, is that the EPT requires more actions from the customer than
does the CPT, and offers more expressive feedback.
• Self-esteem: as explained in section 5.6.1, the participants will feel respected and
treated as a person, when paying with the EPT. The CPT was designed for payment speed and efficiency, and will cause no feelings of self-esteem.
In line with these results, I assumed the EPT would score higher on Hedonic Quality, while the CPT, being the most efficient terminal, would score higher on Pragmatic Quality. Moreover, I believed the EPT would score higher on General Product
Evaluation. Based on these assumptions, I defined the following hypotheses:

5.7.1 Positive Affect (PA)

Null hypothesis H0: There is no relationship between the payment terminal (CPT or
EPT) and PA. All results are due to random variability.
Hypothesis H1: The EPT scores higher on PA than the CPT.
H0: PAEPT = PACPT
H1: PAEPT > PACPT

5.7.2 Negative Affect (NA)

Null hypothesis H0: There is no relationship between the payment terminal (CPT or
EPT) and NA. All results are due to random variability.
Hypothesis H1: The CPT scores higher on NA than the EPT.
H0: NAEPT = NACPT
H1: NAEPT < NACPT

5.7.3 Autonomy

Null hypothesis H0: There is no relationship between the payment terminal (CPT or
EPT) and autonomy. All results are due to random variability.
Hypothesis H1: The EPT scores higher on autonomy than the CPT.
H0: AutonomyEPT = AutonomyCPT
H1: AutonomyEPT > AutonomyCPT

5.7.4 Competence

Null hypothesis H0: There is no relationship between the payment terminal (CPT or
EPT) and competence. All results are due to random variability.
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Hypothesis H1: The EPT scores higher on competence than the CPT.
H0: CompetenceEPT = CompetenceCPT
H1: CompetenceEPT > CompetenceCPT

5.7.5 Relatedness

Null hypothesis H0: There is no relationship between the payment terminal (CPT or
EPT) and relatedness. All results are due to random variability.
Hypothesis H1: The EPT scores higher on relatedness than the CPT.
H0: RelatednessEPT = RelatednessCPT
H1: RelatednessEPT > RelatednessCPT

5.7.6 Stimulation

Null hypothesis H0: There is no relationship between the payment terminal (CPT or
EPT) and stimulation. All results are due to random variability.
Hypothesis H1: The EPT scores higher on stimulation than the CPT.
H0: StimulationEPT = StimulationCPT
H1: StimulationEPT > StimulationCPT

5.7.7 Security

Null hypothesis H0: There is no relationship between the payment terminal (CPT or
EPT) and security. All results are due to random variability.
Hypothesis H1: The EPT scores higher on security than the CPT.
H0: SecurityEPT = SecurityCPT
H1: SecurityEPT > SecurityCPT

5.7.8 Self-esteem

Null hypothesis H0: There is no relationship between the payment terminal (CPT or
EPT) and self-esteem. All results are due to random variability.
Hypothesis H1: The EPT scores higher on self-esteem than the CPT.
H0: Self-esteemEPT = Self-esteemCPT
H1: Self-esteemEPT > Self-esteemCPT

5.7.9 Pragmatic Quality (PQ)

Null hypothesis H0: There is no relationship between the payment terminal (CPT or
EPT) and PQ. All results are due to random variability.
Hypothesis H1: The CPT scores higher on PQ than the EPT.
H0: PQEPT = PQCPT
H1: PQEPT < PQCPT
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5.7.10 Hedonic Quality (HQ)

Null hypothesis H0: There is no relationship between the payment terminal (CPT or
EPT) and HQ. All results are due to random variability.
Hypothesis H1: The EPT scores higher on HQ than the CPT.
H0: HQEPT = HQCPT
H1: HQEPT > HQCPT

5.7.11 General Product Evaluation (GPE)

Null hypothesis H0: There is no relationship between the payment terminal (CPT or
EPT) and GPE. All results are due to random variability.
Hypothesis H1: The EPT scores higher on GPE.
H0: GPEEPT = GPECPT
H1: GPEEPT > GPECPT
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6.0 In this chapter

In this chapter, I present the results of both quantitative and qualitative parts of the
three experiments. I start with the physical experiment, and then continue with the
online and the vendor experiment. I close this chapter with a small exploratory analysis.
The presented results are extensively discussed in Chapter 7.

6.1 Physical experiment
6.1.1 Experimental setup

The physical experiment aimed to measure user experience during a physical interaction process, in a simulated, controlled environment. It took place in our Usability Lab, at the two shop counters, and was carried out by myself. Wine bottles were
bought and exposed on each shop counter. To demonstrate both payment interactions, I used the movies that were made for the online experiment (cf. section 6.2.1).
Both movies can be found on www.lukasvancampenhout.com, under “Design Research”. They are called “Experimental Payment Terminal” and “Commercial Payment
Terminal”. The protocol of the physical experiment can be found in Appendix 6. I
hereby describe the progress of the experiment. Terminal A and B were counterbalanced.
1. Welcome and introduction.
2. Presentation of Movie terminal A, on a large screen.
3. Handing over of the payment medium: the token (EPT) or the payment card
(CPT)
4. Second view of the same movie, to make sure that everything is clear.
5. Physical interaction: the experimenter takes place behind shop counter A, and
“sells” a bottle of wine to the participant, for 8 Euro. The participant executes the
payment interaction. This routine is repeated twice. A digital camera records the
whole process.
6. Registration of age and gender. Handing over of one set of questionnaires: needs
items – PANAS – AttrakDiff. The participant manually completes the questionnaires.
7. Presentation of Movie terminal B, on a large screen.
8. Handing over of the payment medium: the token (EPT) or the payment card
(CPT)
9. Second view of the same movie, to make sure everything is clear.
10. Physical interaction: the experimenter takes place behind shop counter B, and
“sells” a bottle of wine to the participant, for 8 Euro. The participant executes the
payment interaction. This routine is repeated twice. A digital camera records the
whole process.
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11. Handing over of a second, similar set of questionnaires: needs items – PANAS –
AttrakDiff. The participant manually completes the questionnaires.
12. Handing over of the questionnaire with the open questions. The participant
completes this questionnaire.
13. Final discussion: the experimenter takes place in front of the participant, checks
all questionnaires on forgotten items, and discusses the open questions with the
participant. The experimenter writes down extra information, when the participant provides it and with his or her agreement. The whole discussion is recorded
on camera.
14. As a reward, the experimenter hands over the bottle of wine to the participant.

6.1.2 Experiment

The physical experiment took 25–35 minutes for each participant. 25 participants
successfully completed the experiment. 9 of them were male, 16 female. The sample’s
median age was 44 (Minimum = 25, Maximum = 68). The order of the presented
terminals was reversed after 13 completed tests.

6.1.3 Quantitative results
6.1.3.1 Internal consistency

For each dependent variable in both conditions, I wanted to know to what extent
its different items were homogeneous or consistent, i.e. measured the same phenomenon. Therefore, I calculated Cronbach’s Alfa, which is a measure for internal consistency of a variable’s different items. As a guideline for the evaluation of Cronbach’s
Alfa, I followed Van Wijk (2000):
		> 0.80		good
		
0.70 – 0.80
adequate
		
0.60 – 0.70
moderate
		< 0.60		unsatisfactory
As a rule of thumb, Cronbach’s alfa should be 0.70 or higher. When Cronbach’s alfa
was unsatisfactory under one or both conditions, or moderate under both conditions, I considered the variable as inconsistent, and excluded it from further analysis.
When Cronbach’s alfa was moderate under one condition and good under the other,
I accepted the variable for further analysis.
Figure 6.1 shows Cronbach’s alfa for all 11 variables, under the two conditions. White
cells contain adequate to good scores, orange cells contain moderate scores, and red
cells unsatisfactory scores.
• The internal consistency for competence and self-esteem was unsatisfactory
(Figure 6.1), indicating that the different competence and self-esteem questions
did not measure the same values. I concluded that competence and self-esteem
as variables could not be measured in the context of this experiment.
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Security scored moderate under both conditions, therefore, I concluded security
could not be measured in this experiment.
Pragmatic Quality scored moderate under one condition, and good under the
other. I accepted it for further analysis.
Cronbach’s alfa for General Product Evaluation, whose items I had partly composed myself, was good.

Category
Positive affect
Negative affect
Autonomy
Competence
Relatedness
Stimulation
Security
Self-esteem
Pragmatic Quality
Hedonic Quality
General Product Evaluation

N of Items
10
10
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4

Physical experiment
Cronbach's Cronbach's
Alpha CPT Alpha EPT
0,906
0,884
0,844
0,756
0,805
0,863
0,546
0,100
0,743
0,747
0,869
0,803
0,615
0,618
0,831
0,174
0,665
0,871
0,859
0,791
0,828
0,812

Figure 6.1 | Cronbach’s Alfa for each dependent variable, in the physical experiment.

6.1.3.2 Analysis

A paired t test was applied on each pair of mean values, for the 8 dependent variables
that proved consistent. The t test calculates the difference between two sets of numbers, in this case a set of 8 mean values for the CPT, and 8 mean values for the EPT.
It also indicates the difference direction, in this case which of both terminals scored higher for each variable. When this difference was significant and pointed in the
right direction, I accepted H1 and rejected H0. When this difference did not reach
significance, I could not reject H0. In all three experiments, I adopted a significance
level of p = 0.05.
The resulting data of the paired t test are given in Appendix 8.
I present boxplots of the results for each of the 8 hypotheses, and mention the level
of significance.

6.1.3.3 Positive Affect (Figure 6.2, left)

During the payment routine with this payment device, I felt …
Interested (Q1), Excited (Q2), Strong (Q3), Enthousiast (Q4), Proud (Q5), Alert (Q6),
Inspired (Q7), Determined (Q8), Attentive (Q9), Active (Q10)
H1 is accepted: The EPT scores higher on PA than the CPT.
H1: PAEPT > PACPT
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Figure 6.2 | Left: Positive Affect. Right: Negative Affect.

6.1.3.4 Negative Affect (Figure 6.2, right)

During the payment routine with this payment device, I felt …
Distressed (Q1), Upset (Q2), Guilty (Q3), Scared (Q4), Hostile (Q5), Irritable (Q6),
Ashamed (Q7), Nervous (Q8), Jittery (Q9), Afraid (Q10)
H1 is rejected, and H0 could not be rejected: No relationship was found between NA
and the two terminals.
H0: NAEPT = NACPT

6.1.3.5 Autonomy (Figure 6.3, left)

During the payment process, I had the feeling …
… of being in control of my payment transaction (Item 1)
… that I paid how and when I wanted. (Item 2)
… that it was really me that took the decision to pay. (Item 3)
H1 is rejected, and H0 could not be rejected: No relationship was found between
autonomy and the two terminals.
H1: AutonomyEPT = AutonomyCPT
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Figure 6.3 | Left: Autonomy. Right: Relatedness.

6.1.3.6 Relatedness (Figure 6.3, right)

During the payment process, I had the feeling …
… that the vendor approached me in a personal way. (Item 1)
… that the vendor respected me. (Item 2)
… that I, for a moment, had a personal contact with the vendor. (Item 3)
H1 is rejected, and H0 could not be rejected. No relationship was found between
relatedness and the two terminals.
H0: RelatednessEPT = RelatednessCPT

6.1.3.7 Stimulation (Figure 6.4, left)

During the payment process, I had the feeling …
… that I gained a new, stimulating experience. (Item 1)
… that I completed a pleasurable action routine. (Item 2)
… that I liked the payment action routine. (Item 3)
H1 is accepted: The EPT scores higher on stimulation than the CPT.
H1: StimulationEPT > StimulationCPT
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Figure 6.4 | Left: Stimulation. Right: Pragmatic Quality.

6.1.3.8 Pragmatic Quality (Figure 6.4, right)

What did you think of the presented payment terminal?
confusing – clearly structured (Item 1)
impractical – practical (Item 2)
unpredictable – predictable (Item 3)
complicated - simple (Item 4)
H1 is accepted: The CPT scores higher on Pragmatic Quality than the EPT.
H1: PQEPT < PQCPT

6.1.3.9 Hedonic Quality (Figure 6.5, left)

What did you think of the presented payment terminal?
dull – captivating (Item 1)
tacky – stylish (Item 2)
cheap – premium (Item 3)
unimaginative – creative (Item 4)
H1 is accepted: The EPT scores higher on Hedonic Quality than the CPT.
H1: HQEPT > HQCPT
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6.1.3.1.10 General Product Evaluation (Figure 6.5, right)

What did you think of the presented payment terminal?
ugly – attractive (Item 1)
bad - good (Item 2)
unpleasant – pleasant (Item 3)
discouraging – motivating (Item 4)
H1 is accepted: The EPT scores higher on General Product Evaluation than the
CPT.
H1: GPEEPT > GPECPT

Figure 6.5 | Left: Hedonic Quality. Right: General Product Evaluation.

6.1.3.11 Summary

Figure 6.6 summarizes the results for the different hypotheses in the physical
experiment. Positive Affect turned out to be a salient variable, providing significant results. The participants reported a higher Positive Affect when they executed
the payment routine with the EPT. The need that can be held responsible for this
positive affect, is stimulation. The CPT is perceived as the most pragmatic terminal,
whereas the EPT is the most hedonic one. The EPT scores higher on General Product Evaluation than the CPT.
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Hypotheses
PAEPT > PACPT

Physical experiment
accepted
p<0,005

NAEPT < NACPT

rejected

AutonomyEPT > AutonomyCPT

rejected

n.s.

CompetenceEPT > CompetenceCPT

rejected

inconsistent

n.s.

RelatednessEPT > RelatednessCPT

rejected

n.s.

StimulationEPT > StimulationCPT

accepted

p<0,01

SecurityEPT > SecurityCPT

rejected

inconsistent

Self-esteemEPT > Self-esteemCPT

rejected

inconsistent

PQEPT < PQCPT

accepted

p<0,01

HQEPT > HQCPT

accepted

p<0,0005

GPEEPT > GPECPT

accepted

p<0,01

Figure 6.6 | Results for the different hypotheses in the physical experiment.

6.1.4 Qualitative results
6.1.4.1 Analysis

The answers on the nine questions were written down by the participants themselves.
I simply counted the answers on the two closed questions. For the seven open questions, the answers came in all sorts: from short to elaborated, and from meaningless
to relevant.
First, all answers were divided into different topics or quotes. A lot of answers contained more than one quote.
Second, on these quotes, a “conventional content analysis” (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005)
was executed. Another researcher and myself studied the quotes and categorized
them in clusters for each question. These clusters were not preconceived, but emerged from the data themselves. We defined them separately, compared our findings,
and then agreed on a final set of clusters. The definition of the clusters was done on
the quotes of the online experiment, as it involved the most participants.
Third, for each question, all quotes were categorized in the defined clusters. This
categorization was done in parallel by a third researcher (Rater 1) and myself. In the
two other experiments, a fourth and a fifth researcher (Rater 2 and Rater 3) were
involved for this. We did the categorization separately, and then compared and discussed our results. Some quotes were moved between clusters and in some cases, an
extra cluster was added.
Last, in order to determine the extent to which both categorizations corresponded, I calculated Cohen’s Kappa statistic (Siegel & Castellan, 1988). Cohen’s Kappa
expresses the strength of agreement between two raters as a number between 0 and
1, where 0 indicates no agreement, and 1 indicates a perfect agreement. Figure 6.7
shows the Kappa values for the open questions in the three experiments. All values,
in the three experiments, were between 0.698 and 0.956, indicating a substantial to
an almost perfect agreement (Landis & Koch, 1977).
In this text, I present the following:
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The results of the two closed questions (questions 2 and 3A).
The results of three open questions (questions 1A, 1B, and 3B). The graphs show
the different clusters, and the number of quotes for each cluster.
• The results of the other open questions (questions 4, 5A, 5B and 6) are mentioned in the summary.
Additionally, all qualitative results of the physical experiment can be found in
Appendix 9. All these data carry important meaning, since they clearly show coherence, and offer a deeper understanding of the quantitative data.
Cohen's Kappa

Question 1A: What did you like most about the CPT, and why?
Question 1B: What did you like most about the EPT, and why?
Question 3B: Why (do you prefer this payment terminal)?
Question 4: What are the three biggest differences between both payment terminals?
Question 5A: In what kind of shop would you situate the CPT?
Question 5B: In what kind of shop would you situate the EPT?
Question 6: Do you have additional remarks about both payment terminals?

Physical experiment
Author / Rater 1
0,797
0,830
0,827
0,832
0,752
0,764
0,837

Online experiment
Author / Rater 2
0,911
0,818
0,711
0,770
0,952
0,784
0,698

Vendor experiment
Author / Rater 3
0,948
0,956
0,772
0,733
0,945
0,885
0,700

Figure 6.7 | Kappa values for the open questions in the three experiments.

6.1.4.2 Questions 1A and 1B

Question 1A: What did you like most about the CPT, and why? (Figure 6.8)
Question 1B: What did you like most about the EPT, and why? (Figure 6.9)

Figure 6.8 | Question 1A.
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Figure 6.9 | Question 1B.

6.1.4.3 Question 2

Which terminal is the most pleasurable / agreeable? (Figure 6.10)

Figure 6.10 | Question 2.
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6.1.4.4 Question 3A

Which terminal do you prefer? (Figure 6.11)

Figure 6.11 | Question 3A.

6.1.4.5 Question 3B

… and why (do you prefer this terminal)?
Participants who preferred the CPT in question 3A (Figure 6.12)
Participants who preferred the EPT in question 3A (Figure 6.13)

Figure 6.12 | Question 3B: participants who preferred the CPT in question 3A.
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Figure 6.13 | Question 3B: participants who preferred the EPT in question 3A.

6.1.4.6 Summary
•

•

•
•

•

•
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Questions 1A and 1B: The CPT is perceived as fast (demanding few actions),
practical (demanding simple actions) and familiar (Figure 6.8). The participants
like the fact that the device uses a payment card, instead of a token (see also
question 6).
The EPT is perceived as original and innovative, and gives the participants a feeling of clarity and control (Figure 6.9). The EPT’s payment transaction is perceived as tangible, you can “feel” it. The participants also appreciated that the EPT
shows their balance after the payment transaction.
Question 2: 14 out of 25 participants considered the EPT as the more pleasurable device (Figure 6.10).
Questions 3A and 3B: Only 9 out of 25 participants preferred the EPT (Figure
6.11). The participants who preferred the CPT, did this because of its handiness
(simple actions), speed (few actions) and the fact that it involoves a payment
card (Figure 6.12). The participants who preferred the EPT, did this because it
gave them a feeling of control, and tangibility (Figure 6.13).
Question 4: Both groups of participants mentioned different characteristics
when asked what the main differences were between both terminals. The participants who preferred the CPT, mentioned transaction speed, payment card
vs. token, appearance and practicality (demanding simple actions) as the biggest
differences. The participants who preferred the EPT, mentioned control, transaction speed, payment experience and originality.
Questions 5A and 5B: The CPT was mainly situated in supermarkets and retail
shops with low prices and fast service. The participants situated the EPT in
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trendy shops, expensive shops and retail shops with low prices and fast service. The latter seems strange: how can the EPT be connected with retail shops,
characterized by speed and low prices? My suggestion for an explanation is that
the butcher, the bakery and the neighbourhood store are considered by the participants as places that they frequently visit, and where personal contact with the
vendor plays a role. This personal contact would fit the EPT better than the CPT.
Question 6: The participants added that none of both terminals were safe, since
none of them used a PIN code. A lot of them found this unacceptable, even
when the payment amount was relatively low. Critique was also given on the fact
that the EPT came with a specific token, and not with a payment card. The token
was perceived as difficult to insert in a wallet or pocket, and therefore would risk
to get lost. Finally, the participants said that the EPT was more complicated in
use than the CPT, but also more stimulating.

6.2 Online experiment
6.2.1 Experimental setup

In the online experiment, I compared both payment terminals by offering the participant an imagined experience. The experiment was set up by two 2nd year master
students of Product Development, at the University of Antwerp: Jord Stijsiger and
Rutger Stapelkamp. They made two similar movies that demonstrated the interaction with both payment terminals, from the viewpoint of the customer. The style
of the movies was sober and minimalistic (Figure 6.14). Both movies can be found
on www.lukasvancampenhout.com, under “Design Research”. They are titled “Eperimental Payment Terminal” and “Commercial Payment Terminal”.
Next, they placed both movies and the 4 questionnaires on Qualtrics (http://www.
qualtrics.com), an online survey application that is used in our university. The order
of the presented material was:
1. Two general questions: Gender and Age
2. Movie terminal A (or B)
3. Needs Items – PANAS – AttrakDiff for terminal A
4. Movie terminal B (or A)
5. Needs Items – PANAS – AttrakDiff for terminal B
6. Open questions, covering both terminals

Figure 6.14 | Stills of the two demonstration movies.
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6.2.2 Experiment

50 participants completed the questionnaires. 29 of them were male, 21 female. The
sample’s median age was 32 (Minimum = 21, Maximum = 57).
Qualtrics counterbalanced the conditions: the order of the presented terminals was
reversed for 50% of the respondents.

6.2.3 Quantitative results
6.2.3.1 Internal consistency

Figure 6.15 shows Cronbach’s Alfa for all 11 variables, under the two conditions.
Just like in the physical experiment, the internal consistency for competence and
self-esteem was mostly unsatisfactory. I concluded that competence and self-esteem
as variables could not be measured in the context of this experiment.
Pragmatic Quality scored moderate under one condition, and good under the other.
I considered Pragmatic Quality consistent enough for further analysis.
Cronbach’s alfa for General Product Evaluation, whose items I had partly composed
myself, was good.
Category
Positive affect
Negative affect
Autonomy
Competence
Relatedness
Stimulation
Security
Self-esteem
Pragmatic Quality
Hedonic Quality
General Product Evaluation

Online experiment
Cronbach's Cronbach's
N of Items
Alpha CPT Alpha EPT
10
0,902
0,893
10
0,903
0,841
3
0,767
0,714
3
0,488
0,023
3
0,756
0,701
3
0,850
0,819
3
0,730
0,701
3
0,734
0,579
4
0,688
0,763
4
0,815
0,807
4
0,754
0,762

Figure 6.15 | Cronbach’s Alfa for each dependent variable, in the online experiment.

6.2.3.2 Analysis

As in the physical experiment, a paired t test was applied on each pair of mean
values, for the 9 dependent variables that proved consistent. The resulting data of
the paired t test are given in Appendix 8. Figure 6.16 shows the different hypotheses
of the Online experiment and their scores (second column), next to the hypotheses
of the Physical experiment (first column). Nine variables show the same results as in
the physical experiment, two variables differ: autonomy and relatedness. I show the
graphs of these two variables.
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Experiment
Physical experiment

Online experiment
accepted
p<0,0005

Hypotheses
PAEPT > PACPT

accepted

p<0,005

NAEPT < NACPT

rejected

n.s.

rejected

n.s.

AutonomyEPT > AutonomyCPT

rejected

n.s.

accepted

p<0,01

CompetenceEPT > CompetenceCPT

rejected

inconsistent

rejected

inconsistent

RelatednessEPT > RelatednessCPT

rejected

n.s.

accepted

p<0,0005

StimulationEPT > StimulationCPT

accepted

p<0,01

accepted

p<0,0005

SecurityEPT > SecurityCPT

rejected

inconsistent

rejected

n.s.

Self-esteemEPT > Self-esteemCPT

rejected

inconsistent

rejected

inconsistent

PQEPT < PQCPT

accepted

p<0,01

accepted

p<0,05

HQEPT > HQCPT

accepted

p<0,0005

accepted

p<0,0005

GPEEPT > GPECPT

accepted

p<0,01

accepted

p<0,005

Figure 6.16 | Results for the different hypotheses in the physical and online experiment.

6.2.3.3 Autonomy (Figure 6.17, left)

During the payment process, I had the feeling …
… of being in control of my payment transaction (Item 1)
… that I paid how and when I wanted. (Item 2)
… that it was really me that took the decision to pay. (Item 3)
H1 is accepted: The EPT scores higher on autonomy than the CPT.
H1: AutonomyEPT > AutonomyCPT

6.2.3.4 Relatedness (Figures 6.17, right)

During the payment process, I had the feeling …
… that the vendor approached me in a personal way. (Item 1)
… that the vendor respected me. (Item 2)
… that I, for a moment, had a personal contact with the vendor. (Item 3)
H1 is accepted: The EPT scores higher on relatedness than the CPT.
H1: RelatednessEPT > RelatednessCPT

Figure 6.17 | Left: Autonomy. Right: Relatedness.
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6.2.3.5 Summary

Figure 6.16 shows that the results of the physical and the online experiment are largely in line with each other. Differences between both experiments are found in the
variables autonomy and relatedness, who both reached significance in the online
experiment, as opposed to the physical experiment. On both variables, the EPT scored higher.

6.2.4 Qualitative results

The qualitative results of the online experiment were largely similar to the ones of
the physical experiment. The detailed graphs of these results can be found in Appendix 10.
• Question 1A and 1B produced the same results as in the physical experiment.
• Questions 2 and 3A: More participants than in the physical experiment favored
the EPT (Figures 6.18 and 6.19), indicating it as the more pleasurable device,
and as their preferred terminal.
• Question 3B: The reasons for these preferences were similar to those of the
physical experiment.
• Worth mentioning was the fact that the appearance of the EPT played a larger
role than in the physical experiment. It was mentioned as an important EPT
characteristic in question 1B, and among the biggest differences in question 4.
• Questions 5A and 5B: As for the shops in which both terminals were situated,
the results were also similar to the ones in the physical experiment, although 7
out of 50 participants preferred not to see the EPT anywhere. For the CPT, only
2 out of 50 participants expressed this preference.
• Question 6: The participants added the same remarks as in the physical experiment: the safety issue in both terminals, and the unpractical token of the EPT.

Figure 6.18 | Left: Online experiment, Question 2. Right: Online experiment, Question 3A.
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6.3 Vendor experiment
6.3.1 Experimental setup

The third experiment was aimed at vendors and shop owners. I chose to approach
rather high-end, expensive shops since I believed that for them, the payment interaction would be important enough to be considered as an experience: jewelry shops,
clothing stores, perfume shops, etc.. Floor Van Schayik, a 2nd year master student
Human Technology Interaction at the TU/e, set up the experiment, and executed it
in the cities of Eindhoven, Oss and Den Bosch, in the participant’s store. For practical purposes, the payment interaction was demonstrated on Floor’s tablet computer,
by means of the two movies, thus again providing an imagined experience. No cameras were installed. Floor made an appointment with each participant on beforehand.
The progress of the experiment was:
• Floor enters the store and explains the setup of the test.
• She shows the movie of terminal A on her tablet.
• Registration of age and gender. Handing over of one set of questionnaires: needs
items – PANAS – AttrakDiff. The participant manually completes the questionnaires.
• Floor shows the movie of terminal B on het tablet.
• Handing over of the second set of questionnaires: needs items – PANAS –
AttrakDiff. The participant manually completes the questionnaires.
• Handing over of the questionnaire with the open questions. The participant
completes this questionnaire.
• Final discussion: Floor checks all questionnaires on forgotten items, and discusses the open questions with the participant. She writes down extra information,
if necessary.
The protocol of the vendor experiment can be found in Appendix 7.

6.3.2 Experiment

The vendor experiment took 20 minutes for each participant. 25 participants successfully completed the experiment. 8 of them were male, 17 female. The sample’s
median age was 48 (Minimum = 22, Maximum = 66). The order of the presented
terminals was reversed after 13 completed tests.

6.3.3 Quantitative results
6.3.3.1 Internal consistency

Figure 6.19 shows Cronbach’ Alfa for all 11 variables, under the two conditions.
• The internal consistency for competence and security was mostly unsatisfactory.
I conclude that competence and security as variables could not be measured in
the context of this experiment.
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•
•

The internal consistency for self-esteem and Pragmatic Quality was moderate
under one condition, and good under the other. I accepted both variables for
further analysis.
Cronbach’s alfa for General Product Evaluation, whose items I had partly composed myself, was good.

Category
Positive affect
Negative affect
Autonomy
Competence
Relatedness
Stimulation
Security
Self-esteem
Pragmatic Quality
Hedonic Quality
General Product Evaluation

Vendor experiment
Cronbach's Cronbach's
N of Items
Alpha CPT Alpha EPT
10
0,893
0,919
10
0,924
0,914
3
0,714
0,837
3
0,170
0,600
3
0,826
0,816
3
0,751
0,872
3
0,812
0,539
3
0,759
0,632
4
0,808
0,627
4
0,770
0,786
4
0,833
0,841

Figure 6.19 | Cronbach’s Alfa for each dependent variable, in the vendor experiment.

6.3.3.2 Analysis

As in the physical and online experiments, a paired t test was applied on each pair of
mean values, for the 9 dependent variables that proved consistent. The resulting data
of the paired t test are given in Appendix 8. Figure 6.20 shows the different hypotheses of the vendor experiment and their scores (second column), next to the hypotheses of the physical experiment (first column). Nine variables show similar results as
in the physical experiment, while two variables differ: Negative Affect and General
Product Evaluation. I show the boxplots of these two variables.
Hypotheses
PAEPT > PACPT

Physical experiment
accepted
p<0,005

NAEPT < NACPT

rejected

n.s.

rejected, NAEPT > NACPT

AutonomyEPT > AutonomyCPT

rejected

n.s.

rejected

n.s.

CompetenceEPT > CompetenceCPT

rejected

inconsistent

rejected

inconsistent

Vendor experiment
accepted
p<0,05
p<0,05

RelatednessEPT > RelatednessCPT

rejected

n.s.

rejected

n.s.

StimulationEPT > StimulationCPT

accepted

p<0,01

accepted

p<0,005

SecurityEPT > SecurityCPT

rejected

inconsistent

rejected

inconsistent

Self-esteemEPT > Self-esteemCPT

rejected

inconsistent

rejected

n.s.

PQEPT < PQCPT

accepted

p<0,01

accepted

p<0,05

HQEPT > HQCPT

accepted

p<0,0005

accepted

p<0,005

GPEEPT > GPECPT

accepted

p<0,01

rejected

n.s.

Figure 6.20 | Results for the different hypotheses in the physical and vendor experiment.
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6.3.3.3 Negative Affect (Figure 6.21, left)

During the payment routine with this payment device, I felt …
Distressed (Q1), Upset (Q2), Guilty (Q3), Scared (Q4), Hostile (Q5), Irritable (Q6),
Ashamed (Q7), Nervous (Q8), Jittery (Q9), Afraid (Q10)
H1 and H0 are rejected. Remarkably, the EPT scores higher on Negative Affect than
the CPT, instead of lower, as I predicted in the hypothesis.
NAEPT > NACPT

6.3.3.4 General Product Evaluation (Figure 6.21, right)

What did you think of the presented payment terminal?
ugly – attractive (Item 1)
bad - good (Item 2)
unpleasant – pleasant (Item 3)
discouraging – motivating (Item 4)
H1 is rejected, and H0 could not be rejected: No relationship was found between
General Product Evaluation and the two terminals.
H0: GPEEPT = GPECPT

Figure 6.21 | Left: Negative Affect. Right: General Product Evaluation.
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6.3.3.5 Summary

Figure 6.20 shows that both series of results , from the physical and the vendor experiment, are largely similar, but differ on two variables or hypotheses. First, Negative
Affect became significant, but in a direction, opposite to the hypothesis direction:
the EPT scored higher on NA than the CPT. Second, General Product Evaluation
did not reach significance. Apparently, the participants in the vendor experiment
were less positive towards the EPT than the participants in the other two experiments.
As in the physical experiment, stimulation was the only need that reached significance, and was more fulfilled by the EPT than by the CPT. Further, the CPT scored
higher on Pragmatic Quality, and the EPT on Hedonic Quality, also in line with the
physical experiment.

6.3.4 Qualitative results
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
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The qualitative results of the vendor experiment were, again, similar to the ones
of the physical experiment, but with some exceptions. The detailed graphs of
these qualitative results can be found in Appendix 11.
Questions 1A and 1B: The assets of the CPT again were its speed, practicality
and the fact that the participants knew the terminal. Also a payment card was
preferred above a token. The EPT was mainly perceived as beautiful and innovative. Notably, the ideas of control and tangibility were not mentioned.
The answers on questions 2 and 3A are presented in Figure 6.22. Surprisingly,
the CPT is the more pleasurable terminal. As for which terminal the participants
would prefer, both terminals score more or less the same.
Question 3B: The reasons for these choices are similar to those in the physical
experiment. The CPT feels familiar and involves a payment card. The EPT gives
a feeling of control, and is more innovative and beautiful. Again, the idea of tangibility is not mentioned.
Question 4: As in the online experiment, the appearance of the EPT plays a larger role than in the physical experiment. Also the payment experience is mentioned as a big difference between both terminals.
Question 5: The participants located the EPT in trendy shops and retail shops
with low prices and fast service. The CPT was situated in all stores, supermarkets
and retail shops.
Question 6: The participants mentioned a lack of safety in both terminals, as a
consequence of the absence of a PIN code.
Generally, the EPT’s properties of tangibility and “being in control” are less mentioned in the vendor experiment than in the two other experiments.

Experiment

Figure 6.22 | Left: Vendor experiment, Question 2. Right: Vendor Experiment, Question 3A.

6.4 Exploratory analysis

Some additional analysis was applied on the data of the three experiments.

6.4.1 Effect size

It is interesting to have an idea of how large the effect is of the independent variable
on each dependent variable. For example, in the online experiment, the EPT scored higher than the CPT (independent variable) on three different needs (dependent
variables): autonomy, relatedness and stimulation (Figure 6.16). For which of these
three needs was this difference in scores the largest? In other words, what was the
effect size of the independent variable on each of these three needs?
In order to get a grip on this, in each experiment, the effect size on each variable
that reached significance, was calculated (Field, 2005). Figure 6.23 shows these effect
sizes. As a general rule of thumb, I accept the following (Field, 2005):
		
Effect size r = 0.10: small effect
		
Effect size r = 0.30: medium effect
		
Effect size r = 0.50: large effect
In both the physical and online experiment, the effect size on Positive Affect and
Hedonic Quality was large. In the online experiment, from the three needs that reached significance, the effect size on stimulation was the largest, followed by the effect
size on relatedness (medium to large effect) and on autonomy (medium effect). In
the vendor experiment, the effect sizes on stimulation and Hedonic Quality were
both large.
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Hypotheses
PAEPT > PACPT

Physical experiment
accepted

effect size
0,50

Online experiment
accepted

NAEPT < NACPT

rejected

rejected

AutonomyEPT > AutonomyCPT

rejected

accepted

CompetenceEPT > CompetenceCPT

rejected

rejected

RelatednessEPT > RelatednessCPT

rejected

accepted

0,47

rejected

StimulationEPT > StimulationCPT

accepted

accepted

0,61

accepted

SecurityEPT > SecurityCPT

rejected

0,46

effect size
0,61
0,34

Vendor experiment
accepted

effect size
0,37

rejected

0,38

rejected
rejected

rejected

0,59

rejected

Self-esteemEPT > Self-esteemCPT

rejected

PQEPT < PQCPT

accepted

0,47

accepted

0,27

accepted

0,38

HQEPT > HQCPT

accepted

0,71

accepted

0,71

accepted

0,50

GPEEPT > GPECPT

accepted

0,47

accepted

0,37

rejected

rejected

rejected

Figure 6.23 | Effect sizes for all three experiments.

6.4.2 Comparison of separate items

Competence, security and self-esteem were mostly judged inconsistent in the three
experiments, because of an insufficient Cronbach’s alfa value. If they were consistent,
they did not reach significance. Since, in most cases, it made no sense to calculate the
mean values for these variables, I applied the paired t test on their separate items, in
the three experiments. The results of this analysis can be found in Appendix 12. The
items of self-esteem and security did not result in anything substantial. However, the
second item of competence reached significance in all three experiments (Figures
6.24, 6.25, 6.26), with the EPT scoring higher on it. This item was:
During the payment process, I had the feeling …
… that I was taking on and mastering hard challenges. (Item 2)
I conclude that the EPT was perceived as a challenge that was harder to master than
the CPT.

Figure 6.24 | Competence items in the physical experiment.
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Figure 6.25 | Competence items in the online experiment.

Figure 6.26 | Competence items in the vendor experiment.
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7.0 In this chapter

The main part of this chapter is a discussion of the results of the experiment, presented in Chapter 6. In the quantitative part of the experiment, the Experimental Payment Terminal (EPT) scored higher on the need for Stimulation, on Positive Affect,
on Hedonic Quality and on General Product Evaluation. The Commercial Payment
Terminal (CPT) scored higher on Pragmatic Quality. The EPT is the more pleasurable, stimulating terminal while the CPT is the faster and more efficient device. In
this context, I put in perspective the concept of familiarity which is widely acclaimed
to make our interaction with digital products and systems more direct, natural and
intuitive.
Additionally, the qualitative part of the experiment revealed that the EPT offers the
user the feeling of “being in control” of his finances. It also generates the tangible
experience of “handing over something” and “feeling the money flow”. I argue that
these assets are results of the third stand design approach, and that, due to the third
stand, the EPT makes the digital payment process less abstract and the customer
more aware of his payment behavior.
Finally I discuss the EPT as a value-driven payment terminal, that reflects a specific
ethical foundation.

7.1 Discussion on the experiment’s results

In this discussion, quantitative as well as qualitative data are involved. Figure 7.1
recapitulates the results for all hypotheses, and their levels of significance, for the
three experiments. It can be used as a reference throughout the discussion. Figures
7.2 until 7.4 are the pie charts presented in Chapter 6.
Physical experiment

Online experiment
accepted
p<0,0005

Vendor experiment
accepted
p<0,05

Hypotheses
PAEPT > PACPT

accepted

p<0,005

NAEPT < NACPT

rejected

n.s.

rejected

n.s.

rejected, NAEPT > NACPT

AutonomyEPT > AutonomyCPT

rejected

n.s.

accepted

p<0,01

rejected

n.s.

CompetenceEPT > CompetenceCPT

rejected

inconsistent

rejected

inconsistent

rejected

inconsistent

p<0,05

RelatednessEPT > RelatednessCPT

rejected

n.s.

accepted

p<0,0005

rejected

n.s.

StimulationEPT > StimulationCPT

accepted

p<0,01

accepted

p<0,0005

accepted

p<0,005

SecurityEPT > SecurityCPT

rejected

inconsistent

rejected

n.s.

rejected

inconsistent

Self-esteemEPT > Self-esteemCPT

rejected

inconsistent

rejected

inconsistent

rejected

n.s.

PQEPT < PQCPT

accepted

p<0,01

accepted

p<0,05

accepted

p<0,05

HQEPT > HQCPT

accepted

p<0,0005

accepted

p<0,0005

accepted

p<0,005

GPEEPT > GPECPT

accepted

p<0,01

accepted

p<0,005

rejected

n.s.

Figure 7.1 | Results for the different hypotheses, for all three experiments.
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Figure 7.2 | Physical experiment: Questions 2 and 3A.

Figure 7.3 | Online experiment: Questions 2 and 3A.

Figure 7.4 | Vendor experiment: Questions 2 and 3A.
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7.1.1 Affect and need fulfillment
7.1.1.1 Positive Affect (PA)

The quantitative data showed that, in the three experiments, the EPT scored higher
on Positive Affect than the CPT. The participants felt more enthusiast, active and
alert when using the EPT than when using the CPT (Engelen et al., 2006). In order
to learn more about the nature of this Positive Affect, I looked at the different needs
that are fulfilled by the EPT.

7.1.1.2 Stimulation

The need that proved the most salient, reaching significance in all three experiments,
was stimulation. The EPT fulfills the need for stimulation more than the CPT. This
means that the participants judged the EPT to provide a new, stimulating experience
and a pleasurable action routine. This was reflected in the qualitative results of the
physical and the online experiment (left images in Figures 7.2 and 7.3 ), where the
majority of the participants considered the EPT as the most pleasurable terminal. I
relate the EPT’s higher score on Positive Affect to its fulfillment of the need for stimulation.
The qualitative results of the vendor experiment however differed. When explicitly
asked, the majority of the participants considered the CPT as the most pleasurable
terminal (Figure 7.4, left). I think the explanation for this is the following. The three
items that measure stimulation in the quantitative experiment, are related specifically to the interaction and the experience that both terminals provide, and not to
the terminals themselves as actual products. The open question however - Which
terminal is the most pleasurable / agreeable? - does concern the terminals themselves
rather than their interaction. In section 7.1.1.7, I discuss the fact that the participants in the vendor experiment, the vendors, had a more negative attitude towards
the EPT than the participants in the two other experiments. I think this negative
attitude towards the EPT as a product, caused the vendors to indicate the CPT as the
more pleasurable terminal in the open questions, even though they recognized the
EPT’s stimulating nature in the quantitative experiment.

7.1.1.3 Autonomy and relatedness

As far as the other needs are concerned, I only found significant differences in the
online experiment, and this for two needs: relatedness and autonomy. Their effect
size was smaller than the one from stimulation, with relatedness having a medium
to large effect, and autonomy a medium effect. Apparently, the EPT is a device that
pleases in the first place (stimulation), and then connects (relatedness) and reassures
(autonomy).
As for autonomy, the qualitative results of the physical and the online experiments,
and of the vendor experiment to a lesser extent, advance the feeling of control /
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transparency / clear organization / clarity as a major asset of the EPT. This could
be related to the EPT’s higher fulfillment of the need for autonomy. I think the EPT
accomplishes this fulfillment in two ways:
• The EPT comes with two displays, showing respectively the payment amount,
and the credit of the customer, and visualizing the money flow between both
of them. This causes a transparent process, and an insightful interaction. The
CPT does none of that, since it only has one display, representing the payment
amount.
• If, in both terminals, the number of actions needed to complete the payment
process are counted, one notices that the CPT needs only one action: holding
the payment card in front of the NFC antenna. On the contrary, the EPT needs
two distinct actions to complete the payment process: placing the token in the
terminal to identify oneself, and pushing the slider towards the vendor to confirm the payment. This second physical action, the pushing of the slider, has to
be consciously executed, urging the customer to be aware of the payment transaction. In my opinion, it gives the user a feeling of “being in control”.
How can the EPT’s higher score on relatedness in the online experiment be
explained? One of my goals in re-materializing digital money was to make the payment process more natural, which I interpreted as more similar to a cash payment
routine between two people. I think the EPT’s higher fulfillment of the need for
relatedness can be brought back to this endeavor. It seems logical that a payment
device that aims to materialize the money flow between two persons, somehow connects these persons more than a payment device that is simply created to activate
and manage a digital money transaction. The re-materialization of digital money has
resulted in a payment process with a more active participation and involvement of
the customer and the vendor.
Then remains the question: why only in the online experiment? Why didn’t the
physical and vendor experiment provide significant results for autonomy and relatedness? As for the vendor experiment, I provide an explanation in section 7.1.1.7,
but I do not have an explanation for the results of the physical experiment. I would
have expected that autonomy and relatedness would turn out salient especially in
the physical experiment, since it employed a real payment experience, between two
persons.

7.1.1.4 Competence

Competence as a variable turned out to be inconsistent in all three experiments. The
examination of its separate items showed that item 2 provided significant results in
the three experiments. The EPT scored significantly higher on it, indicating that the
EPT’s interaction needed mastering and thus presented a challenge for the participant. I think this challenge is related to the novel and less familiar character of the
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EPT, and to its disruptive action routine. Moreover, as I described in section 7.1.1.3,
the EPT asks more and “heavier” physical actions than the CPT, and, in that sense is
indeed harder to master.

7.1.1.5 Self-esteem

Self-esteem proved inconsistent in two experiments. In the vendor experiment, selfesteem was consistent, but did not reach significance. The analysis of its separate
items did not result in something interesting. I can only suggest an explanation for
the apparent irrelevance of self-esteem in this experiment. I think the swift and pragmatic nature of a payment interaction in general is at a far distance from the deep,
profound character of the need for self-esteem. After all, a payment interaction is a
necessary task to obtain or do something else. However, there is one aspect of the
payment interaction that might be more important to fulfill the need for self-esteem,
and that is the payment amount. The act of buying a 50€ bottle of wine, will probably influence someone’s self-esteem, or be a result of it. In my experiments, I kept
this payment amount deliberately low (8€), since the XENTA Contactless Reader
only involves low payment amounts. Moreover, I realize that I did not design the
interaction of the EPT to change according to the payment amount, i.e. the payment
amount was not a major driver in the design of the EPT. In the EPT as I designed it,
a different payment amount only has an effect on the EPT’s on-screen graphics, and
not on its behavior or interaction routine. As such, maybe I excluded an adequate
fulfillment of the need for self-esteem.
A payment terminal that does take into account the physical embodiment of the
payment amount, is presented in the master project of Jordy Rooijakkers, which I
describe in section 7.2.2.

7.1.1.6 Security

Security was inconsistent in the physical and the vendor experiment. In the online
experiment, it did not reach significance. This seems a bit strange, since one would
expect security to be a highly relevant need in an experiment about digital payment.
I think this phenomenon can largely be related to the lack of a PIN code in both terminals. From the qualitative experiments, we learn that both terminals, the EPT as
well as the CPT, were considered as unsafe. Possibly, this made the need for security
irrelevant in this experiment, since none of the terminals adequately accomplished
it.

7.1.1.7 Negative Affect (NA)

Negative Affect provided no significant results in the physical and the online experiment. In the vendor experiment however, it did result in significance. Opposite to
what I had expected and expressed in my hypothesis, the EPT generated a higher
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Negative Affect than the CPT, instead of a lower one. Apparently the participants
had more unpleasant feelings (anger, contempt, disgust, guilt, fear and nervousness)
(Engelen et al., 2006) when using the EPT than when using the CPT. In the qualitative part of the vendor experiment, the participants explicitly indicated the CPT as
more pleasurable than the EPT, and the feeling of control and tangibility that was
attributed to the EPT in the other experiments, was less mentioned. How can this be
explained? An explanation can be that shop owners consider a digital payment system as a necessary investment good that demands attention and energy, from them
as well from the customers, rather than as an experience generating device. I think
they are reluctant to innovation in this area, since, for them, a new payment system
would demand a new learning curve and new habits, which they might consider as
unpleasant for everybody. The fact that the variable General Product Evaluation (cf.
section 7.1.2.3) did not reach significance in the vendor experiment, could be related
to the EPT’s high score on Negative Affect.

7.1.2 Product perception and evaluation

What do we learn from the different perceived product attributes and evaluative
constructs in both payment devices? How can we establish the link with Positive
Affect and need fulfillment?

7.1.2.1 Pragmatic Quality

The results from AttrakDiff are clear: the CPT scores better at Pragmatic Quality,
in all three experiments. Moreover, the analysis of the competence items (see also
Chapter 6, section 6.4.2) revealed that the participants considered the EPT as posing
a hard challenge that needed to be mastered. I conclude that the CPT scores higher
on ease-of-use, the pragmatic side of usability.
However, this does not feel entirely comfortable. I designed the EPT from the background of tangible interaction, i.e. with a focus on regaining some of the rich values
of the physical world.
As discussed in Chapter 1, the main reason to adopt this perspective centers around
the concept of familiarity: we, humans, are familiar with the physical world, the
living creatures and objects that populate it, and the physical and social interaction that takes place between them. This means we have highly developed skills for
interaction with objects in this physical world (Dourish, 2001). If we could capitalize on this familiarity, in our interaction with digital products and systems, in other
words, if we build digital products and systems that exploit this familiarity and these
skills, our interaction with these digital products and systems would become more
direct, natural and intuitive than the abstract and symbolic styles of representation
and interaction that are typical for traditional HCI (Hornecker & Dünser, 2009). My
experiment does not support this rationale: my EPT, carefully designed to re-mate174
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rialize the payment process, to make it more visual and tangible, and thus more fit to
humans, is not perceived as the more direct, natural and intuitive payment device.
On the contrary, it is perceived as a hard challenge that demands mastering. One
could argue that directness, naturalness and intuitiveness are vague concepts that
should be defined further before drawing conclusions, but, in my opinion, there is
an unmistakably pragmatic feel to them, which is not reflected in the quantitative
part of my experiment. In contrast with the concept of familiarity, I did not find
evidence that more tangibility, or re-materialization for this matter, leads to a more
direct interaction. The more simple and practical terminal is the CPT, in spite of its
text-based interaction and overall computer-like appearance.
The qualitative part of the experiment shows a more nuanced image. Although the
CPT clearly is appreciated for its speed (it demands few actions) and its practicality
(it demands actions that are easy to accomplish), there is the recurrent topic of control. As described in Chapter 6, section 6.1.4.6, the EPT generates a feeling of control
and clarity. I think this asset is a consequence of my strive to re-materialize and to
make the digital payment process more natural, and it definitely is a pragmatic quality.

7.1.2.2 Hedonic Quality

Hedonic Quality turned out to be the most salient variable, with high effect sizes in
all three experiments. Overall, the EPT scored higher on Hedonic Quality than the
CPT. The EPT was found to be more captivating, stylish, premium and creative (the
4 HQ items) than the CPT. In the open questions, the participants situated the EPT
in exclusive and trendy stores, while they connected the CPT more with supermarkets. I suggest that the EPT’s high score on Positive Affect, can be partially brought
back to its score on Hedonic Quality.
There is an aspect in this matter that personally strikes me, and I want to discuss it
here. I was involved, as a professional designer, in the development of the XENTA
contactless reader module, for Worldline (the colored component in Figure 4.1,
Chapter 4). When I joined the project, the XENTA terminal was already in use, and
only the additional module had to be designed and developed. I invested a tremendous amount of effort in the search for a valuable and beautiful overall shape for this
module, and this in several exhaustive iterations. I designed and presented several
concepts for overall shape and shape details, material, color and color allocation,
texture, and visual molding features, from which the best one was chosen and meticulously elaborated into a full fledged, production-ready product. The amount of
styling work I did on the EPT, was rather minimal compared to that on the XENTA
contactless reader module. The EPT comes with a global shape language that can be
described as elementary and simple. I admit I spent considerable time on the overall
proportion and composition of the EPT, and this for its different physical states. But
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I did not round or chamfer any edge, nor did I double curve any surface to enhance
the light play on it and make it look more sophisticated. The material is just plain
3D printed ABS material. I deliberately did not sand, smooth or paint the surfaces
(except for the slider and the token, which I painted for functional reasons). And
still, the EPT is perceived as more stylish and premium than the CPT. How can this
be explained?
An argument that immediately forces itself upon me, is the following. The on-screen
graphics of the EPT were developed simultaneously with the physical concept. As
such, both developments were allowed to compose one another, resulting in a coherent overall style and choreography. When I started the development of the XENTA
contactless reader module, the on-screen graphics of the XENTA terminal were
already defined, and could not be altered.
However, I think this is only one part of the truth. The complete argument is that
the EPT’s design process involved interaction. The XENTA’s design process didn’t,
as it was just about form and function. Frens (2006) establishes the opportunities
that digital products and systems have to offer to designers. As the controls of digital
products are not determined by the functional parts of these products, these controls
can be freely chosen and created by the designer. The interface with digital products
is designable. However, Djajadiningrat et al. (2004) state that the realm of digital
products is virgin territory for industrial design since industrial designers do not
fully exploit the design opportunities that are offered by digital products. Today’s
designers are familiar with coupling form to function, but they lack an orientation
towards interaction. In this matter, Djajadiningrat advocates a shift from aesthetics
of appearance to aesthetics of interaction. I strongly believe that, during my numerous Research through Design cycles, I myself underwent this orientation shift, and I
operationalized it in the design of the EPT. The CPT solely incorporates aesthetics of
appearance, while the EPT was designed to be beautiful in appearance and in interaction. The participants in my experiments apparently felt this, and judged the EPT
as more stylish.
In my opinion, here lies one of the major findings of this Research through Design
cycle. The intention to design a digital payment terminal that re-materializes money,
has led to a device that generates a specific form of aesthetics. I will discuss this topic
in Chapter 8.
In this section, I want to add that, in the qualitative part of the online and vendor
experiments, the EPT’s appearance appeared to play a larger role than in the physical experiment. I think this must be related to the simple fact that, in the online
and vendor experiments, the participants were merely shown a movie, while in the
physical experiment, they were asked to actively engage in a real interaction routine.
In the latter case, the visual appearance of the EPT (and of the CPT)was less important, as it was only one aspect in the whole experience.
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7.1.2.3 General Product Evaluation

In all experiments, the CPT scored higher on Pragmatic Quality, and the EPT on
Hedonic Quality. Although the CPT is the more efficient terminal, the EPT definitely is the more captivating and creative one. As for General Product Evaluation, the
EPT scored higher in the physical and online experiments, and no significance was
found in the vendor experiment. I related the latter to the EPT’s high score on Negative Affect in this vendor experiment, as discussed in section 7.1.1.7.
The results of the physical and online experiments provide support for Hassenzahl’s
theory that pragmatic quality is only a basic condition or hygiene factor which needs
to be fulfilled for a product in order to generate a positive user experience. A product that is malfunctioning, and therefore has low pragmatic quality, simply is a bad
product. A product that fulfills the task it was designed for (Hassenzahl’s do-goal),
is not necessarily experienced as a good product. Therefore it also needs to fulfill
so-called be-goals, or possess hedonic quality. If General Product Evaluation was
uniquely determined by pragmatic values, then the CPT would score higher on it.
The results clearly tell a different story.
The EPT is perceived as less practical than the CPT. But it is also experienced as
more stimulating and fascinating. This latter characteristic makes up for its lower
score on Pragmatic Quality. In the end, the EPT is evaluated as the better terminal,
in the quantitative part of the experiment.
The qualitative part of the experiment tells a more nuanced story. Only in the online
experiment, the majority of the decided participants prefer the EPT over the CPT
(Figure 7.3, right). In the physical and vendor experiments (right images in Figures
7.2 and 7.4), more than half prefer the CPT. In order to provide an explanation for
this, I suggest the following. The four items of General Product Evaluation touch
upon separate evaluative values of both terminals, such as their beauty or goodness.
The open question - Which payment device do you prefer? – refers to the terminals
themselves. When both devices were considered as payment terminals instead of as
experience generating machines, than the CPT offered some advantages: the participants were familiar with its form factor and with its payment medium, the payment
card. Moreover, the CPT’s token was regarded as bulky and unhandy. These factors
might have led to an overall choice for the CPT.

7.1.3 Being-in-control and tangibility

In the quantitative experiments, we saw that the major benefit of the EPT over the
CPT was found in the EPT’s hedonic quality, and fulfillment of the need for stimulation. This also clearly came up in the qualitative experiments, where the EPT turned
out to be the more creative and pleasurable terminal, that preferably would be installed in exclusive and fashionable shops. One could ask the question how long-lasting
this hedonic quality and stimulating experience really is. Once the user is used to it,
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how much remains of the initial experience? Or, as Hassenzahl et al. (2013, p. 29)
state it, “stimulation is based on the ever new, and thus implies short-lived consumption.”
However, when I further consider the results of the qualitative experiments, the EPT
seems to generate a more complex experience than a one-dimensional stimulating
one. Other assets, different from its possibly superficial appeal, seem to appear.
First, the EPT was said to give a clear visual overview of the payment transaction,
and, for the customer, generate a sense of “being-in-control”. This concept of overview and controllability was also apparent in the quantitative results of the online
experiment, where the EPT scored higher on autonomy.
Next, the EPT was experienced as making the payment routine more tangible and
approachable, as opposed to the CPT, resulting in a feeling of “having paid”. Participants reported, often in expressive phrases, that they felt that the EPT approached
the payment process more physically, human, and sensually. They could “feel” the
money flow from them towards the vendor. They had the feeling of literally “handing
over” something, and doing this in a conscious way. I want to explicitly remark that
this asset was only detected in the qualitative experiments, and not in the quantitative ones. However, I do think that it positively influenced the EPT’s score on Positive Affect, stimulation and Hedonic Quality.
Both assets, being-in-control and tangibility, are the result of one and the same
attempt: the attempt to re-materialize.
One could object that a similar level of control and clarity could easily be incorporated in the CPT, by simply adding the customer credit on the customer display, so as
to give the customer more insight in his spending behavior. In that case, re-materialization would not be needed. I agree that the CPT could provide more information
on its display and as such make the payment transaction more transparent, but I
doubt that this would enhance the payment experience up to the same degree as
does the EPT. I think that it is the incorporation of the physical world in the EPT,
that causes the feeling of being-in-control and tangibility. It is the physical world that
provided the inspiration to represent money by a liquid that explicitly flows from
one physical place to another, guided by conscious user actions. The emerging experience is not just a side-effect of more information or cognition. It is the result of a
meticulously designed interaction that exploits the customer’s cognitive, perceptual-motor, emotional and social skills. The intention to design this interaction came
from the third stand, or from my view on the guidance of dematerialization. In other
words, in this Research through Design cycle, the third stand has led to a payment
terminal that incorporates the concepts of being-in-control and tangibility more
than the CPT, which is an exponent of the second stand, or the current generation of
digital payment terminals.
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What does this mean? I like to believe that, by applying the third stand, I have developed a payment terminal that makes the payment process less abstract, and the
customer more aware of his payment behavior.

7.1.4 Four possible biases

The setup of the experiments might have biased the results. I see four possible biases.
First, we should bear in mind that, although both payment terminals presented a
novel interaction routine, the form factor of the CPT, and the fact that it involves
a payment card, was something that all participants were familiar with. Moreover,
when the experiment took place, the XENTA terminal was widely used in the Benelux. To what extent did this influence the experiment’s results? It is hard to adequately answer this question. The qualitative experiments clearly proved that this familiarity played a role, and mostly favored the CPT above the EPT. I think this is one
reason why the vendor experiment turned out the way it did. On the other hand, it
did not prevent the EPT to score better on topics that are important in the context of
this dissertation, like Positive Affect, stimulation, Hedonic Quality, Global Product
Evaluation, being-in-control and tangibility. The results of the experiments are solid
and outspoken enough to form the foundations for Chapter 8 and 9, where the rationale of the third stand is defined.
Second, the EPT clearly is a prototype, while the CPT is a mass product. In this case
I do not refer to the fact that the CPT is widely known as opposed to the EPT, but
rather to the fact that it has already proven itself in the real world. My suggestion is
that this achievement lends the CPT an image of reliability and trustworthiness and
thus influences the results of the experiment.
Third, in none of the three experiments, the participants executed a real payment
with their own money. They only acted as if they purchased something, in an artificial, neutral context. This might have influenced some of the experiment’s outcome.
At this moment, it is difficult to assess the importance of this influence.
Finally, although both terminals were presented in the same way, it must have been
clear that the experiment was testing the EPT rather than the CPT. In that case the
participants might have wanted to please the experimenter, and tell him what he
or she liked to hear. This bias, the so-called social desirability bias (Edwards, 1957),
might have played a role in the physical and vendor experiment, since the experimenter was actively involved in both of them.
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7.2 Ethics and digital payment

7.2.1 The EPT as a value driven payment terminal

Zellermayer (1997) introduced the term the pain of paying. The pain of paying refers
to the negative emotion one experiences in parting with his or her money. The pain
of paying depends on the payment amount, but also on the payment method (Raghubir & Srivastiva, 2008). Paying in cash enhances the pain of paying, while paying
with a payment card reduces it. In this context, Soman (2003) introduces the concept
of transparency. The transparency of a payment mechanism is defined as the saliency of this payment method, relative to payment in cash, in other words, it is “the
vividness with which individuals can feel the outflow of money, with cash being the
most transparent payment method” (Raghubir & Srivastiva, 2008, p. 214). The pain
of paying of a payment method is proportionate to its transparency, and plays a role
in the consumer’s self-regulation (Prelec & Loewenstein, 1998). It makes them aware
of what they are paying for their consumption. In short: the higher the transparency
of a certain payment method, the higher its pain of paying, and the more aware the
customer will be of his payment behavior. This will influence his consumption and
spending behavior.
I want to make clear that, when I designed the EPT, it was not my initial intention
to make the user more aware of his expenses. In applying the third stand on a digital
payment terminal, I strongly pursued the idea of familiarity and naturalness, and
wanted to define the most natural way of digital payment. I also expected to obtain
benefits that were related to a sense of personal well-being of the customer, like stimulation or a feeling of relatedness towards the vendor.
With the emergence of the characteristic of controllability, I consider the EPT as an
eye-opener on two levels.
First, I state that the EPT and my experiment prove that it is possible to devise a
form of digital payment that has a higher transparency (Soman, 2003) than the current generation of digital payment terminals, and therefore enhances the customer’s
awareness of his monetary possessions and spending. Digital payment does not
necessarily lead to an abstraction of money. Second, I want to go further and consider this awareness as a benefit of the EPT, rather than merely a consequence or a side
effect. In my attempt to guide the dematerialization of cash money, I created a payment terminal that distinguishes itself from existing terminals by bearing a different
moral dimension.
Peter Paul Verbeek advocates a specific relationship between ethics and technology.
He states that until now, ethical reflection has approached technology from the outside, as a monolithic phenomenon (Verbeek, 2011). Only recently, endeavors have
been made to consider separate technological phenomena, from the inside. This
means that each individual product or artifact is considered to possess and impose
ethical values. No product has ever been neutral. Although products can’t have
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intentions of their own, since they are inanimate “things”, they carry the intentions
of the people that created them. A speed bump carries and imposes morality, since
it says: “you will not drive fast.” Every product has been designed to fulfill a certain
goal, and therefore is loaded with intentionality, if we want it or not. This understanding has important consequences for us, designers. If products indeed carry intentionality, than it is our duty to make sure that this intentionality has a well-considered
ethical foundation. In Chapter 9, I discuss the ethical foundation of the third stand.

7.2.2 Illustration: Jordy Rooijakkers

Jordy Rooijakkers, a 2nd year master student at Eindhoven University of Technology, department of Industrial Design, chose to dedicate his master project to the
further exploration of this particular ethical stance, and this through the development of a personal payment device (Figure 7.5). He started from today’s prevailing
idea that digital payment interactions should be “frictionless”, meaning that they
should demand as little time, physical effort and awareness as possible. Although,
from an efficiency perspective, this strive is legitimate, it turns out to be problematic
for some user groups. A report by De Nederlandsche Bank (Hernandez, Jonker, &
Kosse, 2014) shows that people with lower incomes and problems to get by every
month, find cash money more useful than debit cards for budgeting purposes.
Jordy challenged today’s vision of frictionless payment, and designed a payment
device that aims at making its owner more aware of his spending and budget. This
awareness is created in a direct, bodily way. The payment device informs its owner
about the balance on his account and about his spending behavior by means of force

Figure 7.5 | Digital payment system by Jordy Rooijakkers.
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feedback, physical displacement (shape changes), vibration and light movement.
Particularly interesting in this project was the fact that Jordy worked with the idea of
digital payment as a skill that one has to assimilate and master over time.
Through a broad series of meticulously designed working prototypes, Jordy explored
and tested different design directions, and in the end, he succeeded in convincing
that the idea of “more friction instead of less” might be possible and even viable in
a personal payment device. A video of this payment device can be found on www.
lukasvancampenhout.com, under “Design Research”. The video is called “Embodied
Digital Transactions”.

7.3 Further reading

I defined the third stand as an industrial design perspective on the guidance of
dematerialization. It is an answer to the currently prevailing second stand, that takes
dematerialization as a given in order to pursue efficiency and effectiveness. The third
stand builds further upon the foundations of the rich interaction framework and its
roots in tangible interaction and the theory of affordances. It seeks value in design
for strong specificity, as the latter opens the gate to the physical world.
In Chapters 5, 6 and 7, I described an experiment that compared the third stand with
the second stand, in order to find answers on the following research question:
• What is the added value of the third stand?
The experiment revealed two phenomena, that provide answers:
• The EPT, a third stand product, was the more pleasurable, creative and beautiful terminal, as compared with the CPT, a second stand product. The cause of
this appeal must be sought in the fact that the EPT was holistically designed for
a unity of form, function and interaction, while the CPT, a traditional digital
product, was designed only for form and function. More specifically, I think the
EPT, and with it the third stand, bring forth a specific and typical kind of aesthetics. These specific aesthetics only reveal themselves when designing from the
perspective of the third stand. I call them the aesthetics of the third stand, and I
will further explore and deepen them in Chapter 8.
• The EPT was experienced to visualize the payment process more clearly, and to
offer a higher level of control on the payment transaction. It showed that digital
payment does not necessarily lead to an abstraction of payment actions. Therefore it can be considered as embodying a specific moral dimension. One could
say this is just a matter of usability: which information is offered by the product
at what moment? I think the rationale that can be distilled out of this experiment goes further than that, and forms the backbone and the very reason of
existence of re-materialization and the third stand. I will discuss it in Chapter 9,
The enriching limitations of the physical world.
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8.0 In this chapter

I ended Chapter 7 by stating that the EPT offered a specific form of aesthetics of
interaction. In this chapter, I coin these aesthetics as the aesthetics of the third stand,
and describe them in detail. First, I start with an overview of several perspectives on
aesthetics of interaction, in order to position the aesthetics of the third stand among
them.
Second, I pinpoint the aesthetics of the third stand by indicating them on the EPT,
and I discuss their characteristics. I coin the persistent and the ephemeral as two possible manifestations of digital processes in the physical world. The aesthetics of the
third stand reside in the coupling between persistent and ephemeral events, and may
create feelings of magic and surprise, but also commotion and alienation.
After that, I explore how one can design for the aesthetics of the third stand, by presenting two design projects. Both projects illustrate how, in a third stand design process, the persistent and the ephemeral compose one another through different iterations.
I end this chapter with a short reflection on the meaning and importance of the aesthetics.

8.1 Aesthetics of interaction in perspective
8.1.1 Aesthetics of interaction

As to what aesthetics of interaction are and what they are not, a lot has been written
and discussed. I want to provide the reader with a simple, grounded definition that
fits the context of this chapter. In the introduction of this thesis, I defined interaction
design, and situated it in the context of interactive products. Traditional industrial
design focuses on products, their form and their function (Heskett, 1980). It depends
upon the “modelling of dimensions in space” (Jones, 1992, p. XXXII). Traditional
design aesthetics then concerns basic aesthetic principles of static form, or aesthetics
of appearance (Djajadiningrat et al., 2004; Locher, Overbeeke, & Wensveen, 2010):
2D and 3D form and composition, color, visual balance and coherence, visual and
tactile properties of materials and textures etc.. As interaction design focuses on the
interaction of humans and digital products and systems, the time dimension is central in its design process (Hallnäs & Redström, 2002; Jones, 1992). Interaction design
aesthetics then offers designers aesthetic principles over time, i.e. the principles of
dynamic form, or 4D form (3D appearance and movement), as Djajadiningrat et al.
(2007) put it: bodily actions, temporal structures, physical and virtual movements
and form changes. I position the aesthetics of the third stand as one such principle.
In the following, I present three existing viewpoints on the aesthetics of interaction,
in order to provide a background for the aesthetics of the third stand.
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8.1.2 User experience

In Chapter 5, I presented the research field of user experience, by highlighting the
work of Hassenzahl. By advancing experience design (Hassenzahl et al., 2013), Hassenzahl connects user experience with interaction design. The bridge between user
experience and aesthetics of interaction is made as Lenz, Diefenbach, and Hassenzahl (2013, p. 133) argue that “beauty in interaction can only emerge, when the interaction is in line with the overarching user experience“, in other words, aesthetics of
interaction and user experience compose one another.
Hassenzahl distinguishes three different levels of interaction (Hassenzahl, 2010;
Lenz et al., 2013; Lenz, Diefenbach, & Hassenzahl, 2014):
• The do-level focuses on the goal of the interaction routine, and the functionality
that is needed to accomplish it. For example, I have a digital hand-camera at
home. Its main goal is to shoot home-movies. Therefore, it is a mobile device,
has substantial storage capacity, is compatible with a standard PC, etc..
• The motor-level addresses the physical interaction itself. It considers the sequence
of actions needed to obtain the above-mentioned do-goal. In the example of my
hand camera, this approach studies which controls I would have to manipulate
to make a home movie, in which order, what feedback the device offers etc..
• The be-level studies the experiences and emotions that emerge from the interaction, and that make up the deeper meaning of the digital device. With my hand
camera, I am able to produce a fluent and engaging home movie, which gives me
a feeling of confidence, pride and autonomy.
Lenz et al. (2014) generated a list of descriptive attributes that were associated with
interactions (e.g. expression, anxiety, ambiguity, precision). They found that these
attributes could be divided in two groups, according to the conceptual level they
addressed:
• low-level interaction attributes, which were connected with the motor-level
• high-level experiential attributes, which were connected with the be-level
In the context of this chapter, it is important to note that these low-level attributes
are believed to be crucially important in mediating and creating high-level experiences (Lenz et al., 2013; Diefenbach, Lenz, & Hassenzahl, 2013).

8.1.3 Computational technology as a design material

Hallnäs (2011) discusses the aesthetics of interaction at a fundamental level. He
nuances the experience design perspective, discussed in 8.1.2., claiming that user
experience measurement can never entirely define the conception of an interactive
product. He explains that, inside each interactive product, there is an element that
determines the product’s interaction, and that makes user experience possible. This
element is the computational technology itself (Landin, 2009). This computational
technology, or computational material (Vallgårda & Sokoler, 2010), depends on the
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execution of programs, and therefore has its own characteristic: it changes over time,
as we interact with it, and as such forms temporal structures. Hallnäs et al. call this
phenomenon temporal gestalt (Hallnäs, Melin, & Redström, 2002), and the computational material is a temporal material (Hallnäs, 2011). The task for design research
now is to investigate how this temporal material builds interactions.
Hallnäs’s theory is taken further by Vallgårda, who establishes her material strategy
(Vallgårda & Sokoler, 2010). She refines Hallnäs’s and Redström’s ideas by bringing
forward the computational composite. The above defined computational material
generates digital processes, continuously locating and relocating electrical charges
on a PCB. Since these processes are not perceivable for the human sensorial apparatus, designers have to make them perceivable by coupling the computational material to another material, which we can perceive. This alloy of two materials makes
up the computational composite. Vallgårda (2014) developed numerous projects, in
which this concept is illustrated. As the second material with which the computational material is connected, she typically chooses for traditional, artisanal materials
like wood (e.g. PLANKS, 2010), copper (e.g. Copper Tiles, 2010) and textile (e.g.
Bonad, the Dress Room, 2013). The results are surprising and beautiful installations,
that look and feel very physical and earthy, but at the same time embody temporal
gestalt.

8.1.4 Resonant interaction and the ethics of interaction

In my own department at the TU/e, Hummels (Hummels, Ross, & Overbeeke, 2003)
establishes resonant interaction as an approach to aesthetics of interaction. She starts
from a metaphor used by Gibson (1966) stating that we, humans, are tuned to the
objects that surround us in a unique, highly individual way. The human perceptual
system is only directed to a part of the stimuli that it receives, just like a radio is tuned
to the frequency of one specific broadcasting station, and not to other frequencies.
In other words, our senses resonate with some stimuli, and not with others. This
directness changes continuously, since it depends on what we are doing at a specific moment. When I am hungry, my perceptual system is tuned towards stimuli in
my environment that afford eating. Hummels extends this concept of resonance by
adding our cognitive and emotional skills to it, next to our perceptual skills. We resonate with an object because we feel attracted to it in some way or another. This form
of resonance is not just a temporal response, but a part of our personality. It is determined by our beliefs and desires, our education and cultural background. Hummels
(Hummels et al., 2003) advocates an approach to interaction design, which she calls
design for resonance, and illustrates it with several design projects.
Ross and Wensveen, also from the TU/e, approach aesthetics of interaction from a
different theoretical perspective: Shustermans pragmatist aesthetics (Petersen, Iversen, Krogh, & Ludvigsen, 2004; Ross & Wensveen, 2010; Shusterman, 2000), which
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distances itself from the traditional viewpoint of analytic aesthetics. Central in the
viewpoint of analytic aesthetics, is the concept of contemplation. One contemplates a
product, which means that one considers its aesthetic appeal as something that autonomously resides in the product itself, isolated from its physical context. The analytic aesthetic experience gives immediate satisfaction (Petersen et al., 2004) and is
disinterested, since it is valued for its own sake, instead of serving a purpose outside
itself (Ross, 2008). In industrial design practice, analytic aesthetics may be reduced
to visual appearance (Petersen et al., 2004), and may ultimately lead to formalism
(Ross, 2008). On the contrary, pragmatist aesthetics, as Shusterman defines them,
do not reside within products or artifacts, but rather emerge in our interaction with
them (Overbeeke, 2007). Aesthetics are not an abstract, autonomous notion, provided by a single artifact. They are experienced by us while we interact with our everyday surroundings. At the same time they have, next to intrinsic value, a significance
in daily practice (Ross & Wensveen, 2010): an aesthetic experience engages us and
stimulates us to reach the goal we pursue. Based on Shusterman’s insights, Ross and
Wensveen (2010) define aesthetics of interaction as firmly rooted in the socio-cultural context of a product. Since aesthetics of interaction emerge in practice, they
have practical consequences: they influence our interaction with the products that
surround us, and our relation with the people next to us. Therefore, they bear an
ethical dimension. If the design of a product can steer its user’s behavior, it should
be carefully considered from an ethical point of view. The connection between ethics
and aesthetics of interaction forms the very backbone of Ross’s dissertation (2008).
Through the design of several intelligent products, Ross shows that a product’s interaction can elicit certain values, like helpfulness or social power. He provides a design
approach to consciously design products that “mildly invite” (Ross, 2008, p. 47) a
pre-defined behaviour.
Hummels’s and Ross’s viewpoints obviously share a common substance, but also a
common methodology: both research areas start from a theoretical (psychological
or philosophical) perspective on aesthetics of interaction, and set out a Research
through Design path in which this perspective is particularized.

8.1.5 Positioning

I now want to position the aesthetics of the third stand with respect to these three
perspectives. From a user experience point of view, I situate the aesthetics of the
third stand as a low, motor-level approach, as they originate directly from a specific
orchestration of digital and physical actions and events. This low-level character of
the aesthetics is in line with the material strategy of Hallnäs and Vallgårda. The fundamental nature of their perspective, which states that there is something inherent
in digital technology that makes user experience possible, feels familiar. The aesthetics of the third stand is a perspective on the temporal, fluent nature of digital tech188
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nology itself, as an instigator of beauty in interaction. The distinction between the
aesthetics of the third stand and the other perspectives at TU/e, defined in section
8.1.4, can be related to the starting point of the third stand: dematerialization. The
third stand is a design perspective that wants to guide dematerialization, and focuses
on the border between the physical and the digital world. The aesthetics of the third
stand are situated on this border.
The aesthetics were not thought of on forehand, but rose up as a phenomenon in the
interaction with the different research vehicles. There was a precedent though: the
rich actions camera of Joep Frens.

8.1.6 Rich actions camera

Joep Frens concludes his dissertation with the open question of what aesthetic interaction exactly is. He says: “The way how action and feedback are coupled contributes
to aesthetic interaction” (Frens, 2006, p.180). He gives the example of his rich actions
camera, and more specifically, how the user takes a picture with it, and saves this
picture. I describe it here. A video of this interaction routine can be found on www.
lukasvancampenhout.com, under “Design Research”. The video is called “Rich Actions Camera”.
The user aims the camera at the object or scene that he wants to capture. The camera’s display, which is aligned with its lens, shows in a steady stream what the camera
registers. The user takes a picture by pushing the trigger that holds the display
(Figure 8.1, left). When the trigger is pushed, the display flips away from the lens,
and is aligned with the memory card (Figure 8.1, right). On the display, the picture is frozen. When the user wants to save the picture, he pushes the display, with
the picture, towards the memory card (Figure 8.2, left). When the display “touches”
the memory card, the picture seems to slide from the display in the memory card
(Figure 8.2, right). This specific action routine, and later on the idea of aesthetics
residing in coupling, formed the start of the research process that lead to the aesthetics of the third stand. These aesthetics clearly manifest themselves in the design of
the Experimental Payment Terminal (EPT). In the following section, I indicate the
aesthetics of the third stand on the EPT.

Figure 8.1 | Left: The user pushes the trigger. right: The display aligns with the memory

card. Pictures courtesy of Joep Frens.
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Figure 8.2 | Left: The user pushes the display towards the memory card. Right: The pic-

ture on the display slides “into” the memory card. Pictures courtesy of Joep Frens.

8.2 The aesthetics of the EPT
8.2.1 Five engaging events

In the interaction process of the EPT, I consciously designed five engaging events.
When I think of them in retrospect, I acknowledge that they share a common flavor:
they all evoke a similar kind of fascination and attraction. What is this attraction
made of? What causes it? I hereby describe each event, and explain what makes it
fascinating. A video of these events can be found on www.lukasvancampenhout.
com, under “Design Research”. The name of the video is “Experimental Payment
Terminal”.

8.2.1.1 The movement of the traveler (Figure 8.3, left)

After the vendor has entered the payment amount on his keypad, he grabs the traveler with the payment amount displayed on it, and moves it towards the customer.
As the traveler moves, the payment amount rotates on the display. The speed and
direction of this rotation are coupled with the speed and direction of the traveler’s
movement. At the end of this movement, the payment amount has rotated 180° and
is oriented towards the customer. For both users, it feels as if the on-screen image is
coupled with a gear that is driven by the movement of the traveler. Yet, it is obviously
clear that the rotating entity is just a representation, and not a real mechanical component.

8.2.1.2 The placement of the customer’s token (Figure 8.3, right)

As soon as the customer has placed his token in the cradle of the customer module,
the green liquid, representing the money on the customer’s bank account, seems to
“rise up” out of the token. Both movements are naturally coupled, but there clearly is
no liquid in the token, and the liquid on the display is virtual.
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Figure 8.3 | Left: The movement of the traveler causes the on-screen payment amount to

rotate. Right: The green liquid “rises up” out of the token.

8.2.1.3 The movement of the slider (Figure 8.4)

When the customer pushes the slider towards the vendor, this slider is shown on
the display, pushing the liquid forward. An illusion is created of watching the slider
through the display, as if the latter were a transparent window. As the slider moves
forward, it transforms and adopts a “digital, on-screen” shape. The movement of the
slider, its speed and direction, is naturally coupled with the movement of this digital
shape. Yet the user knows he does not see the real slider, but an on-screen incarnation of it.

Figure 8.4 | As the slider is pushed forward, it appears on the customer display.
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8.2.1.4 The injection of the money in the traveler display (Figure 8.5 and
8.6, left)

When the customer pushes the slider further, the green liquid is injected in the traveler display (Figure 8.5). It flows from one display to another, while both displays
belong to physically separated entities. The impossibility of this movement is reinforced when the traveler display is filled up, and separates itself from the customer
module to move towards the vendor (Figure 8.6, left). The whole event seems natural, but at the same time, it is clear that no real liquid is injected.

Figure 8.5 | The money is injected, from the customer display into the traveler display.

Figure 8.6 | Left: The traveler display separates itself from the customer module. Right:

The green liquid flows “in” the vendor module.
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8.2.1.5 The automatic movement of the traveler (Figure 8.6, right)

When the traveler reaches the vendor module, it abruptly stops its automatic movement. This stopping generates a natural collision sound, after which the green liquid
immediately flows “in” the vendor module, as if the inertia of this liquid causes the
continuation of its movement. Again, the on-screen movement seems to obey to the
natural laws of gravity and mass, but no real liquid is moved.

8.2.2 Discussion

All these events contain a physical movement, either executed by the user (events 1,
2, 3 and 4), or automatically actuated (event 5). In each event, these physical movements go together with on-screen movements. Both movements are coupled, and
the coupling between them has a natural character to some extent, but feels artificial
at the same time. Let me explain this in detail.
The physical and on-screen movements in the EPT are perceived by the user as
clearly distinctive. The physical movements feel physical, since they cause a real
relocation of separate physical entities: the token, the slider and the traveler. The
on-screen movements feel digital, since they are only representations of moving
things and are able to appear and disappear, without leaving traces. This inherent
contrast prohibits physical and on-screen movements to be perceived as one and
the same phenomenon. The user feels this contradiction between them, and the
impossibility of unifying them. Yet, it is also clear for the user that both physical and
on-screen movements are designed to harmonize with each other in such a way that
they are perceived very close to one another. They are naturally coupled on several
aspects: time, location, direction etc. (Wensveen et al., 2004). This belonging to each
other and at the same time being intrinsically different make up a fascinating and
engaging tension field. This tension field plays uniquely on the border of the physical
and the digital world, and thus must be conceived as immanently present in this border. The purposeful steering of this tension field by the designer is what causes the
user’s aesthetic experience, which I call the aesthetics of the third stand.

8.3 The aesthetics of the third stand
8.3.1 Aesthetics by coupling

The beauty and engagement that is provided by the physical world, has a certain
character. Watching a butterfly crawling out of its chrysalis, walking bare-foot on
wet grass on a spring morning or enjoying good food can be aesthetic experiences.
They feel physical, as they are inherently connected to the persistence and tangibility
of the physical world.
In contrast, the engagement that comes from the digital world has another character.
A gracious animation or a consecutive series of intensely colored images on a display
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can be strikingly beautiful. This beauty feels digital, since it has the fluent, temporal
character of the digital world.
A digital product now can offer both kind of aesthetics, physical and digital, at the
same time. Feeling the weight of my tablet computer on my lap, and touching the
cold, fine texture of its aluminium housing gives me a pleasing sensation of quality.
Watching pictures on it from a holiday in the South of France, with its overwhelming
nature and rich colors, gives me an aesthetic experience as well. The aesthetics of the
third stand though, belong to neither of these categories. They reside only in products where the physical and the digital are equally approached and balanced in a
specific way. They are not the sum of physical and digital aesthetics, since both kinds
differ too much in nature to be simply added up. Then what are they? I want to make
the comparison with a decent pop song. What makes out the appeal of, for example, Bob Dylan’s “Don’t think twice it’s all right”? It certainly is not only the music,
which, for any classic music lover will be rather basic. Nor is it only the lyrics, since
they seem quite ordinary when they are printed out on paper and read without the
accompanying music. The real power of this song (at least of a particular version of
it) lies in the combination of words cited/sung against the background of music. The
music and the rhythm lend the words a specific, unique character, and vice versa.
It is this combination that strikes so many people in such a profound way that they
have a hard time to explain what they are struck by.
The aesthetics of the third stand rise as a combination of physical and digital events
and more specific, in the coupling between them. With coupling, I refer to the generic definition that Dourish (2001) gives, being the coupling between the physical and
the digital, rather than the coupling that is defined by Wensveen et al. (2004) and
adopted by Frens (2006), as the link between user’s actions and product’s reactions.
Now what is this coupling about? What makes it so fascinating?

8.3.2 The persistent versus the ephemeral

As described in Chapter 1, the physical world is tangible, static and persistent, while
the digital world is intangible, dynamic and transient. Both worlds’ characters are
each other’s opposites, and contrast in more than one way. As Vallgårda and Sokoler
(2010) put it, digital processes in their original form are not perceivable for us. In
order to become perceivable, they need to be translated to a perceivable form. How
this translation is realized, is up to the designer. He has two possibilities:
1. He can choose to emphasize the intrinsic digital character of these processes,
their fluency and transience, by choosing a medium that fits this character and
is able to fully capture it: light, sound, on-screen and projected stills and animations. The two displays on the Experimental Payment Terminal are examples of
this approach.
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2. He can also choose to re-materialize, or to translate these processes to a graspable, physical form that does not capture all the aspects of their digital character,
but instead offers other assets, such as expressiveness or physical affordances.
An example of this is the traveler in the Experimental Payment Terminal, which
embodies the transfer of money from the customer to the vendor.
Both approaches result in physical events that are manifestations of digital processes
in the physical world. However, the character of these events, i.e. the way we perceive
them, differs according to the approach. Events that result from the first approach,
feel temporal and fluid. I refer to them as ephemeral events. Events that result from
the second approach, feel permanent and static. I call them persistent. In the same
line, I indicate the whole of ephemeral events as the ephemeral, and the whole of
persistent events as the persistent. From an industrial design point of view, I consider
the discord persistent–ephemeral as more accurate than the discord physical–digital, and bring it into use henceforth. After all, also ephemeral phenomena, like light
flashes or images on a screen, are physical.
An event can never be persistent and ephemeral at the same time. This tension between both concepts is exactly what makes out the aesthetics of the third stand. The
designer couples both persistent and ephemeral events in such a way, that the resulting event appears to be persistent as well as ephemeral. In that way, the aesthetics of
the third stand lie in the deliberately naïve strive towards an impossible marriage,
with the product acting as if this marriage is possible. This coupling of both types
of events is nothing more than intuitively bringing the persistent and the ephemeral
very close to each other, so that the intrinsic contrast that exists between them can
surface in the interaction. Once both realms are close enough, they seem to touch
each other, as the persistent flows in the ephemeral and the other way round. At
this point, the border between them is not a solid wall, but a thin membrane that is
permeable at certain spots. The clearest example of this phenomenon in the EPT is
the moment where the slider is pushed forward and transforms into its on-screen
incarnation (Figure 8.4). It feels like you push the drawer right through the membrane, from the persistent into the ephemeral. This flow from the persistent in the
ephemeral and back, surfaced for the first time in the audio system and the payment
terminal (Chapter 2, section 2.3.2.2), where the information aggregate flew from one
module into the other, thereby changing its shape. I described it as a moment of
metamorphosis.
Why is this ostensible union of the persistent and the ephemeral so engaging? Its
inherent impossibility, gives it a magic feel. I explain this further. The concept of
familiarity has been used several times throughout this dissertation: we directly use
or simulate properties of the physical world in our interaction with digital products
and systems, to make this interaction more natural and intuitive (Dourish, 2001).
The emerging interaction then draws upon our “… common sense knowledge about
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the physical world.” (Jacob et al., 2008, p. 202). The aesthetics of the third stand now
too seek to exploit this common sense knowledge, but at the same time they slightly
violate it, by deliberately exposing the ephemeral. The resulting event thus has an
irrational, impossible flavor, since the feeling of familiarity is not only reinforced, but
also questioned. The enchantment that comes with the aesthetics of the third stand,
comprises feelings of magic, surprise and emotion (Stienstra, Alonso, Wensveen, &
Kuenen, 2012; Wensveen et al., 2004) but also of commotion, insecurity and alienation. I believe beauty comes in different forms, and agree with Overbeeke, Djajadiningrat, Hummels, Wensveen, and Frens (2005, p. 9) when they say that emotions
may not be “narrowed down to fun”.

8.3.3 An immanent presence

In Chapter 2, I stated that the third stand centers on the border between the digital
and the physical. This means that third stand products have a clearly perceivable
physical and digital side to them: the persistent and the ephemeral. Both sides are
coupled to each other, and in this coupling reside the aesthetics of the third stand.
In other words, the aesthetics of the third stand are a direct consequence of the third
stand itself. They are autonomous and immanently present in each third stand product. They are always already there, since they start from a third stand product’s
most fundamental building stones: the persistent, the ephemeral and the tension
between them. In that sense, the aesthetics of the third stand are not an expression
of a certain feeling or emotion. They are a composition of persistent and ephemeral
characteristics. The visceral, pre-reflective enchantment that stems from them, is a
consequence of this composition, and does not need further explanation (Hummels
& Overbeeke, 2010). It is the task of the designer to engage in creating this composition, and make the aesthetics visible. How he does this, depends largely on his own
personality. However, he may find some pointers in the next sections of this chapter,
where I present two design projects that make the aesthetics visible.
Kees Overbeeke (Overbeeke et al., 2005) said that aesthetics should not be a glued-on
quality of the interactive product, but should reside in its interaction. I believe the
aesthetics of the third stand meet this requirement.

8.4 TU/e course

8.4.1 Description of the course

In April 2014, Joep Frens and I organized a two-week course at TU/e, called “The
Aesthetics of the Third Stand”, for a small group of 1st year master students. The
students were asked to design and make an interactive object that lets its user experience the aesthetics of the third stand. The materials to be used were foam-core and
the Arduino platform.
The goal of this course was twofold:
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•

Find out if the framework of the aesthetics of the third stand is transferable to
design students.
• Explore how one could design for the aesthetics of the third stand.
I present one result that I found the most salient, and explain what I learnt from it.

8.4.2 Wheel

Ineke Neutelings designed and made “Wheel” (Figure 8.7). Wheel is a handheld
object that explores the idea of spinning. It is a cylindrical shape with an eccentric
hole right through it, and a scroll wheel on the side of it (Figure 8.8, left). A video of
Wheel’s interaction routine can be found on www.lukasvancampenhout.com, under
“Design Research”. It is called “Wheel”.
The user holds the device near the hole with one hand, and spins the scroll wheel
with the other (Figure 8.8, right). The scroll wheel has a mass and inertia, and keeps
spinning for a while. This physical movement is picked up by the movement of a
light inside the cylindrical housing, which spins along (Figure 8.9). The spinning
speed and direction of the scroll wheel determine the speed and direction of the
light. This light behaves like it also has inertia, so both movements go on simultaneously, slow down and stop, each at their own pace. The persistent contains the physical object and the movement of the scroll wheel. The ephemeral is embodied by the
light inside the cylindrical housing, and its behavior.

Figure 8.7 | “Wheel”, by Ineke Neutelings.
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Wheel is particularly appealing by its shape, which affords holding by one person,
close to his body, and thus generating an intimate interaction, that seems to invite
the user to slow down and contemplate (Hallnäs & Redström, 2000).

Figure 8.8 | Left: Wheel’s overall appearance. Right: The user spins the scroll wheel.

Figure 8.9 | The lights inside Wheel’s housing pick up the spinning movement of the scroll

wheel.

8.4.3 What I learnt

This assignment confirmed some ideas I had about the third stand. I explain them
here.

8.4.3.1 The ephemeral and the persistent compose each other

In Chapter 4, section 4.5, I described how the design of the on-screen graphics composed the hardware of the Experimental Payment Terminal. In the context of this
chapter, we can say that the ephemeral composes the persistent, and vice versa. I
wanted the students to understand this, and apply it in their interactive object. Ineke
captured it very well. Figure 8.10 shows four iterations of her project, chronologically arranged from left to right. I briefly discuss each iteration.
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•

Iteration 1 has a scroll wheel in the middle. The overall design has some basic
ergonomic issues: when you touch the scroll wheel, it is impossible to see the
light moving behind the circular plate.
• Iteration 2: A hole has been placed in the center of the device, in order to grasp
it. At the same time, the hole acts as an axis around which the light can spin. The
scroll wheel has moved to the side of the device. It is still small though, and has
little mass, and thus, little inertia. At this point the idea rose to make inertia a
central feature of the object, and provide the ephemeral, the light in the cylinder,
with it.
• Iteration 3 shows an enlarged scroll wheel with rib features on it. The larger size
enhances its inertia, and the rib features afford giving it a strong swing. At the
same time, the hole has moved to the side, making the path of the ephemeral
light vary in width. Ineke decided to make the light brighter, as the light’s path
became wider. The turning light thus alternatively dims and brightens.
• Iteration 4 is the matured version of iteration 3. It became a bit larger, to find a
balance between technical requirements (room for electronics) and ergonomics.
A beautiful detail emerged: as the light rotates inside the cylinder, it temporarily reveals the layered structured of the cylinder (Figure 8.11 shows the object’s
three layers). This structure is invisible when the object is not in use (Figure 8.8,
left).
It is clear that the persistent and the ephemeral mutually composed each other,
during the whole design process, leading to a richer, more complete result.

iteration 1

iteration 2

iteration 3

iteration 4

Figure 8.10 | The four iterations of the Wheel project.
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Figure 8.11 | As the light rotates, the layered structure of Wheel is revealed.

8.4.3.2 A holistic view on aesthetics

During the course, the students worked on 3D form, as well as on interaction. It
became clear that, in order to create beauty in interaction, physical form, both static
and dynamic, was of crucial importance. For that reason, I consider the aesthetics
of the third stand as a holistic view on aesthetics, rather than a view on aesthetics of
interaction. The physical forms that emerged from this process, were simple, but not
minimalistic. They were functionally expressive. This means that their expression lay
in the physical action possibilities they offered, and in their relation to the ephemeral.
Another striking aspect that is in line with this holistic idea, was the importance of
details and nuances in both form and interaction. These details and nuances had to
be designed for the persistent, as well as for the ephemeral, and needed to be attuned
to each other. Beauty is in details, especially when interaction is involved, and it
demands effort to get all the details right. In the course, this was reflected in the students’ intensive working rhythm, and in the numerous prototypes they made.

8.4.3.3 Terminology

During the discussions with the students, the concepts persistent and ephemeral
proved themselves clear and useful. I decided to keep them.
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8.5 Designing for the aesthetics of the third stand
8.5.1 Goal

I felt excited about the results of the course, and decided to explore the aesthetics of
the third stand further in another design project. I wanted to create a digital device,
whose very concept was founded on the idea of blending the persistent and the
ephemeral. This knowledge vehicle would have the necessary detail level to convincingly demonstrate the aesthetics of the third stand. Furthermore, I wanted it to have
outspoken product characteristics, so that it would be acceptable as a real product. I
engaged Floor Van Schayik, a 2nd year master student Human Technology Interaction at the TU/e, in a five month traineeship, in order to assist me during the design
project.

8.5.2 Initial ideas

My initial idea was to combine a children’s bedroom lamp and a night light in one
product. The bedroom lamp resides on the child’s night table, and permits the child
to read a book before going to sleep. Through a physical shape change, the bedroom
lamp can be transformed into a night light. In this transformation, the aesthetics of
the third stand would become visible. To realize this concept, I wanted to apply one
of the basic principles of the third stand: re-materialization. I would consider the
light as a physical component, and lead it, within the material context of the lamp,
from one physical place to another.
One of the early concepts consisted of two spheres, a large and a small one. When
the lamp is in reading mode, the large sphere gives light (Figure 8.12, left). When the
child moves the small sphere upwards, he “pulls” the light out of the large sphere,
into the small one (Figure 8.12, right). At that moment, the lamp has become a night
light. Floor materialized the idea in a dummy model, to have a first impression of the
overall dimension of the lamp, and the upwards stroke of the small sphere.

Figure 8.12 | Left: The lamp in reading mode. Right: The lamp in night mode.
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8.5.3 Designing the ephemeral

At that time, we decided to start exploring the ephemeral. How could the movement
of the light be approached and explored? Floor made some experiential prototypes
by moving a light bulb up and down in a glass bottle. It was striking that, when the
light moved upwards, it reached the narrow part of the bottle, and its shape reduced
(Figure 8.13). This way, the ephemeral underwent a shape change as well, just like
the persistent. I found this an interesting phenomenon, and decided to take it along
in the further steps of the design process.

Figure 8.13 | A light bulb moving upwards in a glass bottle.

8.5.4 Designing the persistent: form studies

With this narrowing shape in mind, we did some CAD form studies of what the
lamp could be like (Figure 8.14, left). It became clear that we would leave the earlier
idea of the two separate spheres. Instead, we would go to a more coherent, unified
overall shape. I wanted to, as much as possible, keep this idea of formal coherence
through all stages of the handle’s upward movement. Floor made a dynamic cardboard model (Figure 8.14, right), based on the CAD geometry, in order to get a grip
on the shape of the lamp, and the movement of the handle.

Figure 8.14 | Left: A CAD form study. Right: Cardboard model.
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8.5.5 The persistent and the ephemeral come together

At this point, we decided to unify the persistent and the ephemeral in one model.
With the cardboard model as a guide, Floor made a hollow lamp body in translucent clay, which she hardened in an oven. At the same time, she made an Arduino
prototype with a slide potentiometer and a series of white LEDs. She mounted the
Arduino assembly in the lamp model and built an experience prototype that materialized the lamp and its interaction (Figure 8.15). For the first time in the development process of the lamp, we experienced the appeal of the aesthetics of the third
stand, and we liked it.

Figure 8.15 | An experience prototype of the lamp and its interaction.

8.5.6 The ephemeral composes the persistent

I decided that the product’s physical shape should be altered in order to make the
movement of the light more prominent. Floor did some quick graphic form studies,
where she basically reduced and prolonged the shape of the lamp (Figure 8.16). At
the same time, we started with the physical break-up of the lamp in different parts.
On top of the lamp’s body would come a part that guided the spherical handle. This
part was to become the signature of the lamp, an iconic element. We wanted to make
it fairy-like without losing the overall organic feel of the lamp. Floor did some form
studies in CAD (Figure 8.17), and we decided to choose a shape in between a flower’s leaves, and a princess’s crown.

Figure 8.16 | Some quick graphic form studies.
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Figure 8.17 | Form study of the lamp’s upper part, in CAD.

Figure 8.18 | Modeling of all parts in CAD, and the final prototype in construction.
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8.5.7 Technical development and rapid prototyping

We modeled all parts in CAD, and further developed the whole lamp assembly
(Figure 8.18). We designed a wooden base, under the lamp, which would house a
part of the mechanics and electronics. Since I wanted the lamp to serve as a demonstration model in my theory lessons for the next decade, we put a lot of effort in
designing for robustness and sturdiness. The technical parts were prototyped in
ABS, using the Fused Deposition Modeling method (FDM). The lamp’s body and the
spherical handle were made in PA, using the Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) method,
in order to make them translucent. The middle image in Figure 8.18 shows the prototype in construction.

8.5.8 Final model: interaction

A video of the night lamp’s interaction routine can be found on www.lukasvancampenhout.com, under “Design Research”. The video is called “Night Lamp”. I describe
the routine here.
The lamp is situated on the night table, next to the bed in a children’s room. At the
beginning of the interaction routine, the lamp is deactivated (Figure 8.19).

Figure 8.19 | The lamp is deactivated.
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Activating the lamp
To turn on the light, the user (child or parent) twists the small sphere on the top of
the lamp counterclockwise over 30° (Figure 8.20, left). The light inside the lamp’s
body switches on. The lamp is now in reading mode (Figure 8.20, right). The child
can read a book, or his parent can read a bedtime story to the child.

Figure 8.20 | Left: The user activates the lamp. Right: The lamp in reading mode.

Switching to night mode
When the child goes to sleep, he or his parent grabs the sphere, and moves it upwards
(Figure 8.21). The light inside the lamp’s body moves along, and, following the lamp’s
shape, becomes smaller and dims (Figure 8.21, right and Figure 8.22, left). The sphere’s upward movement reaches a stop, and the light “jumps” from the lamp’s body
into the sphere (Figure 8.22, right). At this moment, the lamp has become a night
light (Figure 8.23, left).
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Figure 8.21 | The user moves the sphere upwards.

Figure 8.22 | The light inside the lamp jumps into the sphere.
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Switching back to reading mode
When the child needs to visit the toilet during the night, he easily finds the lit sphere
in the dark, and he pushes it down (Figure 8.23, right), pushing the light back in the
lamp, and thus bringing the lamp to reading mode (Figure 8.20, right).

Figure 8.23 | Left: The lamp in night mode. Right: The user pushes the sphere down to go

back to reading mode.

8.5.9 Discussion

The development process in this project differed from the one in the Experimental
Payment Terminal, in the sense that I emphasized the composition of the persistent
by the ephemeral. I discovered this principle in the payment terminal, and I took
it as a blueprint for the whole design process of the lamp. The result of this design
approach is the fact that the very shape of the lamp is determined by the movement
and shape change of the light. This could be reflected in the technical detailing of
the lamp, which would contain persistent dimensions, describing the physical geometry of the lamp, and ephemeral dimensions, describing the shape and movement
of the light. This can be seen in Figure 8.24, where 80mm is a persistent dimension,
being the stroke of the sphere. The 215mm dimension is an ephemeral one, being
the stroke of the light. Both movements happen in the same time span, so the mean
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velocity of the light is 2.7 times higher than the mean velocity of the sphere. In reality, this ratio can be dynamic, since it can be digitally steered. The optimal coupling
between both movements can only be determined on the prototype itself.
As a professional designer, experienced in designing the persistent, I believe that
considering the ephemeral as a design driver can be rewarding, but it will drastically
change the development process and even the organization of the R&D department.
Designers need skills and knowledge in experience prototyping and digital prototyping platforms, and electronics and software engineers will be involved in the early
conceptual design stages, and in mechanical development.

Figure 8.24 | A drawing of the lamp, showing persistent and ephemeral dimensions.
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8.6 General reflection

What is the importance of the aesthetics of the third stand? Are they not just a superficial side effect of the third stand itself? Some formalistic trick to cause a wow-effect? I believe they are more than that.
First, the third stand’s very nature is made explicit in its aesthetics. As stated in Chapter 2, the third stand focuses on the border between the physical and the digital. The
aesthetics of the third stand focus on the coupling of the persistent and the ephemeral. Therefore, the aesthetics are an expression of the third stand, as they embody its
hybrid character. Could one think of a third stand product that does not behold the
aesthetics? I suppose so, but since, in the experiments, the aesthetics were perceived
as a need-fulfilling asset, the designer’s aim should be to leverage them.
Second, the aesthetics of the third stand have a functional connotation. As stated
in 8.3, the coupling with which they are inherently connected, is natural to some
extent. Since the aesthetics are the realization of this coupling, they have to contain
this partly natural character. That means that they are not arbitrary, and should be
approached as such by the designer. They are, up to a certain degree, determined by
the functionality of the product, as they contribute to its functional expressiveness
and inherent meaningfulness.
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9.0 In this chapter

In this chapter, I start with a comparison of the three stands. The second stand
builds on dematerialization, while the first and the third stand advocate the opposite
approach of re-materialization. I argue that the first stand adopts this approach for
pragmatic reasons, while the third stand aims at hedonic values. But what are these
values exactly?
In order to provide an answer to this question, I consider rich interaction and its
focus on aesthetics and emotional values, but find its arguments not 100% satisfactory. Next, I formulate the third stand’s view on the physical world, and illustrate
with three examples that it celebrates its limitations, instead of its richness. This
view gives rise to a specific value system, containing values like attentiveness, consciousness and preciousness. I conclude this chapter with an in-depth discussion on
this value system and its specific character.

9.1 Dematerialization versus re-materialization

The second stand seeks to exploit the malleability of the digital world, in order to
generate digital devices that excel in efficiency and effectiveness. Therefore, it brings
forth an unbridled wave of dematerialization. Today’s second stand highlights are,
as discussed in Chapter 3, two multi-touch devices, the smart phone and the tablet.
Their efficiency and effectiveness can be largely related to the fact that they dematerialized a whole range of function-specific products (mobile phones, pocket calculators, cameras, remote controls, GPS systems, MP3-players, etc..). As a result, smart
phones and tablets are generic mobile devices that offer their users an apparently
limitless amount of functions and possibilities, wherever and whenever.
In Chapter 1, I defined the first stand as the data-centered perspective on tangible
interaction. I discussed its roots in the physical world, and its strive towards more
physicality. I coined the third stand as a viewpoint that, instead of emphasizing the
physical, centers around the border between the physical and the digital, and thus
strives for a more balanced integration of both worlds. The first and the third stand
share common characteristics: they both celebrate the rich values of the physical
world, and they both advocate a certain degree of re-materialization. Then what
exactly makes out the difference between the first and the third stand? In the following, I discuss the first stand’s focus on the physical world, and express critical
thoughts about it.

9.2 Pragmatic values versus hedonic values

As discussed in Chapter 1, the reason why the first stand seeks to embody digital
phenomena with physical objects and structures, can be related to the concept of
familiarity. We, humans, have highly developed skills for interacting in and with
the physical world. If we, somehow, can more deeply integrate digital processes in
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this physical world, we can leverage these skills, and our interaction with the digital would become more direct, natural and intuitive. From this starting point, it is
understandable that the first stand tries to re-materialize as much as possible, and
somehow lets the physical dominate the digital. This was my critique in Chapter
1, where I further elaborated Holmquist’s token-based music system, and showed
where it fell short. Additionally, in Chapter 2, I forwarded my own concept for an
audio installation that proposed a more balanced integration of the physical and the
digital. This means that the contribution of the third stand lies in this balancing of
both worlds, without preferring the physical over the digital, as in the first stand, or
preferring the digital over the physical, as in the second stand. However, advancing
the concept of balancing both worlds as the main characteristic of the third stand,
would be inadequate. After all, there are other frameworks that present a similar
approach. In Chapter 2, section 2.5.1, I already mentioned the research domain of
blended interaction (Jetter et al., 2012). I briefly touch upon it here.
Blended interaction starts from a critical stance towards reality-based interaction
(Jacob et al., 2008), an umbrella term for, amongst others, the first stand. The researchers from blended interaction state that the first stand considers the physical world,
or reality, as they call it, as a technology-independent concept. This means that the first
stand’s physical world is the world in which mankind has lived for millions of years.
It is not the world of the last decades, in which humans increasingly have been constituted by digital technology. And that is where their criticism focuses: this limited
view on the physical world fails to recognize that, in these last decades, humans have
internalized concepts from digital technology as well, to the extent that our familiarity with reality includes these digital concepts. Examples of such concepts are the
double mouse click and the pinching or sliding gesture on a multi-touch display.
They are so widespread that even a child knows them. In order to take advantage
of this expanded idea of familiarity, blended interaction offers methods to build on
pre-existing knowledge and skills, whether they are physical or digital. One could
say that blended interaction goes further than the first stand and provides a more
nuanced balance between the physical and the digital. In that sense, it does not differ
from the third stand.
In order to fully understand the third stand, I consider the rationale behind the first
stand. Why does the first stand wish to re-materialize? Its argumentation starts from
a desire for interactive products to be “easy to use”. Interaction with these products
must be, in the first place, direct, natural and intuitive. This desire is a pragmatic,
functional one. It measures interaction quality in terms of the fulfillment of a functional goal. In order to attain this goal, the physical world and its affordances are
brought in. Over the years, I feel that the first stand somehow kept emphasizing this
pragmatic rationale, which, in my opinion, is too limited, and, more importantly,
it does not always live up to its promises. My payment experiment clearly showed
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that the more tangible, re-materialized terminal, the EPT, scored lower on pragmatic quality (defined by Hassenzahl as the utility and usability of a product) than the
more traditionally-interfaced CPT. A decade ago, Frens (2006) compared different
digital cameras, one of which offered rich action controls. He came to a similar conclusion: the camera offering rich interaction did not score higher on pragmatic quality than a camera with conventional button controls.
Although ease-of-use or pragmatic quality can’t be put on a par with directness,
naturalness and intuitiveness, it certainly has a similar flavor. Apparently, a tangible
approach to the design of digital products does not always lead to a more direct,
natural and intuitive interface. This means that the reason to choose for such an
approach, or, in third stand terms, the reason to re-materialize, should not uniquely
be sought in pragmatism or ease-of-use. This is in line with Dourish (2001) who
states that a design perspective on embodied interaction should seek to find a new
relation between the product and its user, one that transcends the traditional idea
of the user interface, and reaches into the realm of the more holistic user experience.
The third stand is such a design perspective. Figure 9.1 illustrates the presented concepts: the second stand adheres to the digital and dematerialization, while the first
and the third stand celebrate the physical. The first stand does this for pragmatic
reasons, as opposed to the third stand, which attaches importance to hedonic values.
In the remaining part of this chapter, I want to get a better understanding of the
hedonic values that are aimed at by the third stand. In 9.3, I discuss how the rich
interaction framework deals with hedonic values. In 9.4, I articulate the experience
approach of the third stand, and, in 9.5, I address its value system.

Figure 9.1 | The three stands, and their different orientations.
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9.3 Rich interaction and hedonic values

Rich interaction is first and foremost a design perspective, not an HCI perspective
like the first stand (van Dijk, Moussette, Kuenen, & Hummels, 2013). It indicates a
way to design meaningful interaction with digital products, instead of merely interfaces for the abstract machine that the computer is. While the first stand seeks to
capitalize on our knowledge of the physical world in order to make interfaces more
intuitive and natural, rich interaction formulates a more holistic approach. It incorporates the physical world, not particularly to create intuitive interfaces, but rather
to design engaging products that appeal to all human skills (Frens, 2006): perceptual-motor, emotional and cognitive skills. Unlike the first stand, rich interaction
does not merely aim at intuitiveness and naturalness (Overbeeke, Djajadiningrat,
Hummels, & Wensveen, 2002), but evenly at hedonic values like beauty, emotion,
pleasure etc.. The richness of the physical world in this context should be understood
as celebrating these hedonic values. The physical world’s multi-sensorial expressiveness and its wide spectrum of nuanced action possibilities are natural instigators of
holistic experiences, not just instruments for task fulfillment.
The qualitative part of my experiment revealed that the Experimental Payment Terminal (EPT) left the participants with a feeling of “having left something behind”
or “having handed over something to someone”. I suggested that the participants
executed the payment routine more consciously with the EPT than with the Commercial Payment Terminal (CPT). From a rich interaction perspective, it would be
logical to say that the EPT leaves a deeper impression on the participants, simply
because it stimulates not only the mind, but also the body, through its tactility, its
force-feedback and its physical movements. It offers the rich values of the physical
world, and thus affects the participants deeper and engages them more than the CPT
(Djajadiningrat, Overbeeke, & Wensveen, 2002).
On the other hand, I could argue that the offered richness of the EPT is largely caused by the visual animation on both displays, and the carefully chosen soundtrack
that accompanies it. And those are ephemeral events, instead of persistent ones (See
Chapter 8, section 8.3.2 for a definition of the ephemeral and the persistent). This
would mean that the richness of the EPT does not necessarily come from the persistent, and it would leave us uncertain about our assumption that physical phenomena
add richness and engagement to interaction with the digital. Referring uniquely to
the richness of the physical world feels unjustified in this case, since it fails to explain
the enhanced involvement the participants felt when paying with the EPT.

9.4 About physical limitations

I believe a different articulation of the characteristics of the physical world will get
us further. What if, for now, we stop considering the physical world as a whole of
action possibilities, or the home base of physical richness? What if we start thinking
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of it as a whole of limitations (Zhang, 1991)? After all, if we look at the physical world
from the viewpoint of the digital world, its properties that we love so much and feel so
familiar with, become limitations. Let me explain:
• The physical world is tangible, but it is also mainly persistent, rigid and changeless. Most of the time, the objects in the physical world do not suddenly disappear
and reappear (Hurtienne & Israel, 2013). They keep their shape, and are unique.
In the digital world, objects have a more dynamic nature: they continuously pop
up and vanish. Their shape is changeable, and they can be duplicated or deleted
at will.
• The course of events in the physical world has a certain inertia and slowness.
Every movement in the physical world has to overcome gravity and friction, and
therefore demands time and effort. Events and movements in the digital world
happen without effort, in a split second, caused by the slightest touch of your
finger.
• Physical objects are vulnerable, as they are prone to age and wear. If we value
them, we have to treat them with care. Digital objects are infinitely reproducible and do not gather traces from age and use (Odom, Zimmerman, & Forlizzi,
2011). Every time we call for them, they look and feel bright new, and as such,
less delicate and vulnerable.
In Chapter 1, I discussed that, if we consider the physical world as a whole of limitations, then the beauty of the digital -and of dematerialization- lies in the fact that
it helps us to overcome these physical limitations. The digital provides us with super
powers (Jacob et al., 2008).
Now let us turn things around, and see the digital as a source of richness, so abundant that it threatens to flood us (Weiser & Brown, 1996). The limitations of the
physical world are not anymore something we want to overcome, and be freed from.
Instead they become a blessing, a protection against the unbridled freedom and limitless possibilities of the digital. By re-materializing, we then impose these limitations
on the digital world. In other words, we choose to deliberately limit the digital world,
or design for digital limitations.
In this doctoral research, I designed several concepts in order to explore and define
the third stand: an audio system, a night lamp and a payment terminal. In the following, I reflect on them from this new perspective of the physical world as a constraining entity. For each one of them, I describe which physical limitations were
imposed on the digital world. In section 9.5, I discuss why these limitations were
imposed, and what this approach offers us.
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9.4.1 Audio system

The design of my audio system was inspired on my own experience with a record
player and a few records, more than two decades ago. Listening to a record required
fetching it, transporting it towards the player, taking it out of its two sleeves, placing
it on the player and putting the needle on. All these actions demanded care and time,
and a conscious, meticulous accomplishment. The reward for this effort was thirty
minutes of non-interrupted music, and the enjoyment of the artwork and lyrics on
the sleeves. All this together, the music, the album’s artwork and the fact that this
extensive action ritual had to be carried out slowly and with care, made listening to
a music album a valuable, precious occupation. It was a full occupation in itself for
which I had to make time, rather than something I did while doing something else.
I consider these values a consequence of the limitations of the physical world: the
material vulnerability of the record that demanded the packaging and careful handling, its sheer size that demanded shelves to store it, and the sensitivity of the player’s
needle, which demanded physical effort and manual dexterity.
When I look back on the design process of my digital music player, I think my implicit goal for it was to embody some of these values. I chose to divide the player in
three modules, so the user could “move” the music albums from one module to another. I designed the movements of controls deliberately larger than strictly needed
and spread the controls out over the whole system, including the speaker. I primarily
did this to make the interaction more intuitive, but my choices also heightened the
physical effort and time span that was needed to operate these controls. I chose a
large, full color display for the enjoyment of the artwork, and designed it to be detachable from the system, thereby encouraging the user to take a seat and the time to
enjoy the artwork. Finally, I did not foresee a remote control, since I wanted the user
to enjoy a music album in its entirety, instead of fragmentarily. All these design choices were inspired by the limitations of the physical world, and the values that came
with them. My aim was to make the act of listening to digital music more precious
to the user by imposing these limitations on the digital: my audio system urges the
user to make more and larger movements than a second stand audio system would
and thus imposes slowness on the digital. At the same time, it moves dematerialized
music albums from one place to the other, and manages them as if they were tangible
objects, thereby making the ephemeral persistent.

9.4.2 Experimental Payment Terminal

A physical payment transaction with cash money usually happens between two persons. Due to the persistent nature of coins and bills, they have to be carefully counted and handed over from one person to the other, both consciously attending the
process, which can take a substantial amount of time. When I designed the Experimental Payment Terminal (EPT), I started from the idea of a person that physically
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hands over an amount of coins and bills to another person. This eventually materialized in the physical layout of the EPT, and the idea of the traveler that moves back
and forth between two fixed stations. The concept of displaying both the payment
amount and the customer’s bank account stems from the same basic idea. The payment transaction on the EPT consists of different physical actions and the overall
time it takes, is substantial. I chose the movement of the traveler to be slow, mainly
for aesthetic reasons, as discussed in the former chapter. A side effect of this choice is
that the customer gets the chance to consciously realize what he is doing, and why he
is doing it. The act of payment becomes more prominent, and more important. The
EPT demands more actions, more expressive movements and more time than the
Commercial Payment Terminal, a second stand product. The EPT limits the speed
and effortlessness that come with the digital.

9.4.3 Night lamp

My first intention with the night lamp was to materialize light, and move it from one
physical place to another, by expressively coupling it to a physical action. My focus
was on coupling, in order to gain more insight in the aesthetics of the third stand.
Apart from that, other, more implicit intentions played as well. The concept emerged
from a child’s bedtime ritual, which involves the parent reading a bed time story, and
giving his child a night kiss before shutting down the light. The aim of this ritual is
to soothe the child (and the parent!) and prepare it to enter a magic world of dreams.
The slow, long upward movement of the lamp’s handle wants to embody the nightly
quietness, and the light’s leap from one sphere to the other carries the idea of magic
and surprise. I used the inertia of the physical world to slow down, and thus limit
the movement of the light. At the same time, I built upon our idea of something
being physically locked up in a cage, unable to be freed, and the physical limitation
that one object can’t reside in two different places at once. At the end of the handle’s upward movement, the impossible happens: the light is freed and jumps in your
hand. The physical world imposes limitations on the digital events, and this is the
basis for the very nature of the night lamp, and the experience it affords.

9.5 The value system of the third stand

Looking back on these three design projects, I obviously was inspired by the physical
world, and more specifically, by its limitations. Now, what is the meaning of implying
these limitations on the digital? Why would one want to limit the digital? The answer
is: because it grants access to a specific value system, containing values like attentiveness, consciousness and preciousness (Belk, 2013).
Through the process of re-materialization, i.e. by making digital events more physical, these events become larger, more persistent and more characteristic and unique.
They urge us to be more attentive and conscious when we engage with them. Our
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actions that guide these events, and are evoked by them, become more elaborate and
nuanced, more substantial, important and precious. I hereby reach the very essence
of the third stand. By inducing these specific interaction characteristics, third stand
products generate a more profound user experience. This profundity is what I understand under the “richness” of the physical world. It might shed a new light on the
“rich” in rich interaction.
Why would we want something like this? What is the benefit of this profundity?
There is more than one answer to this question, since every product has its own context. At this moment, I can only provide the answers that I discussed above.
• Re-materialization in the audio system created a design space to pursue a profound feeling of music and graphics enjoyment and satisfaction, rather than a
superficial wow effect.
• In the case of the payment terminal, the reason to re-materialize is sufficiently
clear. The EPT was more intelligible, controllable, and made the participants
more aware of their payment behavior.
• The night lamp aimed at slowing down, making time, and intensifying the
parent–child relationship.
Generally speaking, I could say that the physical world’s limitations, its persistence,
its slowness and its fragility make our actions in it more precious, nuanced, conscious and attentive. If we build upon these limitations in our design of digital products and systems, our interaction with them will inherit some of this preciousness,
nuance and consciousness. In this respect, limiting the digital is not an aim in itself,
but a means to lend certain action routines the importance and weight that they
deserve, and that is taken from them by the process of dematerialization. I leave it
to the intuition and personality of each designer to decide which action routines are
eligible for this approach.
Here lies, next to the pragmatic values of intuitiveness and naturalness, the reason
to re-materialize. The third stand is a call to create interactive products that aim for
well-thought, respectful, significant and attentive actions. These third stand products exploit interaction in depth, instead of in width, i.e. they handle a few specific
tasks very well, instead of, like second stand products, superficially handling many
of them. Designing for depth is not obvious nor easy, but, if we choose to do it, we
might find help and inspiration in the limitations of the physical world.
In Radical Atoms (Ishii et al., 2012), the contrast between the first stand and the
third stand becomes very clear. Ishii et al. propose a fictional physical material that
has all the malleability of the digital, as well as the physical richness (i.e. the affordances) of the physical world. They hypothetically strip the physical world of its
limitations, since these limitations obviously hinder a complete embodiment of the
digital. The vision of Radical Atoms opposes the limitations of the physical world.
The third stand celebrates them.
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10.0 In this chapter

This last chapter starts with an overview of the work that was done, and my personal
reflections on it. With the research questions as a guide, I sketch the evolution of my
research process, and explain my motivations behind it.
Next, I explicitly summarize what the third stand’s contributions are to both design
practice and design research.
Next, I focus on the Research through Design process that determined the structure
of this thesis, and suggest how it can be a contribution to the general RtD research
agenda.
Finally, I end this thesis with recommendations for further research.

10.1 Reflections on research questions
10.1.1 Dematerialization

In Chapter 1, as a starting point for this thesis, dematerialization was defined. I described it as an ongoing phenomenon, where artifacts lose their physical shape, and
become information aggregates, flowing from one digital device to another. CDs,
cash money and books have dematerialized. The information that was stored on
them, now resides in MP3 players, smart phones and e-readers. As such, the digital
world grows larger, at the cost of the physical world, which seems to lose its prominent role. The benefits of dematerialization lie in the fact that these information
aggregates are far more flexible and available than their physical counterparts. These
benefits fit very well in our strive to make products more efficient and effective, and
are therefore so convincing and self-evident, that we seem to have accepted dematerialization as a default process. It is so ubiquitous and beneficial, that we do not
question it. In this way, dematerialization has become normative for developments
in the future, and has grown into a paradigm.
I stated that dematerialization comes with pitfalls. I connected these pitfalls with the
loss of physical richness, resulting in digital products with standardized interaction
routines and a high degree of abstraction. In line with the rich interaction framework from the DQI Group (Design Quality in Interaction) at the TU/e Department
of Industrial Design, I argued that dematerialized products mainly appealed to our
cognitive skills, and less to our perceptual-motor skills. Therefore, dematerialization should not be applied randomly, it should be well-considered and guided, as to
ensure a better balance of the physical and the digital. This guidance, I stated, was to
be offered by industrial design.
I distinguished two existing perspectives on dematerialization:
• The first stand celebrates the physical world. It is the so-called data-centered view
on tangible interaction, which advocates physical embodiment of digital data,
and moves in a direction, opposite to the movement of dematerialization.
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The second stand celebrates the digital world and dematerialization. It contains
today’s generation of interactive products.
Tentatively, I formulated a third design perspective in between them, which I called
the third stand, and which is the subject of this thesis. This led to the following research question:
• How can industrial design guide dematerialization?
Which I immediately translated to:
• What are the characteristics of the third stand?
•

10.1.2 Definition of the third stand

In Chapter 2, through a series of design projects, I sought to define the third stand,
its characteristics as a design approach, and its merits as a perspective on dematerialization. The audio system and the payment terminal revealed the third stand as a
design perspective that focuses on the border between the physical and the digital
world, and that seeks to consciously position this border. The design project of the
alarm clock explored the third stand’s orientation towards single-purpose products
and showed that the third stand can be beneficial for products that don’t have a history of dematerialization.
Chapter 2 ended in a definition of the third stand as an industrial design perspective that advocates the creation of single-purpose interactive products and centers
around a consciously chosen degree of dematerialization. Its application field is
determined by the intuition of the designer.

10.1.3 Extension of the third stand

In Chapter 3, I extended the concept of dematerialization by connecting it to a striking contemporary evolution in the area of the second stand: the ubiquity of smart
phones and tablet computers. I stated that the multi-touch display has dematerialized the physical control element, and as such, has opened the gate towards a reign
of multi-functional devices, with smart phones and tablets as exponents. The consequence of this phenomenon is an avalanche of dematerialization which does not
only affect information carriers, but a whole generation of function-specific products. Cell phones, pocket calculators, digital cameras, MP3-players and remote
controls dematerialize and are being replaced by on-screen applications on smart
phones and tablet computers.
In retrospect, I consider this extension of my initial concept, which occurred during
the design of my e-book, as a turning point in my doctoral research. Until then, I
had argued that dematerialization had led to a loss of physical richness. After this
moment, I considered dematerialization as the mechanism that caused a continuous
growth of the digital. One could say that both phenomena are two sides of the same
coin, but I think it is important to be aware that the choice of words determines the
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nuances of a discussion. The loss of physical richness emphasizes the physical world,
and makes the third stand a design perspective that brings physical aspects to digital
products. The growth of the digital emphasizes an ever growing digital world, and
presents the third stand as a way to limit this proliferation. This extension of the
dematerialization concept and the third stand’s application field, went hand in hand
with a growing awareness that the benefits of the third stand should not be sought in
pragmatic quality, but rather in hedonic quality. Chapter 3 ended with a refinement
of my research question:
• What is the added value of the third stand?

10.1.4 Experiment

In order to test the third stand, and investigate what its benefits were, I built a working prototype of a payment terminal, the EPT (Experimental Payment Terminal).
In Chapters 5 and 6, I adopted the widely accepted user experience framework to set
up an experiment in which I compared the EPT with a similar second stand product:
Worldline’s XENTA terminal, a highly successful, iconic product. I did so, since I
had been involved in the XENTA’s development, but also for another reason. Koskinen et al. (2011) argue that, for a design researcher, a way to be taken seriously by
professional designers, is to execute Research through Design at a high professional
level. Since I aim this thesis at, amongst others, professional designers, I wanted to
come up with a physical hypothesis that was acceptable in today’s world in terms of
technology, but also in terms of interaction. In this perspective, it seemed logical
that I would compare the EPT with an existing terminal that had proven itself in the
market. The fact that the EPT was able to stand the test, demonstrates its acceptability. I can only hope that this acceptance also applies to the third stand as a design
perspective.
The experiment resulted in two understandings about the third stand: the aesthetics
of the third stand, and the enriching limitations of the physical world. I discuss them in
the next two sections.

10.1.5 The aesthetics of the third stand

The aesthetics of the third stand illustrate the how of the third stand and as such
provide handles to better understand it. How can the third stand be operationalized by the industrial designer? The very core of the aesthetics lies in the fact that
they emerge on the border between the physical and the digital. They do not reside
exclusively in the physical, nor in the digital, but only surface when both worlds are
carefully combined. Therefore, the uniqueness of their character must not be sought
in the richness of the physical, nor in the fluidity of the digital. It is a consequence
of the tension field between two possible manifestations of digital phenomena in the
physical world. I called these manifestations the persistent and the ephemeral.
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As such, the aesthetics of the third stand reveal the third stand as a design perspective that is built on the continuous balancing of the digital and the physical, without
an implicit preference for one of them. This balancing supposes a concurrent development of the physical and the digital, from the early design stages on, and an intent
to let both worlds compose each other during the design process. Decisions on the
aesthetics of the third stand are made by the designer, as a part of the design process.
They do not result from a predefined set of design guidelines. In Chapter 8, I present
three examples where the aesthetics are present: the Experimental Payment Terminal, Wheel and the night lamp. The idea is that the reader becomes acquainted with
them, and as such develops a sensitivity for the aesthetics of the third stand.

10.1.6 The enriching limitations of the physical world

The enriching limitations of the physical world comprises the third stand’s reason
of existence. It gives an argument why we should operationalize the third stand, or
in other words, why we should re-materialize. As stated in section 10.1.3, the third
stand does not primarily intend to bring physical richness to digital products, where
physical richness indicates the rich values that are offered by the physical world: an
inherent, natural coupling of feedforward, action and feedback, and an expressiveness of objects that addresses all the senses (Djajadiningrat et al., 2002). Instead, the
third stand serves to guide and constrain the growth of the digital world. It does this
by relying on the physical world, but rather on its limitations than on its richness.
These limitations are the physical world’s persistence, rigidity, slowness and vulnerability. Designers should find inspiration in these limitations, and impose them on
the digital world, in order to temper its nearly infinite flexibility and unbridled possibilities. This does not mean that the third stand wants to stop the digital evolution,
or the growth of the digital world. It wants to guide its mechanism of dematerialization. The digital world can expand, but not at the cost of the physical world.
Then remains the question, why? Why should we constrain dematerialization? Why
should we re-materialize? The reason for this limitation lies in the very fact that it
opens the gate to a specific value system, that celebrates more attentive, substantial, elaborate and careful interactions and a more profound user experience. In my
experiment, the EPT was said to cause a sense of “being-in-control” and a feeling of
“having paid”. I consider both experiences as instantiations of the third stand’s value
system.
In short, I came to the conclusion that the third stand does not start from a physically deprived digital world that needs physical enrichment. The third stand starts
from the digital world as an overwhelming source of possibilities, that needs to be
tempered and filtered, before it reaches us, its users, and our daily lives. The physical
world guides the designer in this process of tempering, by providing inspiration for
it, and by convincing him that this tempering is legitimate.
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10.2 The third stand and its contribution
10.2.1 Contribution to design practice

10.2.1.1 A call for an integrated development of hardware and software

The third stand resides on the border between the physical and the digital, and as
such aims at a continuous balancing of both worlds. In the daily practice of design,
this implies that software and hardware have to be developed simultaneously, so that
both disciplines can influence and compose each other. This thesis contains three
explicit examples of what this means in practice:
• In Chapter 4, the design of an on-screen animation led to the redesign of the
EPT’s hardware.
• In Chapter 8, the design process of Wheel and the night lamp illustrate how the
ephemeral and the persistent can mutually influence each other, when the desiger allows it.
In my experience as a design professional, I found it hard to let people from hardware
and software departments collaborate with each other and synchronize their actions.
The very reason for this lies in the fact that the hardware department handles atoms,
and the software department handles bits (Negroponte, 1995), and both worlds have
opposite characteristics. From a production or commercial point of view, it is only
logical that hardware development preceeds software development, since the latter is
far more flexible, and can always be added later on.
A stimulation to implement the integration of hardware and software in a development environment might be offered by the specific form of aesthetics that come with
the third stand. In my experiment, the EPT was perceived as more stimulating and
stylish than the CPT, although substantially more development time and effort was
invested in the formgiving of the CPT.

10.2.1.2 A call for an orientation towards new values

As I discussed in the early chapters, today’s generation of consumer electronics, or
the second stand, aims at efficiency and effectiveness. Smart phones and tablets are
designed to fulfill as many tasks as possible, anytime and anywhere. The flexibility
and availability that come with dematerialization and the digital, make this strive
possible, and stimulate it. The third stand opposes to this evolution. By imposing the
limitations of the physical onto the digital, it wants to set the stage for its own value
system, based on profundity: it seeks to make our interaction with digital products
and systems more attentive, conscious, nuanced and precious.
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10.2.1.3 A call for single-purposeness

Opposite to the current generation of smart phones and tablet computers, the third
stand advocates single-purposeness. The third stand turned out to be fruitful in the
design of the EPT, simply because a payment terminal is a single-purpose device,
dedicated to a digital payment transaction between two persons. This made it possible to focus all aspects of the design process on this specific functionality, and generate a novel user experience that was not provided by the CPT.

10.2.2 Contribution to design research

What is the uniqueness of the third stand, with respect to the first stand? What is
its contribution to the embodied interaction research agenda? A general argument
for embodiment is found in our familiarity with the physical world: we are familiar
with this world and its inhabitants, and have higly developed skills for interacting in
and with it. If we can leverage these skills in our interaction with digital information
and phenomena, in other words, if we can map the digital on the physical, our interaction with the digital will become more natural, intuitive and direct. My critique
on this argument is that it emphasizes pragmatic values that are mainly related to
task fulfillment. My experiment showed that these pragmatic values do not provide
enough ground to justify embodiment: the EPT, or “embodied” payment terminal
scored lower on pragmatic quality than the CPT, or “non-embodied” payment terminal. In other words, the third stand strives for embodied interaction, but not only
for reasons of pragmatic usability. The reason to re-materialize, as far as my experiment is concerned, lies in non-pragmatic, hedonic values, like profundity, attentiveness and preciousness. More explicitly, the physical world causes these hedonic
values. The third stand claims that there is a causal link between embodiment and
hedonic values. Figure 10.2 summarizes the three stands, their nature and the values
they strive for.

Figure 10.1 | The three stands, and their different orientations.
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10.3 On Research through Design

I have been a professional industrial designer for two decades. When I decided to
take on a doctoral research, it seemed only logical that it would involve my design
skills. And so I took on Research through Design as my general research approach,
and designed several artifacts. As stated in the introduction of this thesis, I wanted to
reach a point of formalization, resulting in a general design perspective. This design
perspective comprises the definition of the third stand, the aesthetics of the third
stand and the enriching limitations of the physical world. Being in the middle of it, I
had the time to reflect on Research through Design and the difficulties it imposed on
me. I discuss my reflections here.

10.3.1 A methodological contribution

In Chapter 0, I mentioned that I feel more attracted to the vision of Zimmerman et
al. (2010), than to the vision of Gaver (2012). I believe the methodological contribution of this thesis lies in the fact that it illustrates and particularizes this first vision.
This thesis starts with the intention to explore and define the third stand, and presents different iterations, most of them containing two phases: one or more prototypes and a reflection. This is in line with the dual nature of the Research through
Design process, as described in Chapter 0. In total, I distinguish six iterations. They
are shown in Figure 10.2. Four of them explicitly establish the two phases.
• Definition of the third stand – Chapter 2
• Deepening the third stand – Chapter 3
• Design process – Chapter 4
• Aesthetics of the thirds stand – Chapter 8

Figure 10.2 | The six iterations of my Research through Design process.

The enriching limitations of the physical world, Chapter 9, only contains a reflection
phase.
The prototypes in the phases are not different annotations describing one phenomenon, as they are in Gaver’s annotated portfolio. They are incremental steps in an
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evolutionary inquiry: every prototype extends the knowledge that existed before it,
and thus changes the overall image of the third stand.
I consider Chapter 9 as a worthy endpoint for this doctoral thesis, but it is not the
end of my investigation of the third stand. More prototypes need to be designed in
order to further articulate the idea of the enriching limitations, and more reflection
and experimenting needs to be done in order to validate the emerging knowledge.

10.3.2 A designer’s intuition

In the Research through Design process (Frens, 2006), the design researcher performs the act of designing, in which he materializes the implicit knowledge that resides in his designer’s intuition. After this design process, the researcher reflects on
his own actions and makes the materialized knowledge explicit by capturing it in a
verbal framework.
When I started my doctoral research, I had just become familiar with the rich interaction framework, and my first impulse was to taste its possibilities and boundaries,
which I did during several design projects. In this first phase, I gratefully accepted
the theories that were offered to me by the TU/e. These theories focused on perceptual-motor and emotional skills versus cognitive skills, and aesthetics in interaction
versus aesthetics of appearance. My main goal became to define and describe the
third stand.
During the largest part of my doctoral research, I did not exactly know what the
third stand was, and what its benefits were. I knew it built on existing embodiment
frameworks like rich interaction and tangible interaction, but apart from its unique
starting point, dematerialization, I could not describe on which points it differed
from these other frameworks. I think my implicit knowledge at that time comprised the idea that the third stand had its own characteristics, and was worth being
named and defined. During the design and building of the different prototypes, and
during numerous discussions with my coaches, I started to get a better grip on these
characteristics. By the time I was building the EPT, I more or less understood what
the aesthetics of the third stand were, and after several iterations on the e-book, the
idea that the richness of the physical world might be in its limitations, surfaced for
the first time. Both “discoveries” seemed coincidental at the time. In retrospect, I
recognize that they were a consequence of my designer’s intuition. Let me elaborate
this further.
During my industrial design studies, I had adopted the idea that products do more
than just fulfill a certain pragmatic task. Products play an important role in shaping
us and our daily lives, and they should be designed accordingly. In the practice of my
design profession, with its deadlines and specification lists, I found it very hard to
develop this idea, and it gradually felt more and more naive and idealistic, until the
point where it withdrew completely. However, the confrontation with Frens’s rich
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actions camera in 2009 revitalized it, and I felt gently pushed to start a doctoral research. In the following period, the development of this idea into a conviction did not
happen overnight. It took a lot of effort, and finally came about while I was designing
the e-book. In that sense, the realization that the third stand is not a perspective on
pragmatic values, but rather on hedonic ones, was the expression of this evolution,
and of my implicit designer’s intuition becoming explicit. The third stand developed
during this doctoral research, and this development went hand in hand with my own
maturation as an industrial designer. I became aware that it was worth designing
for these other, more profound, hedonic values that make up the third stand’s value
system. I hope that the designer who reads this thesis, is willing to make a similar
journey, gains his own insights from it, and implements these insights in his design
practice.

10.3.3 The difficulty of formalization

At a certain point in the Research through Design process, the design researcher
reflects on his design work, and tries to formalize it into a theory. For me, being
an industrial designer, this aspect was entirely new, and it certainly did not match
my designer’s nature. In general, industrial designers are trained to communicate
their ideas by visualizing them and by presenting them to other people. As such,
they possess good communicative skills, and are able to verbalize what they have to
say. However, there is a difference between presenting a design by talking or writing
about it, and formalizing implicit designer’s intuition in a theory. In the first case,
the designer uses words and phrases as a mere representation of his creation, which
is something that resides outside of this verbal realm, as a prototype in the physical
world or as a sketch on paper. In the latter case, the design researcher has to create,
or design, a framework of words and sentences that only exists within these words
and sentences. In order to exist, the framework has to be verbalized. The physical
designs that were made illustrate and evoke it, but do not constitute it. Stated otherwise, to construct his framework, the design researcher, after having done his “traditional” design work, has to design with words. He has to accept that this takes time
and demands effort. As I understand it, this is one of the major differences between
the practice of the industrial designer and the design researcher.

10.3.4 Different research prototypes

In my Research through Design process, the generated prototypes took on several
roles, depending on the purpose they served. I hereby propose an idea for a theoretical classification of these different roles:
• The research vehicle: A research vehicle is a prototype that serves to explore a
certain problem space. Its main goal is to articulate this space and materialize
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the designer’s intuition. My audio system, e-book, alarm clock, preliminary payment terminals and night lamp are research vehicles.
• The physical hypothesis: At a certain point, the design researcher wants to put
his hypotheses to the test, by organizing an experiment. He designs and builds a
prototype in order to execute this experiment. The EPT is an example of a physical hypothesis.
• The knowledge carrier: This prototype serves to communicate a design theory to
other people. It contains knowledge that can’t be expressed in words, and as such
particularizes and enriches the theory (Gaver, 2012). Moreover, designers are
easier inspired and convinced by the language of design than by words. I use my
audio system, the EPT, the alarm clock and the night lamp as knowledge carriers
to educate my students, and to provide the reader of this dissertation with a profound understanding of the third stand.
In my research process, the EPT actually started as a research vehicle, and gradually
grew into a full fletched physical hypothesis. The initial goal of the EPT’s design process was to compose the design perspective of the third stand. Later on, when the
EPT (and the third stand) grew more mature, its goal shifted towards experimentally
investigating the benefits of the third stand.

10.4 Recommendations for further research

The findings in this thesis can instigate new research. I see the following possibilities.

10.4.1 The application field of the third stand

The third stand was defined as a design perspective, aimed at single-purpose products. This application field must be further defined, narrowed and characterized.
In order to provide practicing designers with a profound understanding of the third
stand, more clarity needs to be thrown on the nature of products or product facets
that are eligible for a third stand approach. Further research must accomplish this.

10.4.2 The value system of the third stand

The third stand starts from the belief that the current way of digitization is not the
best one. Its mechanism, dematerialization, causes the digital world to grow, at the
cost of the physical. This has resulted in a large amount of digital products that
celebrate the cult of efficiency and effectiveness, by fully exploiting typical digital
values like flexibility and availability. By advancing the physical world as a source of
limitations, the third stand seeks to generate products that impose other values like
profundity, intensity, preciousness, slowness and attentiveness. This value system
needs more definition. Future research must point out which values it beholds, and
could result in a taxonomy of values.
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This aim, to design products that explicitly impose a certain system of values on their
users, lends the third stand a moral dimension, and relates it to an ongoing philosophical discussion (Verbeek, 2011), upon which I briefly touch in Chapter 7, section
7.2.1. If industrial design wants to be a relevant and meaningful activity that serves
people, society and the general good, it needs to develop its own version of ethics.
Kees Overbeeke (2007) stated that good design is not a relative, context-dependent
concept. It has an absolute dimension, which can be defined. How can we articulate
this ethical dimension in design? How can we bring it into practice? How does it fit
in corporatism and consumerism? I see a leading role for universities and design
research here. The area of industrial design, increasingly so, should be a haven for
philosophers, ethicists and system thinkers, where they can materialize their beliefs
and findings on technological development, and where they can bring them into the
physical reality, under the form of research vehicles, knowledge carriers and ultimately real commercial products. In order to reach this, these people should tightly
work together with industrial designers, not to evaluate existing products, but to create new ones.

10.4.3 The aesthetics of the third stand

Are the aesthetics only a sparkling add-on feature of the third stand, or are they
more than that? Their role in the design process of the third stand must be further
explored.

10.4.4 User experience

As described in Chapter 8, the feeling of “having paid” and literally having “handed
over something to someone” mainly emerged in the qualitative part of the experiments, as an asset of the EPT. It was not covered in the quantitative part by one of
the six needs that were questioned. How can this be explained? My suggestion is that
Sheldon et al. (2001) composed their list of ten needs in 2001, years before the commercial introduction of the multi-touch display and the proliferation of smart phones and tablets. Maybe today, in a world where profound, long-lasting satisfaction is
traded for ubiquitous, short and immediate enjoyment, an eleventh human need has
risen: the need for profundity. Further investigation in the field of user experience
and industrial design might develop this idea.

10.4.5 Research through Design

These four future directions should be explored by, at least partially, employing Research through Design. How to design for the third stand is investigated by designing
for the third stand. Therefore, I invite design researchers, design teachers, design students and professional industrial designers to get familiar with the third stand and
apply it in education, in research and in practice.
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In particular, the iterative Research through Design process, that was employed in
this thesis, can be particularized further in future research.

10.4.6 Digital payment

My experiment showed that digital payment does not have to lead to abstraction
and alienation of personal finances. Further research is needed to further define this
idea. Which parameters cause a payment interaction to be less abstract and more
engaging? How can the effectiveness of such payment systems be tested? How can
these payment systems be positioned within the field of existing payment terminals?
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Appendix 1 Needs questionnaire - interpretation
Autonomy

Original version - Sheldon

During XX I felt…
That my choices were based on my true interests and values. (Item 1)
Free to do things my own way. (Item 2)
That my choices expressed my "true self ". (Item 3)

Interpretation

During the payment process, I had the feeling …
Of being in control of my payment transaction. (Item 1)
That I paid how and when I wanted. (Item 2)
That it was really me that took the decision to pay. (Item 3)

Competence

Original version - Sheldon

During XX I felt…
That I was successfully completing difficult tasks and projects. (Item 1)
That I was taking on and mastering hard challenges. (Item 2)
Very capable in what I did. (Item 3)

Interpretation

During the payment process, I had the feeling …
That I was successfully completing the payment transaction. (Item 1)
That I was taking on and mastering hard challenges. (Item 2)
That I was very capable in what I did. (Item 3)

Relatedness

Original version - Sheldon

During XX I felt…
A sense of contact with people who care for me, and whom I care for. (Item 1)
Close and connected with other people who are important for me. (Item 2)
A strong sense of intimacy with the people I spent time with. (Item 3)

Interpretation

During the payment process, I had the feeling …
That the vendor approached me in a personal way. (Item 1)
That the vendor respected me. (Item 2)
That I, for a moment, had a personal contact with the vendor. (Item 3)
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Stimulation

Original version - Sheldon

During XX I felt…
That I was experiencing new sensations and activities. (Item 1)
Intense physical pleasure and enjoyment. (Item 2)
That I had found new sources and types of stimulation for myself. (Item 3)

Interpretation

During the payment process, I had the feeling …
That I gained a new, stimulating experience. (Item 1)
That I completed a pleasurable action routine. (Item 2)
That I liked the payment action routine. (Item 3)

Security

Original version - Sheldon

During XX I felt…
That my life was structured and predictable. (Item 1)
Glad that I have a comfortable set of routines and habits. (Item 2)
Safe from threat and uncertainties. (Item 3)

Interpretation

During the payment process, I had the feeling …
That the payment interaction was structured and predictable. (Item 1)
That the payment interaction was a comfortable, safe routine. (Item 2)
That I was safe from theft and fraud. (Item 3)

Self-esteem

Original version - Sheldon

During XX I felt…
That I had many positive qualities. (Item 1)
Quite satisfied with who I am. (Item 2)
A strong sense of self-respect. (Item 3)

Interpretation

During the payment process, I had the feeling …
That I was a full individual, instead of a number. (Item 1)
That I was quite satisfied with who I am. (Item 2)
That I was treated the way I should be. (Item 3)
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Appendix 2 Needs questionnaire
Gelieve te omcirkelen wat voor u het beste past.
Please circle the number of your choice.
Helemaal niet / Not at all
1 - 2 – 3 – 4 – 5

Heel sterk / Extremely

Tijdens het betalen met dit toestel had ik het gevoel …
During the payment process, I had the feeling …
Dat ik even een persoonlijk contact had met de verkoper. (Verbondenheid – Item 3)
That I, for a moment, had a personal contact with the vendor. (Relatedness – Item 3)
Helemaal niet / Not at all
1 - 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 Heel sterk / Extremely
Dat ik zelf controle had over mijn betaalhandeling. (Autonomie – Item 1)		
Of being in control of my payment transaction. (Autonomy – Item 1)
Helemaal niet / Not at all
1 - 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 Heel sterk / Extremely
Dat de betaalhandeling een comfortabele, veilige routine was. (Veiligheid – Item 2)
That the payment interaction was a comfortable, safe routine. (Security – Item 2)
Helemaal niet / Not at all
1 - 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 Heel sterk / Extremely
Dat ik een moeilijke taak uitvoerde en onder de knie kreeg. (Competentie – Item
2)
That I was taking on and mastering hard challenges. (Competence - Item 2)
Helemaal niet / Not at all
1 - 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 Heel sterk / Extremely
Dat ik plezier beleefde aan de handeling. (Stimulatie – Item 2)			
That I completed a pleasurable action routine. (Stimulation - Item 2)
Helemaal niet / Not at all
1 - 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 Heel sterk / Extremely
Dat ik tevreden was met mezelf. (Gevoel van eigenwaarde – Item 2)		
That I was quite satisfied with who I am. (Self-esteem - Item 2)
Helemaal niet / Not at all
1 - 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 Heel sterk / Extremely
Dat ik zeer competent was in wat ik deed. (Competentie – Item 3)		
That I was very capable in what I did. (Competence - Item 3)
Helemaal niet / Not at all
1 - 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 Heel sterk / Extremely
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Dat ik zelf de beslissing nam om te betalen. (Autonomie – Item 3)			
That it was really me that took the decision to pay. (Autonomy - Item 3)
Helemaal niet / Not at all
1 - 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 Heel sterk / Extremely
Dat ik een volwaardig individu was, en geen nummer. (Gevoel van eigenwaarde –
Item 1)
That I was a full individual, instead of a number. (Self-esteem - Item 1)
Helemaal niet / Not at all
1 - 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 Heel sterk / Extremely
Dat ik het een aangename handeling vond. (Stimulatie – Item 3)
That I liked the payment action routine. (Stimulation - Item 3) 			
Helemaal niet / Not at all
1 - 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 Heel sterk / Extremely
Dat de verkoper respect had voor mij. (Verbondenheid – Item 2)			
That the vendor respected me. (Relatedness - Item 2)
Helemaal niet / Not at all
1 - 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 Heel sterk / Extremely
Dat ik beschermd was tegen diefstal en fraude. (Veiligheid – Item 3)		
That I was safe from theft and fraud. (Security - Item 3)
Helemaal niet / Not at all
1 - 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 Heel sterk / Extremely
Dat ik een nieuwe, stimulerende ervaring opdeed. (Stimulatie – Item 1)
That I gained a new, stimulating experience. (Stimulation - Item 1)		
Helemaal niet / Not at all
1 - 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 Heel sterk / Extremely
Dat ik betaalde hoe en wanneer ik zelf wilde. (Autonomie – Item2) 		
That I paid how and when I wanted. (Autonomy - Item 2)
Helemaal niet / Not at all
1 - 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 Heel sterk / Extremely
Dat ik behandeld werd zoals het hoort. (Gevoel van eigenwaarde – Item 3)
That I was treated the way I should be. (Self-esteem - Item 3)
Helemaal niet / Not at all
1 - 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 Heel sterk / Extremely
Dat ik met succes kon betalen. (Competentie – Item 1)				
That I was successfully completing the payment transaction. (Competence - Item 1)
Helemaal niet / Not at all
1 - 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 Heel sterk / Extremely
Dat de betaalhandeling gestructureerd en voorspelbaar was. (Veiligheid – Item 1)
That the payment interaction was structured and predictable. (Security - Item 1)
Helemaal niet / Not at all
1 - 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 Heel sterk / Extremely
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Dat de verkoper mij niet anoniem, maar persoonlijk benaderde. (Verbondenheid –
Item 1)
that the vendor approached me in a personal way. (Relatedness - Item 1)
Helemaal niet / Not at all
1 - 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 Heel sterk / Extremely
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Appendix 3 PANAS questionnaire
Gelieve te omcirkelen wat voor u het beste past.
Please circle the number of your choice.
(1)Heel weinig / Very slightly or not at all
(2) Een beetje / A little
(3) Matig / Moderately
(4) Veel / Quite a bit
(5) Heel veel / Very much
Tijdens het betalen met dit toestel voelde ik mij …
During the payment routine with this payment device, I felt …
Geïnteresseerd / Interested (PA - Item 1)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Bedroefd / Distressed (NA - Item 1)			
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Opgewekt / Excited (PA - Item 2)			
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Terneergeslagen / Upset (NA - Item 2)		
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Sterk / Strong (PA - Item 3)			
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Schuldig / Guilty (NA - Item 3)			
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Angstig / Scared (NA - Item 4)		
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Vijandig / Hostile (NA - Item 5)		
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Enthousiast / Enthousiast (PA – Item 4)		
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
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Zelfverzekerd / Proud (PA – Item 5)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Vlug geïrriteerd / Irritable (NA - Item 6)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Alert / Alert (PA – Item 6)		
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Beschaamd / Ashamed (NA - Item 7)			
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Vol inspiratie / Inspired (PA – Item 7)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Gespannen / Nervous (NA - Item 8)			
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Vastberaden / Determined (PA – Item 8)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Aandachtig / Attentive (PA – Item 9)			
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Zenuwachtig / Jittery (NA - Item 9)		
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Energiek / Active (PA – Item 10)			
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Bang / Afraid (NA - Item 10)		
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
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Appendix 4 Customized AttrakDiff questionnaire
Wat vond u van het betaaltoestel? Gelieve de score te omcirkelen die voor u het beste
past.
What did you think of the presented payment terminal? Please circle the number of
your choice.
Ik vond dit betaaltoestel …
I thought this payment terminal was …
Verwarrend / Confusing		
1 … 7 Overzichtelijk / Clearly structured (PQ –
					Item 1)
Fantasieloos / Unimaginative 1 … 7 Creatief / Creative (HQ – Item 4)
Slecht / Bad
			
1 … 7 Goed / Good (GPE – Item 2)		
Saai / Dull			
1 … 7 Opwindend / Captivating (HQ – Item 1)
Gecompliceerd / Complicated 1 … 7 Eenvoudig / Simple (PQ – Item 4)
Lelijk / Ugly			
1 … 7 Mooi / Attractive (GPE – Item 1)		
Onaangenaam / Unpleasant
1 … 7 Aangenaam / Pleasant (GPE – Item 3)
Onpraktisch / Impractical
1 … 7 Praktisch / Practical (PQ – Item 2)		
Stijlloos / Tacky 			
1 … 7 Stijlvol / Stylish (HQ – Item 2)		
Onberekenbaar / Unpredictable 1 … 7 Voorspelbaar / Predictable (PQ – Item 3)
Minderwaardig / Cheap		
1 … 7 Waardevol / Premium (HQ – Item 3)
Ontmoedigend / Discouraging 1 … 7 Motiverend / Motivating (GPE – Item 4)
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Appendix 5 Qualitative questionnaire
Kwalitatieve vragenlijst - Nederlands

Wat bevalt u het meest aan beide betaaltoestellen, en waarom?
Vraag 1A: Betaaltoestel A
Vraag 1B: Betaaltoestel B
Vraag 2: Welk betaaltoestel vindt u het meest aangenaam / plezierig in gebruik?
Vraag 3A: Welk betaaltoestel geniet uw voorkeur?
Vraag 3B: … en waarom?
Vraag 4: Wat zijn de drie grootste verschillen tussen beide betaaltoestellen?
In welk soort winkel zou u beide betaaltoestellen plaatsen, en waarom?
Vraag 5A: Betaaltoestel A
Vraag 5B: Betaaltoestel B
Vraag 6: Heeft u nog opmerkingen over beide betaaltoestellen?

Qualitative questionnaire - English

What did you like most about both payment terminals, and why?
Question 1A: About payment terminal A?
Question 1B: About payment terminal B?
Question 2: Which payment terminal is the most pleasurable / agreeable?
Question 3A: Which payment terminal do you prefer?
Question 3B: … and why?
Question 4: What are the three biggest differences between both payment terminals?
In what kind of shop would you situate both payment terminals?
Question 5A: Payment terminal A
Question 5B: Payment terminal B
Question 6: Do you have additional remarks about both payment terminals?
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Appendix 6 Protocol physical experiment
Nederlandse versie

<De deelnemer klopt aan de deur van het lokaal waar het experiment plaats heeft.
De onderzoeker opent de deur en verwelkomt de deelnemer>
Dag meneer / mevrouw. U bent hier voor het uitvoeren van een experiment. In dit
experiment worden twee betaaltoestellen met elkaar vergeleken. We hebben twee
toonbanken opgesteld waaraan we zogezegd wijn verkopen: toonbank A en B. Op
elke toonbank staat een betaaltoestel. U krijgt een demonstratie van beide betaaltoestellen. U gaat beide koophandelingen zelf doorlopen. Tenslotte vult u een aantal
vragenlijsten in over beide toestellen.
<De volgorde van de gepresenteerde betaaltoestellen werd omgekeerd halverwege
het experiment>

1. Betaaltoestel A (XENTA Terminal)

We beginnen met betaaltoestel A. We gaan samen kijken naar een filmpje waarin dit
toestel gedemonstreerd wordt.
<De onderzoeker toont Filmpje A (XENTA Terminal)>
Ik geef u nu het betaalmiddel waarmee u straks gaat betalen, en we bekijken het
filmpje nogmaals.
<De onderzoeker overhandigt de betaalkaart>
<De onderzoeker toont nogmaals Filmpje A>
We gaan nu naar toonbank A, waar ik u een fles wijn zal verkopen.
<De onderzoeker activeert de camera>
< Onderzoeker en deelnemer voeren samen betaalinteractie A uit>
We zijn nu in de wijnwinkel. U wilt deze fles wijn kopen? Deze fles wijn kost …
<De onderzoeker kijkt naar het etiket>
… 8 Euro alstublieft. U mag betalen.
<Na betaling>
Dank u wel. Tot ziens.
We gaan deze betaalhandeling nogmaals uitvoeren, zodanig dat u ze goed aanvoelt.
U wilt deze fles wijn kopen? Deze fles wijn kost …
<De onderzoeker kijkt naar het etiket>
… 8 Euro alstublieft. U mag betalen.
<Na betaling>
Dank u wel. Tot ziens.
<De onderzoeker zet de camera uit>
U kan nu plaats nemen aan deze tafel. Gelieve eerst deze algemene vragenlijst in te
vullen.
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<De onderzoeker overhandigt de algemene vragenlijst, die leeftijd en geslacht van de
deelnemer registreert>
<De deelnemer vult de algemene vragenlijst in>
Kan u nu de volgende vragenlijst invullen, over betaaltoestel A?
<De onderzoeker overhandigt vragenlijst AB>
<De deelnemer vult vragenlijst AB in>
Dan gaan we nu hetzelfde doen met betaaltoestel B.

2. Betaaltoestel B (Experimentele Betaalterminal)

We gaan verder met betaaltoestel B. We gaan samen kijken naar een filmpje waarin
dit toestel gedemonstreerd wordt.
<De onderzoeker toont Filmpje B (Experimentele Betaalterminal)>
Ik geef u nu het betaalmiddel waarmee u straks gaat betalen, en we bekijken het
filmpje nogmaals.
<De onderzoeker overhandigt het token>
<De onderzoeker toont nogmaals Filmpje B>
We gaan nu naar toonbank B, waar ik u een fles wijn zal verkopen.
<De onderzoeker activeert de camera>
<Onderzoeker en deelnemer voeren samen betaalinteractie B uit>
We zijn nu in de wijnwinkel. U wilt deze fles wijn kopen? Deze fles wijn kost
<De onderzoeker kijkt naar het etiket>
… 8 Euro alstublieft.
<Op dit moment beweegt de onderzoeker de traveler rustig naar de deelnemer toe>
U mag betalen.
<Na betaling>
Dank u wel. Tot ziens.
We gaan deze betaalhandeling nogmaals uitvoeren, zodanig dat u ze goed aanvoelt.
U wilt deze fles wijn kopen? Deze fles wijn kost
<De onderzoeker kijkt naar het etiket>
… 8 Euro alstublieft.
<Op dit moment beweegt de onderzoeker de traveler rustig naar de deelnemer toe>
U mag betalen.
<Na betaling>
Dank u wel. Tot ziens.
<De onderzoeker zet de camera uit>
U kan nu plaats nemen aan deze tafel, en volgende vragenlijst invullen, over betaaltoestel B.
<De onderzoeker overhandigt vragenlijst AB>
<De deelnemer vult vragenlijst AB in>
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3. Kwalitatieve vragenlijst

Gelieve nu deze vragenlijst nog in te vullen. De vragen gaan over beide betaaltoestellen: A en B. U ziet beide toestellen staan.
<De onderzoeker overhandigt de kwalitatieve vragenlijst>
<De deelnemer vult de kwalitatieve vragenlijst in, waarbij hij/zij zicht heeft op
betaaltoestel A en betaaltoestel B>

4. Afrondend gesprek

<De onderzoeker richt de camera van betaaltoestel B op de centrale tafel en activeert
de camera>
<De onderzoeker neemt plaats tegenover de deelnemer>
Tot slot wil ik u nog even vragen wat u vond van het experiment, en van beide toestellen.
<Op basis van de antwoorden van de deelnemer op de vergelijkende vragenlijst,
wordt een informeel gesprek gevoerd. De deelnemer kan nog bepaalde opmerkingen
of uitleg geven. De onderzoeker neemt notities>
Het experiment eindigt hier. U krijgt een klein aandenken. Ik dank u hartelijk voor
uw medewerking.
<De onderzoeker overhandigt een fles wijn, begeleidt de deelnemer naar de uitgang,
en zet de camera uit.>
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English version

<The participant knocks at the door of the lab where the experiment is set up. The
experimenter opens the door and welcomes the participant>
Hello Sir/Madam. You are here to participate in an experiment. In this experiment
two payment terminals are compared with each other. We have set up two shop
counters at which we supposedly sell wine: shop counter A and B. On each shop
counter a payment terminal is installed. You will get a demonstration of both payment terminals. Then, you will supposedly buy a bottle of wine at each shop counter,
and execute the appropriate payment transaction. Finally, you complete a number of
questionnaires about both devices.
<The order of the payment terminals was counter balanced>

1. Payment terminal A (XENTA Terminal)

We begin with payment terminal A. We watch a short movie in which this device is
demonstrated.
<The experimenter shows Movie A (XENTA Terminal)>
I give you now the payment card with which you are going to pay, and we watch the
movie again.
<The experimenter hands over the payment card>
<The experimenter again shows Movie A>
We now move to shop counter A, at which I will sell you a bottle of wine.
<The experimenter activates the camera>
<The experimenter and the participant perform together payment interaction A>
We are now in the wine store. Do you want to buy this bottle of wine? That will cost
you …
<The experimenter looks at the price on the bottle>
... 8 Euro please. You can pay now.
<After payment transaction>
Thank you very much. Good bye.
We're going to execute this payment transaction again, so as to give you a good
notion of it.
Do you want to buy this bottle of wine? That will cost you …
<The experimenter looks at the price on the bottle>
... 8 Euro please. You can pay now.
<After payment transaction>
Thank you very much. Good bye.
<The experimenter shuts off the camera>
You can take place at this table. Please complete this general questionnaire.
<The experimenter presents the general questionnaire, which registrates age and
gender of the participant>
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<The participant completes the general questionnaire>
Can you complete the following questionnaire about payment terminal A?
<The experimenter hands questionnaire AB>
<The participant completes questionnaire AB>
Now we are going to do the same with payment terminal B.

2. Payment terminal B (Experimental Payment Terminal)

We continue with payment terminal B. We watch a short movie in which this device
is demonstrated.
<The experimenter shows Movie B (Experimental Payment Terminal)>
I give you now the token with which you are going to pay, and we watch the movie
again.
<The experimenter hands over the token>
<The experimenter again shows Movie B>
We now move to shop counter B, at which I will sell you a bottle of wine.
<The experimenter activates the camera>
<The experimenter and the participant perform together payment interaction B>
We are now in the wine store. Do you want to buy this bottle of wine? That will cost
you …
<The experimenter looks at the price on the bottle>
... 8 Euro please.
<The experimenter gently moves the traveler towards the respondent>
You can pay now.
<After payment transaction>
Thank you very much. Good bye.
We're going to execute this payment transaction again, so as to give you a good
notion of it.
Do you want to buy this bottle of wine? That will cost you …
<The experimenter looks at the price on the bottle>
... 8 Euro please.
<The experimenter gently moves the traveler towards the respondent>
You can pay now.
<After payment transaction>
Thank you very much. Good bye.
<The experimenter shuts off the camera>
You can take place at this table. Please complete the following questionnaire about
payment terminal B.
<The experimenter hands over questionnaire AB>
<The participant completes questionnaire AB>
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3. Qualitative questionnaire

Now please complete this final questionnaire. The questions concern both payment
terminals: A and B. You can see both of them here in front of you.
<The experimenter presents the qualitative questionnaire>
<The participant completes the qualitative questionnaire, while he/she sees both
labeled terminals in front of him/her>

4. Conclusive conversation

<The experimenter directs the camera of payment terminal B on the table and activates the camera>
<The experimenter takes place in front of the participant>
Finally, I would like to know your thoughts on the experiment, and on both devices.
<Based on the answers of the participant on the comparative survey, an informal
discussion is held. The participant can give additional remarks or explanations. The
experimenter takes note>
The experiment ends here. I give you a little souvenir. Thank you very much for your
cooperation.
<The experimenter hands over a bottle of wine, guides the participant to the door,
and shuts off the camera.>
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Nederlandse versie

<De winkels werden bezocht zonder vooraf een afspraak te maken. Eerst vroeg de
onderzoeker naar de winkeleigenaar. Als deze niet aanwezig was, vroeg de onderzoeker wanneer hij/zij wel aanwezig zou zijn. De onderzoeker kwam dan terug op het
aangegeven tijdstip>
Goedemorgen/Goedemiddag, ik studeer aan de universiteit van Eindhoven en doe
onderzoek naar betaalsystemen. Zou u mij hiermee willen helpen? Ik laat u dan twee
filmpjes van betaaltoestellen zien en ben benieuwd wat u hiervan vindt en welke uw
voorkeur heeft. Het zal ongeveer twintig minuten duren.
<Winkeleigenaar stemt in>
<De volgorde van de gepresenteerde betaaltoestellen werd omgekeerd halverwege
het experiment>

1. Betaaltoestel A

Dankjewel. Ik laat eerst één filmpje zien waarna u de eerste vragenlijst gaat invullen.
Vervolgens kijkt u het tweede filmpje en gaat u de tweede vragenlijst invullen. Ten
slotte is er een vragenlijst over de verschillen tussen de betaaltoestellen.
<Winkeleigenaar kijkt het filmpje van betaaltoestel A>
Dit is de vragenlijst die bij dit filmpje hoort. We zijn benieuwd naar uw mening, dus
u kunt geen verkeerde antwoorden geven. Als u vragen heeft, hoor ik het graag.
<Winkeleigenaar vult de vragenlijst in en overhandigt de vragenlijst zodra deze
ingevuld is>
Dankjewel.

2. Betaaltoestel B

Dit is het filmpje van het andere betaaltoestel.
<Winkeleigenaar kijkt het filmpje van betaaltoestel B>
Dit is de vragenlijst die hierbij hoort. Het zijn dezelfde vragen, maar ze gaan nu over
het betaaltoestel dat u zojuist heeft gezien.
<Winkeleigenaar vult de vragenlijst in en overhandigt de vragenlijst zodra deze
ingevuld is>
Dankjewel.

3. Kwalitatieve vragenlijst

Dit is de laatste vragenlijst. Het gaat over de verschillen tussen de betaaltoestellen.
Ook in deze vragenlijst zijn we benieuwd naar uw mening, dus u kunt geen verkeerde antwoorden geven. Als u vragen heeft, hoor ik het graag.
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<Winkeleigenaar vult de vragenlijst in en overhandigt de vragenlijst zodra deze
ingevuld is>

4. Afrondend gesprek

Dankjewel. Had u een voorkeur voor een betaaltoestel?
<Nadat de winkeleigenaar zijn/haar voorkeur aangaf, volgden er vrijwel vanzelf
argumenten voor en tegen de betaaltoestellen. Op basis van deze antwoorden, vroeg
de onderzoeker verder. Zo ontstond er een informeel gesprek over de betaaltoestellen>
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English version

<The stores were visited without making an appointment in advance. The experimenter asked if the shop owner was present. If the shop owner was not present, the
experimenter asked when he/she would be present. The experimenter then came
back later, at the indicated time>
Good morning / Good afternoon, I am studying at the University of Eindhoven and
I am doing research on payment terminals. Would you like to help me with this? I
show you two videos of payment terminals and wonder what you think of them and
which one you prefer. The experiment will take about twenty minutes.
<The shop owner agrees>
<The order of the presented payment terminals was reversed halfway through the
experiment>

1. Payment terminal A

Thank you. First I show you a video, and then you complete the first questionnaire.
Then you watch the second video and complete the second questionnaire. Finally,
there is a questionnaire about the differences between both payment terminals.
<The shop owner watches the movie of payment terminal A>
This is the questionnaire that accompanies this video. We are interested in your opinion, so you can’t give wrong answers. If you have any questions, please let me know.
<The shop owner completes the questionnaire and returns it>
Thank you very much.

2. Payment terminal B

This is the video of the second payment terminal.
<The shop owner watches the movie of payment terminal B>
This is the questionnaire that accompanies the video. These are the same questions,
but they concern the payment terminal that you just saw.
<The shop owner completes the questionnaire and returns it>
Thank you very much.

3. Qualitative questionnaire

This is the last questionnaire. It discusses the differences between both payment terminals. In this questionnaire, we are interested in your opinion, so you can’t give
wrong answers. If you have any questions, please let me know.
<The shop owner completes the questionnaire and returns it>

4. Conclusive conversation

Thank you very much. Did you prefer one of both payment terminals?
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<After the shop owner indicated his/her preference, he/she came up with arguments
for and against each payment terminal. Starting from these arguments, the experimenter asked further, and an informal discussion arose about both payment terminals>
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Physical Experiment - Paired Samples Test - mean values
Paired Differences
95% Confidence Interval
Mean

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

of the Difference
Lower
Upper

t

Sig. (1tailed)

df

Pair 1

Positive_Affect

,4920

,8626

,1725

,1359

,8481

2,852

24

,004

Pair 2

Negative_Affect

-,0960

,5264

,1053

-,3133

,1213

-,912

24

,185

Pair 3

Autonomy

,4267

1,4578

,2916

-,1751

1,0284

1,463

24

,078

Pair 4

Relatedness

,2533

1,0684

,2137

-,1877

,6943

1,186

24

,124

Pair 5

Stimulation

,6933

1,3741

,2748

,1261

1,2605

2,523

24

,009

Pair 6

Pragmatic_Quality

-,8200

1,5621

,3124

-1,4648

-,1752

-2,625

24

,007

Pair 7

Hedonic_Quality

1,4400

1,4725

,2945

,8322

2,0478

4,890

24

,000

Pair 8

General_Product_Evaluation

,7600

1,4746

,2949

,1513

1,3687

2,577

24

,008

Online Experiment - Paired Samples Test - mean values
Paired Differences
95% Confidence Interval
Mean

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

of the Difference
Lower
Upper

t

Sig. (1tailed)

df

Pair 1

Positive_Affect

,69000

,90243

,12762

,43353

,94647

5,407

49

,000

Pair 2

Negative_Affect

-,12800

,62533

,08843

-,30572

,04972

-1,447

49

,077

Pair 3

Autonomy

,40000

1,12687

,15936

,07975

,72025

2,510

49

,008

Pair 4

Relatedness

,50000

,95535

,13511

,22849

,77151

3,701

49

,000

Pair 5

Stimulation

,98000

1,28379

,18156

,61515

1,34485

5,398

49

,000

Pair 6

Security

,16667

1,16885

,16530

-,16552

,49885

1,008

49

,159

Pair 7

Pragmatic_Quality

-,49500

1,75654

,24841

-,99420

,00420

-1,993

49

,026

Pair 8

Hedonic_Quality

1,65000

1,65215

,23365

1,18046

2,11954

7,062

49

,000

Pair 9

General_Product_Evaluation

,72000

1,79898

,25441

,20874

1,23126

2,830

49

,003

Vendor Experiment - Paired Samples Test - mean values
Paired Differences
95% Confidence Interval
Mean

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

of the Difference
Lower
Upper

t

Sig. (1tailed)

df

Pair 1

Positive_Affect

,18400

,47318

,09464

-,01132

,37932

1,944

24

,032

Pair 2

Negative_Affect

,16800

,42301

,08460

-,00661

,34261

1,986

24

,029

Pair 3

Autonomy

,16000

,99126

,19825

-,24917

,56917

,807

24

,214

Pair 4

Relatedness

-,10667

,71828

,14366

-,40316

,18982

-,743

24

,232

Pair 5

Stimulation

,72000

,99852

,19970

,30783

1,13217

3,605

24

,001

Pair 6

Self-esteem

-,13333

,73912

,14782

-,43843

,17176

-,902

24

,188

Pair 7

Pragmatic_Quality

-,58000

1,42288

,28458

-1,16734

,00734

-2,038

24

,026

Pair 8

Hedonic_Quality

,98000

1,71227

,34245

,27321

1,68679

2,862

24

,004

Pair 9

General_Product_Evaluation

,30000

1,82003

,36401

-,45127

1,05127

,824

24

,209
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Physical Experiment - Paired Samples Test - Competence items
Paired Differences
95% Confidence Interval
Mean
Pair 1
Pair 2

That I was successfully completing the payment
transaction.
That I was taking on and mastering hard challenges.

Pair 3

That I was very capable in what I did.

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

of the Difference
Lower
Upper

t

Sig. (1tailed)

df

,0400

,9345

,1869

-,3458

,4258

,214

24

1,0400

1,0985

,2197

,5866

1,4934

4,734

24

,416
,000

,2000

1,5000

,3000

-,4192

,8192

,667

24

,256

Physical Experiment - Paired Samples Test - Security items
Paired Differences
95% Confidence Interval
Mean
Pair 1
Pair 2
Pair 3

That the payment interaction was structured and
predictable
That the payment interaction was a comfortable, safe
routine.
That I was safe from theft and fraud.

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

of the Difference
Lower
Upper

t

Sig. (1tailed)

df

-,6800

1,7010

,3402

-1,3821

,0221

-1,999

24

,3600

1,5513

,3103

-,2804

1,0004

1,160

24

,029
,129

,7200

1,1372

,2274

,2506

1,1894

3,166

24

,002

Physical Experiment - Paired Samples Test - Self-esteem items
Paired Differences
95% Confidence Interval
Mean

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

of the Difference
Lower
Upper

t

Sig. (1tailed)

df

Pair 1

That I was a full individual, instead of a number.

,2400

1,6145

,3229

-,4264

,9064

,743

24

,232

Pair 2

That I was quite satisfied with who I am.

,2000

1,3540

,2708

-,3589

,7589

,739

24

,234

Pair 3

That I was treated the way I should be.

-,0400

1,0599

,2120

-,4775

,3975

-,189

24

,426

Online Experiment - Paired Samples Test - Competence items
Paired Differences
95% Confidence Interval
Mean
Pair 1
Pair 2

That I was successfully completing the payment
transaction.
That I was taking on and mastering hard challenges.

Pair 3

That I was very capable in what I did.

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

of the Difference
Lower
Upper

t

Sig. (1tailed)

df

,160

1,095

,155

-,151

,471

1,033

49

,153

,740

1,426

,202

,335

1,145

3,670

49

,000

0,000

1,178

,167

-,335

,335

0,000

49

0,500

Online Experiment - Paired Samples Test - Security items
Paired Differences
95% Confidence Interval
Mean
Pair 1
Pair 2
Pair 3

That the payment interaction was structured and
predictable
That the payment interaction was a comfortable, safe
routine.
That I was safe from theft and fraud.

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

of the Difference
Lower
Upper

t

Sig. (1tailed)

df

,300

1,165

,165

-,031

,631

1,821

49

,037

,080

1,712

,242

-,407

,567

,330

49

,371

,120

1,438

,203

-,289

,529

,590

49

,279

Online Experiment - Paired Samples Test - Self-esteem items
Paired Differences
95% Confidence Interval
Mean

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

of the Difference
Lower
Upper

t

Sig. (1tailed)

df

Pair 1

That I was a full individual, instead of a number.

,420

1,279

,181

,056

,784

2,322

49

,012

Pair 2

That I was quite satisfied with who I am.

0,000

,926

,131

-,263

,263

0,000

49

0,500

Pair 3

That I was treated the way I should be.

,240

1,135

,161

-,083

,563

1,495

49

,071
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Vendor Experiment - Paired Samples Test - Competence items
Paired Differences
95% Confidence Interval
Mean

Pair 1
Pair 2

That I was successfully completing the payment
transaction.
That I was taking on and mastering hard challenges.

Pair 3

That I was very capable in what I did.

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

-,0800

,8124

,1625

,3600

,8103

,2000

,9129

of the Difference
Lower
Upper

t

Sig. (1tailed)

df

-,4153

,2553

-,492

24

,313

,1621

,0255

,6945

2,221

24

,018

,1826

-,1768

,5768

1,095

24

,142

Vendor Experiment - Paired Samples Test - Security items
Paired Differences
95% Confidence Interval
Mean
Pair 1
Pair 2
Pair 3

That the payment interaction was structured and
predictable
That the payment interaction was a comfortable, safe
routine.
That I was safe from theft and fraud.

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

of the Difference
Lower
Upper

t

Sig. (1tailed)

df

-,2000

1,0000

,2000

-,6128

,2128

-1,000

24

,164

,2400

1,3626

,2725

-,3225

,8025

,881

24

,194

0,0000

1,2583

,2517

-,5194

,5194

0,000

24

0,500

Vendor Experiment - Paired Samples Test - Self-esteem items
Paired Differences
95% Confidence Interval
Mean
Pair 1

That I was a full individual, instead of a number.

Pair 2
Pair 3
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Std.
Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

of the Difference
Lower
Upper

t

Sig. (1tailed)

df

-,2800

1,2754

,2551

-,8065

,2465

-1,098

24

That I was quite satisfied with who I am.

,2400

1,0909

,2182

-,2103

,6903

1,100

24

,142
,141

That I was treated the way I should be.

-,3600

,8103

,1621

-,6945

-,0255

-2,221

24

,018

Summary
Physical Interaction in a Dematerialized World
This thesis is about designing for interaction. It focuses on interactive or digital products, and the place they take in our daily lives. More specifically, it establishes a
perspective for industrial design to guide the process of dematerialization. I named
this perspective the third stand. During my doctoral research, I developed the third
stand, following a Research through Design approach. This means that I designed
several experimental prototypes, and in doing this, explored the problem space of
dematerialization and the third stand. This thesis contains an evolutionary description of my research process, and the gradual establishment of the third stand framework.

Dematerialization

Dematerialization is an ongoing process in today’s generation of interactive products. Information carriers disappear, and release their content under the form of
digital data that flow freely through networks and devices. We have witnessed how
music CDs and cash money have been replaced by MP3 files and digital payments,
as well as how dematerialization has entered the field of books. Today, a whole range
of digital products, such as cameras, cell phones, alarm clocks and GPS devices has
disappeared, as they became applications on smart phones and tablet computers.
Dematerialization happens for a reason: the disengaged content, or digital information, becomes more flexible, available and omnipresent than its physical counterpart. On the other side, I see a pitfall in the way dematerialization is applied today: as
physical artifacts disappear, their physically rich and meaningful shape vanishes as
well. Instead, a generation of digital products emerges that employs a high degree of
abstract, symbolic representation, typically on a display, and a standardized interaction style, by means of a mouse, a keypad, or a multi-touch device. These representation and interaction styles appeal mainly to our cognitive skills, and less to our perceptual-motor skills. In other words, dematerialization brings forth products with a
high level of abstraction, and emphasizes the cognitive character of our interaction
with them. Because of this pitfall, I stated that dematerialization should not proliferate freely, but should be guided by industrial design. In Chapter 1, I formulated a
first research question:
• How can industrial design guide dematerialization?
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Two existing perspectives on dematerialization

I made a distinction between two prevailing perspectives on dematerialization: the
first stand and the second stand.
The first stand, or the way of the physical, is a research perspective on interaction
with digital data, typical of a research domain, referred to as the data-centered
approach to tangible interaction. This perspective relies on the embodiment of digital
data with physical objects and artifacts. As such, it advocates a movement towards
more physicality, and counterbalances the process of dematerialization. My critique
on the first stand is that, in my opinion, it builds on the physical world for reasons
of pragmatic usability: it mainly strives for an interaction with digital products and
systems that is more natural, intuitive and direct than the abstract, symbolic style of
interaction that was introduced by the traditional desktop PC.
The second stand, or the way of the digital, is the perspective that is adopted by the
current generation of dematerialized products. It emphasizes the digital world and
its unique features, and as such embraces dematerialization. Many of today’s consumer electronics (smart phones, tablet computers) result from the second stand. My
critique on the second stand concerns its preoccupation with efficiency and effectiveness, and its tendency to neglect the values of the physical world: its inherent
meaningfulness for us, its inhabitants, and our embeddedness in it.

The third stand

The third stand was introduced at the end of Chapter 1 as a new perspective on
dematerialization that builds on rich interaction. Rich interaction is a framework for
the design of interactive products that strives for a unity of form, function and interaction, thereby respecting all human skills: perceptual-motor skills, cognitive skills,
emotional skills and social skills. In order to investigate the very nature of the third
stand as a design perspective, a new research question was launched:
• What are the characteristics of the third stand?
Through several design iterations, these characteristics were explored in Chapters
2 and 3, and the design process of the third stand was illustrated in Chapter 4. I
defined the third stand as follows:
The third stand is a design perspective on single-purpose digital products. It was
born as a reaction on the process of dematerialization, and builds on rich interaction. The third stand centers around the border between the physical and the digital
world, and advances the positioning of this border as its main design driver, continuously urging the designer to make judgements on where in the product this border lies. As such, the third stand introduces the concept of re-materialization, where
the designer aims at temporarily or permanently giving physical shape to digital
information.
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Now what is the uniqueness of the third stand? What makes it stand out from the
two other perspectives on dematerialization, the first and second stand? I formulated
a new research question:
• What is the added value of the third stand?
In order to answer this question, I applied the third stand in the design and development of a digital payment terminal that guides the dematerialization of cash money.
I called this terminal the Experimental Payment Terminal, or EPT, and decided to
conduct an experiment with it.

Experiment

In three experimental sessions, with in total 100 participants, I compared the EPT,
my own exponent of the third stand, with Worldline’s XENTA terminal, a wellknown payment terminal that represents the second stand. The participants were
asked to execute a similar payment transaction on both terminals. I used the user
experience framework of Marc Hassenzahl as a basis for the experiment, since it
pays attention to pragmatic, as well as non-pragmatic, or hedonic usability values.
The results of this experiment can be summarized as follows:
1. The XENTA, the second stand payment terminal, was perceived as the more efficient, practical device. It is faster in use than the EPT, and it demands easier
actions from the user.
2. The EPT, the third stand terminal, was perceived as more pleasurable, creative
and beautiful. I suggested that the reason for this is that the third stand brings
forth a specific and typical kind of aesthetics, which I called the aesthetics of the
third stand.
3. The EPT was experienced to visualize the payment transaction more clearly, and
to offer a higher level of control. Moreover, the participants mentioned that it
made digital money and the payment transaction more tangible and approachable. I suggested that the EPT makes the participants more aware of their expenses, and that this awareness is a result from the third stand, which builds on the
enriching limitations of the physical world.
From these results, I suggested that both concepts, the aesthetics of the third stand
and the enriching limitations of the physical world make up the added value and uniqueness of the third stand. I describe them separately.

The aesthetics of the third stand

The aesthetics of the third stand indicate a specific kind of aesthetics that is inherently linked to the third stand perspective, and that can be employed by the
designer. Like the third stand itself, its aesthetics reside on the border between the
physical and the digital world: they are the beauty and fascination that result from
a conscious coupling between both worlds. In this context, I introduced two con291
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cepts, the persistent and the ephemeral. These concepts indicate two distinct ways
of how digital phenomena can be embodied in the design of an interactive product.
Persistent manifestations are tangible, permanent, mainly static and “feel physical”,
as opposed to ephemeral manifestations, which are intangible, transient, dynamic
and “feel digital”. In a product that is designed from a third stand perspective, the
designer decides which digital phenomena become persistent, and which become
ephemeral. The coupling of and inherent contrast between the persistent and the
ephemeral provides an impossible marriage, resulting in a specific tension. The fascination and engagement that this tension arouses, make up the aesthetics of the third
stand.
I further explored these aesthetics in two design projects, and claimed that they are
more than just a formalistic trick. They are the very way the third stand perspective
is made perceivable in a product, and as such, they help the designer to successfully
implement it.

The enriching limitations of the physical world

The third stand distinguishes itself from the second stand, or the current generation
of interactive products, by inclining towards re-materialization, and by emphasizing
the values of the physical world. Further, it takes distance from the first stand, by
building on the limitations of the physical world, rather than on its richness. The
physical world is limited, its limitations being its persistence, rigidity, slowness and
vulnerability. The third stand considers these limiting properties as a protection
against the unbridled freedom, malleability and limitless possibilities of the digital
world. It strives for a deliberate limitation of this digital world, in order to implement
the third stand’s value system, which can be described as follows: the third stand
wants to elevate our actions with digital products by making these actions more elaborate, nuanced, substantial, important and valuable. It seeks for a more profound
user experience, exploiting our natural inclination towards attentiveness, slowness
and depth. The physical world acts as an inspiration and legitimation for this strive.

What does the third stand add to design practice?

The third stand contributes to design practice in three ways.
First, by taking dematerialization as a starting point, the third stand centers around
the border between the physical and the digital, in order to attain an optimal balance
between both worlds. As such, the third stand induces a design process in which
the physical and the digital are developed concurrently, and mutually compose each
other. In my opinion, this implies a fundamental reorganization of R&D departments in industry, where today hardware and software are developed rather separately. This focus on the border between the physical and the digital gives rise to a
specific kind of aesthetics, which is situated on this border.
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Second, the third stand seeks to establish a value system, which differs from the
values that are present in today’s generation of digital products. While the latter
mainly aim at efficiency and effectiveness, third stand products adhere to less pragmatic values like profundity, attentiveness and preciousness. The third stand employs
the physical world as a source of inspiration for this value system.
Last, the third stand provides handles for a re-orientation towards single-purpose
products, which is at odds with the widely acclaimed multi-purposeness of today’s
smart phones and tablets.

What does the third stand add to design research?

In general, the argument for embodiment is that it makes our interaction with digital
products more intuitive, natural and direct, which are all pragmatic usability values.
The third stand extends the embodied interaction research agenda by establishing
a causal link between re-materialization and hedonic values instead of pragmatic
ones. By building on the limitations of the physical world, instead of on its richness,
the third stand wants to form its specific value system, based on profundity, rather
than on ease-of-use. In other words, the third stand employs the physical world, not
to make our actions with the digital more natural and intuitive, but to make them
more attentive, precious and important.
This thesis provides yet another contribution to design research: it further develops
the Research through Design process. I believe this contribution lies in the fact that
the different prototypes presented in this thesis, must not be considered as equivalent illustrations of one phenomenon. They are consecutive steps in an inquiry,
towards the establishment of the third stand. Every prototype generates a new theoretical insight, which on its turn leads to a new prototype. The end result is a design
perspective, presented in words and physical artifacts.

Future research

The third stand is not yet mature, as several aspects of it need to be elaborated
further. I give an overview of these aspects.
• What are the boundaries of the third stand’s application field? What are the conditions to use the third stand?
• What is the nature of the third stand’s specific value system? Can a taxonomy of
values be provided? Which values belong to it, and which don’t?
• How can the aesthetics of the third stand be further articulated and particularized?
• How can the link between the third stand and user experience be further elaborated? Is there something like an eleventh human need: the need for profundity?
Do third stand products fulfill this need?
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•

How can the iterative Research through Design process, established in this thesis, be further investigated, elaborated and formalized?
Finally, my experiment showed that it is possible to devise a way of digital payment
that does not necessarily lead to abstraction and alienation of personal finances.
Further research is needed to explore this idea. Which are the parameters that determine if a payment interaction is perceived as abstract or tangible?
Lukas Van Campenhout, 2016
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Samenvatting
Fysieke Interactie in een Gedematerializeerde Wereld
Dit proefschrift gaat over design voor interactie, en concentreert zich op interactieve of digitale producten, en de plaats die deze producten innemen in ons dagelijks
leven. Er wordt een design perspectief voorgesteld op het begeleiden van dematerialisatie. Ik heb dit perspectief the third stand genoemd, en het ontwikkeld tijdens
mijn doctoraal traject, waarbij ik een Research through Design aanpak toepaste. Dit
betekent dat ik verschillende experimentele prototypes ontwierp en bouwde, en
doorheen dit ontwerpen en bouwen de problematiek van dematerialisatie en the
third stand exploreerde. Het proefschrift bevat een evolutieve beschrijving van mijn
onderzoeksproces, en de stapsgewijze opbouw van de theorie rondom the third
stand.

Dematerialisatie

Dematerialisatie is een proces dat zich vandaag de dag manifesteert in de huidige
generatie van interactieve producten. Informatiedragers, zoals bijvoorbeeld muziek
CD’s, hebben de neiging om te verdwijnen. De informatie die op deze dragers opgeslagen zat, wordt bevrijd en stroomt doorheen digitale netwerken en toestellen. We
hebben gezien hoe muziek CD’s en cash geld vervangen werden door MP3 bestanden en digitale transacties, en hoe dematerialisatie de wereld van boeken heeft betreden. Daarnaast zijn ook heel wat digitale producten, zoals camera’s, GSM’s en GPS
toestellen, verdwenen en verworden tot applicaties op smart phones en tablet computers.
Dematerialisatie gebeurt niet zonder reden: digitale informatie die niet vast zit aan
een fysieke drager is flexibeler, beschikbaarder en meer alomtegenwoordig. Langs
de andere kant zie ik een aantal valkuilen in de manier waarop dematerialisatie vandaag wordt toegepast: met het verdwijnen van fysieke artefacten, verdwijnt ook hun
fysiek rijke en betekenisvolle vorm. In de plaats daarvan ontstaat een generatie digitale producten, die zweert bij een hoge graad van abstracte, symbolische representatie, meestal op een scherm, en een gestandaardiseerde interactiestijl met een muis,
keypad of multi-touch bediening. Deze representatie- en interactiestijlen appelleren
voornamelijk aan onze cognitieve, en in mindere mate aan onze perceptueel-motorische vaardigheden. Met ander woorden, dematerialisatie leidt tot producten met een
hoger niveau van abstractie, en een interactie met een voornamelijk cognitief karakter. Omwille van deze valkuil, heb ik gesteld dat dematerialisatie niet onbeperkt mag
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toegepast worden, maar moet worden begeleid door industrieel design. In Chapter 1
formuleerde ik een eerste onderzoeksvraag:
• Hoe kan dematerialisatie begeleid worden door industrieel design?

Twee bestaande perspectieven op dematerialisatie

Ik maakte een onderscheid tussen twee gangbare visies op dematerialisatie:
The first stand is een research perspectief op interactie met digitale informatie, eigen
aan een onderzoeksdomein dat the data-centered approach to tangible interaction
genoemd wordt. Dit perspectief wil digitale informatie belichamen met fysieke
objecten, en bepleit zodoende een beweging naar méér materie. In die zin vormt the
first stand een tegengewicht voor dematerialisatie. Mijn mening over en kritiek op
the first stand bestaat erin dat deze visie bouwt op de fysieke werkelijkheid, voornamelijk met het oog op pragmatische bruikbaarheid: ze streeft naar een interactie
met digitale producten en systemen die natuurlijker, intuïtiever en directer is dan de
abstracte, symbolische interactiestijl die we kennen van de traditionele desktop PC.
The second stand is het perspectief dat aangenomen wordt door de huidige generatie van digitale producten. Deze visie benadrukt de digitale wereld en zijn unieke
eigenschappen, en omarmt dematerialisatie. Veel van de huidige consumer electronics (smart phones, tablet computers) zijn een resultaat van de the second stand.
Mijn kritiek op het second stand perspectief betreft zijn preoccupatie met efficiëntie
en effectiviteit, en zijn neiging om de waarden van de fysieke werkelijkheid te ontkennen: de fysieke werkelijkheid is inherent betekenisvol voor ons, mensen, en ons
wezen is er onlosmakelijk mee verbonden.

The third stand

Ik introduceerde the third stand op het einde van Chapter 1 als een nieuw perspectief
op dematerialisatie, dat verder bouwt op rijke interactie. Rijke interactie is een visie
op het ontwerpen van interactieve producten die streeft naar een eenheid van vorm,
functie en interactie, en daarbij alle menselijk vaardigheden respecteert: perceptueel-motorische, cognitieve, emotionele en sociale vaardigheden. Een nieuwe onderzoeksvraag werd gelanceerd, met als doel de aard te onderzoeken van the third stand
als design perspectief.
• Wat zijn de karakteristieken van the third stand?
Deze karakteristieken werden geëxploreerd in Chapters 2 en 3, doorheen verschillende design iteraties, en het third stand ontwerpproces zelf werd geïllustreerd in
Chapter 4. Ik definieerde the third stand als volgt:
The third stand is een design perspectief op functiespecifieke digitale producten.
Het ontstond als een reactie op het proces van dematerialisatie, en bouwt verder op
rijke interactie. The third stand vertrekt van de grens tussen de fysieke en de digitale
wereld, en beschouwt het plaatsen van deze grens als zijn voornaamste design dri296
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ver. In een third stand ontwerpproces maakt de ontwerper voortdurend afwegingen
over waar in zijn product hij deze grens zal leggen. Zodoende introduceert the third
stand het concept van re-materialisatie, waarbij de designer, tijdelijk of permanent,
een fysieke vorm toekent aan digitale informatie.
Wat maakt the third stand nu uniek? Waarin verschilt het van de twee andere perspectieven op dematerialisatie, the first en second stand? Ik formuleerde een nieuwe
onderzoeksvraag:
• Wat is de toegevoegde waarde van the third stand?
Om deze vraag te beanwoorden, paste ik het third stand perspectief toe op het ontwerp en de ontwikkeling van een digitale betaalterminal, die de dematerialisatie van
contant geld in goede banen wil leiden. Ik noemde dit toestel de EPT, wat staat voor
Experimental Payment Terminal, en besloot om er een experiment mee op te zetten.

Experiment

Doorheen drie experimentele sessies met in totaal 100 deelnemers, vergeleek ik de
EPT, een exponent van the third stand, met Worldline’s XENTA terminal, een alom
gekend betaaltoestel dat the second stand vertegenwoordigt. De deelnemers werd
gevraagd om een gelijkaardige betaaltransactie uit te voeren op beide terminals.
Als basis voor het experiment gebruikte ik het user experience raamwerk van Marc
Hassenzahl, omdat dit aandacht schenkt aan zowel pragmatische bruikbaarheid als
niet-pragmatische, of hedonische bruikbaarheid. De resultaten van het experiment
kunnen als volgt worden samengevat:
1. Het XENTA toestel, het betaaltoestel van the second stand, werd beschouwd als
het meest efficiënte, praktische toestel. Het is sneller in gebruik dan de EPT, en
het vergt minder moeilijke handelingen van de gebruiker.
2. De EPT, het betaaltoestel van the third stand, werd beschouwd als plezieriger,
creatiever en mooier. Ik suggereerde hierbij dat de reden hiervoor ligt in het feit
dat the third stand een specifieke vorm van esthetiek met zich meebrengt, die ik
de esthetiek van the third stand noem.
3. De deelnemers vermeldden dat de EPT de betaaltransactie duidelijker visualiseerde, en hen meer gevoel van controle gaf. Daarnaast hadden ze het gevoel dat
de EPT het digitale geld meer tastbaar en benaderbaar maakte. Ik suggereerde
dat de EPT de deelnemers bewuster maakt van hun uitgaven, en dat dit bewust
maken een resultaat is van het third stand perspectief en zijn gerichtheid op de
verrijkende beperkingen van de fysieke wereld.
Vertrekkend van deze resultaten suggereerde ik dat de twee concepten, de esthetiek
van the third stand en de verrijkende beperkingen van de fysieke wereld, de toegevoegde waarde en het unieke karakter uitmaken van the third stand. Ik beschrijf
beide concepten apart in de volgende paragrafen.
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De esthetiek van the third stand

Met de esthetiek van the third stand doel ik op een specifieke vorm van esthetiek
die inherent vervat zit in het perspectief van the third stand, en die kan toegepast
worden door de ontwerper. Evenals the third stand zelf, bevindt zijn esthetiek zich
op de grens tussen de fysieke en de digitale wereld: het is niet meer dan de fascinatie
die teweeg wordt gebracht door een bewuste koppeling van beide werelden. Binnen
deze context introduceerde ik twee concepten, het persistente en het efemere. Deze
concepten duiden op twee manieren om digitale fenomenen te belichamen tijdens
het ontwerp van een interactief product. Persistente manifestaties zijn tastbaar, permanent, voornamelijk statisch en “voelen fysiek aan”. Daartegenover staan efemere
manifestaties, die niet tastbaar, vergankelijk en dynamisch zijn, en “digitaal aanvoelen”. In een product dat ontworpen is vanuit het third stand perspectief, beslist de
ontwerper welke digitale fenomenen persistent, en welke efemeer zullen worden. De
koppeling van en het inherente contrast tussen het persistente en het efemere resulteren in een onmogelijk huwelijk en een specifiek spanningsveld. De fascinatie en de
aantrekkingskracht die worden opgewekt door dit spanningsveld, vormen de esthetiek van the third stand.
Ik verkende deze esthetiek verder in twee design projecten, en stelde dat ze meer
is dan een oppervlakkige formalistische ingreep. Ze bepaalt de manier waarop the
third stand waarneembaar en voelbaar wordt in een product, en kan zodoende de
ontwerper helpen bij het succesvol toepassen van the third stand.

De verrijkende beperkingen van de fysieke wereld

Het third stand perspectief onderscheidt zich van the second stand of de huidige
generatie van digitale producten, doordat het re-materialisatie bewerkstelligt, en
doordat het de waarden van de fysieke wereld beklemtoont. Verder distantieert het
zich van the first stand, doordat het uitgaat van de beperkingen van de fysieke wereld,
eerder dan van haar rijkdom. Deze beperkingen liggen in de persistentie, rigiditeit, traagheid en kwetsbaarheid van de fysieke wereld. Het third stand perspectief
beschouwt deze beperkende eigenschappen als een bescherming tegen de ongebreidelde vrijheid, kneedbaarheid en de grenzeloze mogelijkheden van de digitale
wereld. Het streeft naar een vrijwillige inperking van deze digitale wereld, met als
doel het implementeren van een eigen systeem van waarden, dat zich als volgt laat
beschrijven: het third stand perspectief wil onze omgang met interactieve producten
verheffen door deze omgang omstandiger, genuanceerder, substantiëler, belangrijker en waardevoller te maken. Het streeft naar een duurzamere gebruikservaring,
door verder te bouwen op onze natuurlijke neiging naar aandachtigheid, traagheid
en diepgang. De fysieke wereld is zowel een inspiratiebron als een voedingsbodem
voor dit streven.
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Wat draagt the third stand bij tot de ontwerp praktijk?

The third stand draagt op drie manieren bij tot de praktijk van het ontwerpen:
Ten eerste, door dematerialisatie als uitgangspunt te nemen, situeert the third stand
zich rond de grens tussen het fysieke en het digitale, en probeert een optimaal evenwicht te vinden tussen beide werelden. Zodoende induceert the third stand een
ontwerp proces waarin het fysieke en het digitale simultaan ontwikkeld worden,
en elkaar wederzijds kunnen bepalen. Volgens mij impliceert dit een fundamentele
reorganisatie van R&D departementen in bedrijven, waar tot op heden hardware en
software eerder los van elkaar ontwikkeld worden. Deze focus op de grens tussen het
fysieke en het digitale leidt tot een specifieke vorm van esthetiek, die zich op deze
grens bevindt.
Vervolgens wil the third stand een waardensysteem bewerkstelligen, dat wezenlijk
verschilt van de waarden die uitgedragen worden door de huidige generatie digitale
producten. Terwijl deze laatste producten voornamelijk gericht zijn op efficiëntie
en effectiviteit, leunt the third stand meer aan bij hedonische waarden als diepgang,
aandachtigheid en kostbaarheid. The third stand wendt de fysieke wereld aan als
inspiratiebron voor dit waardensysteem.
Tenslotte biedt the third stand argumenten voor een heroriëntatie naar functiespecifieke producten, welke in schril contrast staan met de alom geprezen polyvalentie en
versatiliteit van de huidige smart phone of tablet.

Wat draagt the third stand bij tot design research?

Er wordt algemeen aangenomen dat embodiment leidt tot een meer natuurlijke,
intuïtievere en meer directe interactie met digitale producten, en dat dit het argument voor embodiment interaction is. Dit argument betreft echter enkel pragmatische bruikbaarheid. The third stand breidt de embodied interaction research agenda
uit door te stellen dat er een causale link bestaat tussen re-materialisate en hedonische waarden, in plaats van pragmatische. Door verder te bouwen op de beperkingen van de fysieke wereld, in plaats van op zijn rijkdom, wil the third stand zijn
eigen waardensysteem bewerkstelligen, wat eerder gebaseerd is op diepgang dan op
gebruiksgemak. Met ander woorden, the third stand wendt de fysieke wereld aan,
niet om onze interactie met het digitale natuurlijk en intuïtief te maken, maar eerder
aandachtsvol, waardevol en belangrijk.
Dit proefschrift levert nog een andere bijdrage tot design research: het wil de Research through Design methode verder ontwikkelen. De prototypes die in deze thesis
worden gepresenteerd, mogen niet gezien worden als verschillende illustraties van
een zelfde fenomeen. Ze vormen eerder de opeenvolgende stappen in een zoektocht
naar een volwassen wording van het third stand perspectief. Ieder prototype genereert een nieuw theoretisch inzicht, welk op zijn beurt leidt tot een nieuw prototype.
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Het eindresultaat is een design perspectief, gepresenteerd in woorden en fysieke
artefacten.

Toekomstig onderzoek

The third stand is nog niet volwassen, vermits verschillende aspecten ervan nog
moeten onderzocht en vastgelegd worden. Hier volgt een overzicht van deze aspecten.
• Wat zijn de grenzen van het toepassingsgebied van the third stand? Wat zijn de
voorwaarden om the third stand aan te wenden?
• Wat is de aard van het waardensysteem van the third stand? Kan een taxonomie
van waarden gegenereerd worden? Welke waarden behoren ertoe, en welke niet?
• Hoe kan de esthetiek van the third stand verder gearticuleerd en geparticularizeerd worden?
• Hoe kan de link tussen the third stand en user experience verder worden uitgewerkt? Bestaat er zoiets als een elfde menselijke nood, de nood aan diepgang?
Wordt deze nood vervuld door third stand producten?
• Hoe kan het iteratieve Research through Design proces, dat in dit proefschrift
wordt beschreven, verder onderzocht en geformaliseerd worden?
Tenslotte toonde mijn experiment aan dat het mogelijk is om een vorm van digitaal
betalen te bedenken die minder abstract is, en je niet vervreemdt van je betaalgedrag. Verder onderzoek is nodig om dit idee te exploreren. Wat zijn de parameters
die bepalen of een betaal interactie beschouwd wordt als abstract of tastbaar?
Lukas Van Campenhout, 2016
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